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Abstract

A pure learning approach to visual �D object detection and recognition is pro�
posed� Pursuing the goals of simplicity and �exibility� the approach relies on
learning from examples only in order to acquire object knowledge� and avoids
to encode any explicit domain knowledge�

The thesis contains the following technical contributions that make the
proposal of such a pure learning system feasible� Firstly� the framework of
pedagogical learning is proposed� Its idea is to convey domain knowledge to a
system� based on selecting speci�c training examples only� In particular� the
pedagogical BW training method is proposed for teaching a pattern recognition
system background�invariance� Secondly� a new� simple and fast implementa�
tion of the Support Vector Machine �SVM� for pattern recognition is proposed�
called DirectSVM� This algorithm does not rely on quadratic programming� as
standard SVM implementations do� but searches an optimal classi�er in an it�
erative style that is reminiscent to neural network learning� Thirdly� an earlier
contribution called the Self�organizing Invariant representation Map �SIM� is
proposed� which consist of a Kohonen�style neural network model for learning
spatially�invariant features in an unsupervised way�

The methods proposed are evaluated experimentally� The experiments con�
sist of evaluating correct recognition performance on a number of object image
databases� More extensive experiments are performed on the COIL object im�
age database� and on the extended COIL database that also contains di�erent
classes of cluttered backgrounds�

Using these technical contributions� a system based on pure learning is pro�
posed� This system is able perform the task of everyday household object de�
tection and recognition successfully� and this in real�time� in real�world scenes
and in varying conditions� Considering that the system does not encode any
domain knowledge� the system has the potential to be a general object detec�
tion	recognition � that only needs to be retrained without being re�engineered
� in order to be applied to a wide variety of applications�
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Introduction

Background to the research presented

Arti�cial Intelligence has since long been a holy grail for humanity� The quest
has been driven by questions like� is it possible that computers could have
independent thought and emotions� Would computers one day become as in�
telligent as humans� or maybe even surpass human intelligence altogether� If
that did happen� would that be a threat to humanity as depicted in popu�
lar science��ction� or would it on the contrary� just be the start of a heaven
on earth� with most or all problems of humanity easily solved by computers�
What then would be the role of a human being in such a computer�oriented so�
ciety� Or would we as the human race� merely merge together with intelligent
engineered systems in a transhuman fashion� making the borderline between
humans and machines a very fuzzy one�

All these questions are still open� of course� this research is touching only a
small part of this vast �eld� Nevertheless� I hope that with the research results
presented� at least a small step closer is taken towards this exciting future�

The origin of the research that I present in this thesis� dates back a number
of years� It must have been around �
�� at the time� when I was in desper�
ate need of funding for a new and faster computer� Being a teenager at the
time with limited funds� I applied for funding from Kredietbank� a Flemish
bank that was then running a competition called Youth and Technology� I
submitted a project with the title Dutch Speech Recognition� from which I
received su�cient funds to acquire a new computer along with signal process�
ing hardware components� More importantly however� the need for writing and
implementing such a proposal opened my eyes to the world of signal process�
ing� My �rst idea was to implement simple methods� however soon I discovered
that one required more elaborate statistical tools to recognize the noisy and
widely varying signals of speech� In particular I wished that there existed some
automatic methods or programs that could determine the large amounts of
parameters in such systems� At that time� I did not know that there existed
already learning algorithms that could in part solve my problem�

Actually� my interest in automatically�generated programs� originated a few
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years earlier� At that time� I downloaded a share�ware program in BASIC that
extended itself automatically by generating new BASIC code that was then
added to the original code� Although� it is technically not so di�cult to write
such a program� it appeals to the imagination� the possibility of a computer
that starting from a very small program� re�programs itself to solve more com�
plex tasks� Imagining the repetitive inductive nature of such a method� the
possibility exists that eventually such programs could maybe solve problems
beyond human capacity or understanding� The latter wish is of course pure
science��ction at the moment� and such programs might even never exist� How�
ever� the hope and potential is still out there� and may give a long�term vision
to the research community� Probably� most people in the machine learning
communities� genetic algorithms and programming communities harbor some�
where this motivation for doing this kind of research�

Thus� one of the main themes throughout this thesis will be the most devel�
oped sub��eld of automatically�generated programs� the learning algorithms�
Though the learning algorithms that we will consider� do not generate program
code� they generate structure in possibly an even more important part of a pro�
gram� data structure� I can be more precise about the latter claim� Classically�
learning algorithms are considered to �t parameters to a model� Though this
remains intrinsically correct� some of the current learning algorithms deal with
such a vast set of parameterized models that the models can comprise many
possible structures of the data and equivalently� with many physical realizations
of the system that solves the problem at hand� Hence e�ectively� many kinds
of structures of a system can be learned by these algorithms� For example� the
optimal number of neurons of a neural network can be determined by recent
learning algorithms� This will be discussed in more detail in Chapters � and ��

Another main theme of this thesis is Computational Vision and more con�
cretely� Visual Object Recognition� As speech was a teenage research interest�
vision is the big brother of speech� Human vision processes take place in up
to ��� of all the human brain areas� Apart from the important role vision
plays in human cognition� vision is also considered to be the most complex sen�
sory modality� One of the most fundamental tasks a biological vision system
has to perform� is to recognize objects in complex environments� This thesis
is the report of a search to construct an automatic learning program that can
perform this task of object recognition�

Chronology of the research work

I started my doctoral work in a computational neuroscience lab for biological
vision research� During my �rst years as a doctoral student� I developed the
SIM neural network� a neural network for building features for object recogni�
tion systems in an unsupervised way� However� one of the main problems at
that time was� how to evaluate the quality of the representations obtained�
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One possibility was to test the performance of object recognition systems using
these representations� I did this with some success� however the direction for
improvement was far from clear�

Then in �

�� I got the opportunity to get acquainted with Statistical Learn�
ing Theory� research authored by Vapnik and coworkers� His work provided
me a completely new perspective on my research problems� I left the frame�
work of unsupervised learning and started to explore what Vapnik calls the
Main Principle for learning� use pattern recognition or regression directly
if possible� and avoid density estimation �unsupervised learning�� In many
cases� object recognition can be formulated as a supervised pattern recognition
learning problem� and hence I started to explore this approach�

In �


� I discovered the BW learning method for background�invariance
and encouraged by its good experimental results� I tried to push the pure
learning approach to its extreme� try to build an object recognition system
relying maximally on learning�

Motivations and main objective

The main objective of the thesis is to investigate the feasibility and the possi�
bilities of a pure learning approach to object detection and recognition�

A motivation for adhering to a learning approach is the potential simplicity
of such a system� if most of the structure of the system can be learned� very
little has to be encoded and hence the system can be very simple� Apart of an
aesthetic motivation for prefering a simple system� Occam�s principle would also
advocate such a system� �Entities should not be multiplied beyond necessity
or in a more common formulation� the simplest explanation	model	system is
�probably� the best� Another motivation for advocating a learning approach
is �exibility� if most of the structure is learned� the system can be retrain to
be applied to another application� without requiring to re�engineer the system�
Still another motivation for applying a learning approach is that explicit domain
knowledge may not be broadly valid� may not be of high quality or may not
even be available�

Object recognition systems have exploited learning approaches in di�erent
degrees� Most of the systems apply learning in combination with a priori
encoded representations� Pure learning approaches �without any prior encoded
knowledge� have less been investigated� Hence the main objective of the thesis
is to explore an approach that is maximally based on learning only� In light
of the previously mentioned motivations for using a learning approach� a pure
learning could maximize these motivations� bene�ts�
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Main contributions

In order to be able to propose practically feasible methodologies for pure learn�
ing based object recognition� the following main technical contributions are
proposed�

� The proposal of the concept of pedagogical learning �Chapter ��� which is
a minimaldata selection approach within the framework of support vector
learning� Concretely� the BW pedagogical learning method is proposed�
a pure data�driven method to background�invariance�

� The proposal of DirectSVM �Chapter ��� a simple and fast perceptron�
like learning algorithm� similar in performance as the Support Vector
Machine for pattern recognition� but requiring substantially less training
time� execution time and memory�

The �nal contribution exploits the previous contributions �Chapter �� by
proposing a pure learning system that is able to perform �D object detection
and object recognition in real�world scenes and in real�time� based on learning
from examples only�

An earlier contribution �Chapter �� consist of the proposition of the Self�
organizing Invariant representation Map �SIM�� a neural network for unsuper�
vised learning of spatially�invariant representations�

Thesis outline

In part I� I will give an overview of the background that is relevant for the
research presented� I start with formulating the learning problem �Chapter ���
In Chapter �� I will explain the main results of Statistical Learning Theory� a
theory for learning with a limited amount of training examples� In Chapter
�� I will discuss a selection of learning algorithms that have some relation to
the research work presented in this thesis and in the last chapter of this part
�Chapter ��� I will discuss and evaluate a selection of visual object recognition
systems�

In part II of the thesis� I will proposed and discuss the contributions of the
research work presented�
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Chapter �

The learning approach

It is a capital mistake to theorize before one has data� Insensibly
one begins to twist facts to suit theories instead of theories to suit
facts� Sherlock Holmes

Science is built upon facts� as a house is built of stones� but an
accumulation of facts is no more a science that a heap of stones is
a house� Henri Poincar�e

��� Motivations for a learning approach

In the Introduction� we mentioned the following motivations for adhering to a
learning approach� simplicity and �exibility of the system� and the system inde�
pendence of prior domain knowledge in explicit form� We give here some more
motivations for exploring learning approaches in order to construct arti�cially
intelligent systems in general�

Convenience reason

It would just be immensely convenient to have access to an automatic program
that could solve� or at least help to solve� the complicated tasks and problems
encountered in the wide spectrum of everyday activities� In particular it would
be interesting to investigate� to which extend learning algorithms could help
solve the task of visual object recognition by machines�

Biology argument

All cognitive systems of all higher�level animals rely on learning and adaptation�
In particular� it appears that the more sophisticated and intelligent the animal�
the more it relies on its capacity to learn and adapt for its daily survival�
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Zoologist S�A� Barnett makes even an equivalence between intelligence and
adaptivity� in his book Instinct and intelligence �Barnett� �
���� intelligence
�here� means the ability to adapt behavior to circumstances� It is reasonable
to assume that animals that are maximally able to adapt to new environments�
and that can maximally pro�t from learned experiences� have a far greater
chance of survival than animals that have more inferior such capabilities�

The equivalence could be transposed to man�made systems� Since intelli�
gence is so much associated with biological intelligence� arti�cial systems that
would intend to carry the predicate intelligent would have to posses a great
deal of adaptive and learning behaviors� Such a system would have to learn
from acquired experience in order to cope with complex and changing environ�
ments� in a way equivalent to biological systems�

Epistemological motivations

Another argument to consider has an epistemological viewing angle� can all
possible knowledge be encoded in an �intelligent� system without that the latter
system has the ability to learn�

In order to make this point� one could distinguish all possible knowledge that
could be exploited by an intelligent� arti�cial system into four broad classes�
First� all knowledge that we as individual humans and as humanity as a whole�
do acknowledge to possess �independent from the discussion of the knowledge�s
validity�� Second� knowledge that humanity did not acquire yet� but will ac�
quire �at an ever faster pace� in the future� Third� empirical knowledge that
we as individual humans and as a humanity� cannot acquire in the fore�hand
since the knowledge is causally dependent on stochastic or intractable processes�
Fourth� knowledge that has a vaster complexity than what we� as humans or
as humanity� ever can embrace�

We consider these four types of knowledge from the point of view of con�
structing arti�cial systems that possess knowledge and intelligence� and this
on a level similar as individual humans or as a humanity� Firstly� in order to
encode all existing known knowledge in a way that is functional for an arti�cial
system to exploit� is a formidable task that would take centuries and longer
to complete� If we want intelligent systems within a shorter time�horizon� we
will only be able to include a fraction of this kind of existing knowledge� A
typical example of this encoding approach are the Expert Systems developed
a few decades back within the classical AI framework� Secondly� humanity as
a whole acquires knowledge of the world at an ever�accelerating rate� Hence
such a program would need to be updated at an equivalent or even faster rate
as well�

Alternatively� one could convey knowledge to the system� by automatic
learning of the system� rather than to encode the knowledge and to adapt the
system manually� The important di�erence between the two approaches is� that
encoded knowledge requires the availability of the knowledge in an explicit form�
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while the learning approach does only require learning examples� in which the
knowledge is embedded in an implicit form� The non�requirement to transform
the knowledge to an explicit form� is an important speed advantage� Other
advantages could include the avoidance of errors and simpli�cations that the
transformation requires� A potential drawback of the learning approach on the
other hand� is that the learning process could not necessary learn �well�

Thirdly� many aspects of nature and the universe are inherently stochastic�
are the causal result of stochastic processes or are intractable� The prediction
of the existence of these aspects would require prohibitively expensive compu�
tations� in particular aspects that are the results of chains of such processes and
events� Hence existential knowledge of these aspects� cannot be made explicit
before the �chains of� events actually took place� In order to encode this kind
of faster� again automated learning processes could be advocated in order to
build up this kind of knowledge�

Fourth� there are many �elds of knowledge that a single individual can not
embrace� a single human can have expert knowledge in a number of �elds
�scienti�c� social� motoric� etc����� however he would not be able to master all
the possible �elds humanity has ever created� In contrast� nature as a whole
knows and embeds almost an inde�nite amount of knowledge ranging from how
to hunt as a group of lions with prey� to how to synthesize the most complex
organic proteins from simple amino�acids� to even how to turn planets into
hospitable biospheres� Maybe one day there will exist an arti�cial system that
can master the knowledge of many processes� in such a detail that is beyond
the capability of any single human being� or beyond all the capacity of all
mankind together� Such a system would require to learn this knowledge �at
least partially� automatically� since there does not exist any human or a group
of humans that ever could encode it all �manually��

Software development and software �bugs�

Still another argument for a system to rely on �computational� learning could
be the viewpoint of software development� Contemporary software becomes
increasingly very complex� Unfortunately however� this increase in complexity
appears to entail the introduction of a large amount of software errors i�e�
bugs in the programs� Still� most of these programs would not yet qualify as
intelligent� Hence it is doubtful� if one could write an intelligent program
that has a complexity far beyond what we are currently able to design� without
the emergence of prohibitively many software errors� Software engineering
approaches to minimize this kind of errors� advocate software design disciplines
such as object�oriented or agent�based software design� However� although most
of the current programs are written within these framework� the mass increase
in the complexity of contemporary programs still challenges the con�nement
of these software errors�

The learning approach� could potentially be an additional strategy to ad�
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Figure ���� The concept of learning� One infers a model	knowledge from in�
dividual observations by performing an induction step �one generalizes from a
number of training examples�� After one has constructed a model	knowledge�
one can easily infer predictions i�e� new predictive instances from this
model	knowledge by deduction�

dress this problem� Since learning programs themselves consist of relatively
short algorithms with limited complexity �while complexity is induced in the
software by learning on training examples originating from a complex envi�
ronment� learning programs are automatic methods to construct �relatively�
complex software� This software development strategy relies maximally on a
data�driven approach of program construction� thus reducing tedious encoding
of the program�

��� The concept of learning from examples

Conceptually� learning means the construction of a model given a number of
observations� After one has constructed this model� one can infer instances
from the model e�g� for future use that were not �necessarily� part of the
observations� This is illustrated in �g� ���� Note the following pairs of words�
model	knowledge and training examples	observations as denoting the same
concepts� are used interchangeably throughout this thesis�

In order to construct such a model� one has to perform induction i�e� one
has to generalize from individual observations to a model that holds also outside
the speci�c conditions of the individual observations�
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����� Formal and general de�nition

Let us formulate the learning problem more formally�
A learning algorithm assumes a 	nite number of training samples Zl �

fz�� � � � � zlg that are distributed according to an unknown probability distribu�
tion F �z��

Given this training set� the objective of a learning algorithm is to �nd
the best parameter set ��l that determines function f�Zl � ��l �� out of a set
of functions f�Zl � w�� w � W� that best predicts �future� test samples� Here
w � W stands for the set of �abstract� parameters that parametrises the set of
functions f�Zl � w� and W is the set of all allowable �abstract� parameter sets�

In order to have a criterion to evaluate the �best prediction function� one
can introduce a risk functional�

R�w� �

Z
L�z� w�dF �z� w � W

with L�z� w� a set of loss functions�
The objective of the learning algorithm is to minimize this risk functional�

Speci�c implementations of the risk functional de�ne the learning problem
that is addressed� We can formulate three common learning problems� pat�
tern recognition� regression and density estimation� Their corresponding loss
functions can be de�ned as follows�

Pattern recognition

In this case� data consist of input and output pairs z � �x� y��x � �d� Here y
is the output of a supervisor to the learning system with two values� y � f�� �g
only� Here the set of functions f�x�w�� w � W is restricted to the set of
indicator functions �functions that can only take the values zero and one�� An
appropriate loss function for this problem is�

L�y� f�x� w�� �

�
� if y � f�x� w�
� if y �� f�x� w��

Hence the loss function is non�zero if there is a classi�cation error� The
learning problems hence translates in �nding a function which minimizes the
probability of classi�cation error when the probability distribution F �x� y� is
unknown and only the training data is given�

Regression estimation

In this case� the supervisor can provide output data y with real values� and
the set of functions f�x� w��x � �d� w � W is a set of real functions� An
appropriate loss function for this problem is�

L�y� f�x� w�� � �y � f�x� w���

Note that the loss in this case is in the range �������
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Density estimation

For the case of density estimation� let�s say estimating a set of densities p�x� w��x �
�d� w � W� the following loss function can be considered�

L�p�x� w�� � � log p�x� w�

In this case the loss has a range of ��������

����� Main Principle

Density estimation is the universal solution to the learning problem i�e� once
the density is estimated� all speci�c learning tasks can be solved using that
density� However density estimation requires also the most training examples�
while the lowest number of learning examples are required for solving the pat�
tern recognition problem�

Hence since any practical learning has only access to a limited number of
training examples� it is obvious that one should solve the easiest problem if one
has this choice� Vapnik �Vapnik� �

�� formulates this as follows�

If you possess a restricted amount of information for solving some
problem� try to solve the problem directly and never solve a more
general problem as an intermediate step� It is possible that the avail�
able information is su�cient for a direct solution but is insu�cient
for solving a more general intermediate problem�

Concretely� if one needs to solve a task of pattern recognition� perform
pattern recognition directly and do not try to estimate densities �i�e� learning
features� �rst as an intermediate step�

����� Empirical risk minimization

The challenge for learning is to �nd the optimal function and its parameter set
that minimizes the risk functionals that we discussed� Classically� one requires
to minimize the error on the training set� as this is the only data available at
the moment of training� This principle for choosing the optimal function is
refered to as empirical risk minimization� If one adheres to this principle and
hence using only the training data� the risk functional is replaced by�

Remp�w� �
�

l

lX
i��

L�zi� w�

In other words� one approximates the optimal loss function L�z� w�� with a
L�z� wl� that minimizes the empirical risk�

One could assume that this principle �minimal training error� also leads to
a minimal true error �error on future test samples�� However this is mostly not
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the case� This is probably one of the most fundamental problems in computa�
tional learning� how to trade�o� empirical risk and true risk� Fundamentally�
this trade�o� can be made explicit by the underlying inductive principle that
is exploited by the learning algorithm� Di�erent learning theories and learning
algorithms address this problem in a variety of ways�

��� Inductive principles and learning algorithms

Many learning methods for non�parametric function or model approximation
exists� However based on the inductive principle exploited� we are able to
categorize them conveniently as follows�

� Regularization �penalization�� Radial Basis Function �neural� networks�

� Early stopping� back�propagation neural networks� Kohonen�s Self�
Organizing Map �SOM� algorithm� tree�based C���� etc���

� Minimum Description Length� MDL�based model selectors�

� Bayesian� Bayesian inference networks for model selection�

� Structural Risk Minimization� Support Vector Machines �SVM��

Most of these principles and algorithms will be discussed in more detail in
the following chapters�

Learning heuristics and the curse of dimensionality

Many of the learning principles mentioned are heuristic in nature� and they
rely on the intuition of the expert to implement these principles correctly in a
concrete learning algorithm� This is however not straightforward�

Since the objective of learning is to construct a model� from a wide set of
possible models� the parameter space spanning all possible models will �often�
be very large� In particular� in the case of �quasi� non�parametric estimators�
the number of model parameters can be huge and consequently the parameter
space will be extremely highly dimensional or even in�nitely dimensional�

In the case of high�dimensional spaces� the �curse of dimensionalityapplies�
We cite a few examples from �Cherkassky and Mulier� �

�� that illustrate this
problem�

� Given a number of data�points randomly distributed in a high�dimensional
space� In order to enclose a certain fraction of these data points� a large
radius is needed� Consider a ��dimensional hypercube �i�e� a square��
then the edge of the hypercube �square� that �lls a fraction p of the

original hypercube scales as p
�
� � For a d�dimensional hypercube� the hy�

percube that covers the same fraction p is relatively much larger and
scales as p��d�
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� Considering an almost�uniform high�dimensional distribution� almost ev�
ery data�point will be closer to the edge of the distribution than to any
other data�point in the distribution�

In a high�dimensional space� almost every data point is closer to the
edge of the distribution it belongs to �within which the data is spanned�
compared to any other data point� This can be understood as a derivation
of the previous example� Although this is a disadvantage for learning� it
can also be used as an advantage in other applications� in current high�
speed modems� the large distance between signals in a high�dimensional
signal space can be exploited� to increase the information transmission
rate�

� Almost every point in a high�dimensional space is an outlier in its own
projection�

In order to avoid reliance on heuristics� di�erent learning theories have
been proposed� We give a short historical overview in the next section� In the
next chapter� we summarize Statistical Learning Theory which was recently
proposed by Vladimir Vapnik� and is probably the most fundamental theory
on learning available� This theory derives in an analytical way� the inductive
learning principle of Structural Risk Minimization�

��� A short historical overview of learning the�
ory

Historically� three main stages in the development of learning theory can be
distinguished�

� Stage �� Parametric statistics�

� Stage �� Non�parametric statistics and neural networks

� Stage �� Theories on learning complexity and generalization� and con�
structive learning algorithms such as support vector machines�

Stage � emerged with the onset of statistics several centuries ago� Stage �
emerged with the discovery of the perceptron around the �
���s� while Stage
� theories started to emerge shortly after and support vector machines were
constructed in the last decade� The two �rst stages of this evolution are ex�
plained in more detail in the following� while Stage � is explained in the next
two Chapter�
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����� Classical statistics

Following Fisher �Fisher� �
���� the classical learning problem can be divided
into two parts� speci�cation and estimation� Speci�cation consists in deter�
mining the parametric form of the unknown underlying distributions� while
estimation is the process of determining parameters that characterize the spec�
i�ed distributions�

Classical learning algorithms focus on estimation of parameters� leaving
speci�cation totally up to the designer of the learning system� Typical learn�
ing algorithms within this classical framework are among others the Maximum
Likehood �ML� method for density estimation� and discriminant analysis for
classi�cation� In both methods� the underlying distributions are a priori as�
sumed� while their parameters are estimated by the methods� I give here an
example from Fukunaga �Fukunaga� �

� Cherkassky and Mulier� �

�� that
illustrates the weakness of the discriminant analysis method�

Let�s assume that we wish to build a two�class classi�er from data� that
we know is distributed as two multivariate normal distributions N ���� ��� and
N ���� ���� Then the discriminant analysis method prescribes to estimate the
parameters of the distribution ��� ��� ��� �� by using the maximum likelihood
method� These densities are then used to construct the classi�er� The opti�
mal decision classi�er is a polynomial of degree two� since this is the surface
separating two normal distributions� However estimating the parameters of
the density �and hence of the classi�er� is quite unreliable� if there are only a
limited data�points availability� This can be easily veri�ed by a simple exper�
iment� Let us set up two sets of experiments� each starting from let�s say ��
data�samples randomly drawn from the above mentioned normal distributions�
In one series of experiments we estimate the quadratic decision boundary� while
in another series of experiments� we estimate a simpler linear surface instead
�see Fig� ����� Empirically one �nds that � out of � times� the linear classi�
�er has a better prediction accuracy than the quadratic one� Note that the
simpler linear surface does not match the underlying class distribution� and
hence should not be the choice of a designer of a learning system to use such a
model� compared to the quadratic one which is the true model� However in this
case� the simpler �untrue� model provides the better guarantee for the lowest
classi�cation error�

����� Non	parametric statistics and neural networks

In contrast to parametric approaches� non�parametric approaches do not rely
on a pre�speci�ed underlying distribution in some parametric form� but in�
stead specify the underlying distribution itself as part of the approach� Hence
speci�cation and estimation is performed�

The best known non�parametric learning algorithms include amongst oth�
ers� di�erent types of neural networks and histogram methods for density es�
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Figure ���� Discriminant analysis using a limited amount of data� �Left� The
linear decision function has an accuracy rate of ���� �Right� The quadratic
decision function has an accuracy of ���� Out of ��� repetitions of the exper�
iment� the linear decision function is better than the quadratic one in ��� of
the time� although the latter one is the true model�

timation� We discuss di�erent kinds of neural networks in Chapter �� while
giving here the simple example of histograms�

The probably most known non�parametric way to estimate a density is the
histogram� With histograms� virtually any density distribution can be modeled�
however at the expense of increasingly large numbers of training examples�
Especially for data in increasingly high dimensions� this method and other
non�parametric methods for density estimation do not scale very well� This is
a phenomenon commonly refered to as the curse of dimensionality�

The latter methods are based on enclosing a local volume of data �a bin�
to make an estimate� However for practical ��nite� high�dimensional data sets�
a bin that encloses enough data points to make an accurate estimate is often
not local anymore� The radius of such a bin can be a signi�cant fraction of the
total range of the data�

Let�s illustrate the latter fact with an example� We assume that the data
is contained within a high�dimensional hypercube with dimension d� Let�s also
assume that the bins are hypercubes and that we have b of such bins� If the
working space is one�dimensional �d � ��� the bins are small and have a length
of �

b of the contained hypercube� However if the space is higher�dimensional�
the latter bins will have edges that are at least the size of �

b��d
of the contained

hypercube� For increasing d the latter fraction converges to � and hence the bins
are very large� Still another way to illustrate this example is as follows� In order
to maintain a constant density of data points with increasing dimensionality�
the number of data�points needs to increase exponentially with the dimension�
If one has n data points in a one�dimensional space� one needs nd samples in a
d�dimensional space to obtain the same data density as in the one�dimensional
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case�
Most learning algorithms in the category of non�parametric estimation ex�

hibit what can be formulated as a regularization problem� A common other
name of this problem is amongst others the over�tting problem i�e� the
problem of how to determine the complexity of the non�parametric learning
machine� In the neural networks literature the problem is the determination of
the number of neurons and neuron layers the system requires for good general�
ization� In clustering� the problem is formulated as the problem of determining
the number of clusters one wants to �nd�

Generally� the regularization problem is as follows� how can the ill�posed
problem of solving �linear� operator equations have a unique solution with some
stability of the found function �with regard to small perturbations to F ��

Af � F�

��nding f � given A and F ��
Learning sub�elds gave rise to di�erent solutions to this problem� The

regularization inductive principle� explicitly assigns a penalty term to the loss
function� in order to control regularization�
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Nothing is more practical than a good theory� Unknown

As far as the laws of mathematics refer to reality� they are not
certain� and as far as they are certain� they do not refer to reality�
Albert Einstein

��� Philosophical introduction

As mentioned earlier� central to the concept of learning is the induction step
and the question how to perform this induction step correctly� This question is
a century�old problem in philosophy� how can one build up correct knowledge�
Or in other words� how can one build a correct model� The great philosopher
Immanuel Kant� posed this question more sharply in the ��th century� how can
one distinguish between false and correct knowledge� Or in other words� when
is the induction step from the observations correctly performed� He called this
problem� the demarcation problem� Science philosopher Karl Popper proposed
a solution for this problem� in �
��� He proposed that a theory or model is
scienti�c� if and only if� the theory or model is falsi�able i�e� if there exists a
possibility in the theory	model that some observations will falsify the theory
or model� If no observations ever can falsify the theory	model� then this theory
can not be considered scienti�c�

Let�s present an example of this principle� How can one distinguish which
discipline is scienti�c and which is not� e�g� astronomy versus astrology� As�
tronomy has a number of models� each of which have a large number of falsi��
able claims� For example the astronomic model that all medium�aged stars are
powered by nuclear fusion� One of the falsi�able claims would be� if one would
�nd� one day� that the conditions for nuclear fusion inside the stars cannot give
rise to nuclear fusion� this model would cease to exist� All scienti�c models in
astronomy rely on veri�able future experiments	observations to maintain the
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validity of the models� In contrast� astrology does not include such claims�
There does not exist any possible experiment or observation that could under�
mine a claim or a model in astrology� Hence it is not possible to falsify the
theory and therefore astrology is in this de�nition not a scienti�c theory�

The same principle has an analogy in statistical learning theory� Falsi��
ability corresponds to limited learning capacity in learning algorithms� only
if the system has a limited learning capacity �and hence has the potential to
make predictive errors�� the system can truly learn� As Vapnik proposes� the
learning capacity of a system is quanti�ed by the Vapnik�Chervonenkis �VC�
dimension� and its dimension should be �nite for limited learning capacity�

The objective of the theory is to propose an analytically�motivated� au�
tomatic procedure to determine the optimal learning capacity of a learning
system�

��� Issues addressed

The theory addresses the following four main questions�

�i� Consistency what are the conditions for the consistency of a learning
process� based on the empirical risk minimization principle�

�ii� Convergence how fast is the rate of convergence of the learning
process�

�iii� Generalization how can one control the rate of convergence of a
learning process�

�iv� Algorithm how can one construct a learning algorithm that auto�
matically controls its generalization ability�

We summarize the results of Statistical Learning Theory on these questions
in the following� Consider �rst the following key de�nitions�

����� De�nition of key quantities

Given a set of indicator functions Q�z� w�� w � W� i�e� functions that take only
the values � and ��� Then de�ne NW�Zl� as the number of di�erent separations
of the data Zl � fz�� � � � � zlg realizable by this set of functions Q�z� w�� w � W�
For example� if one considers the set of hyper�plane indicator functions� For
small number of points l� this set of hyper�planes will be able to separate �label�
these points in all possible ways i�e� N �Zl� � �l� However� if the number of
points l grows� there will be a point where this will not be the case anymore
and clearly N �Zl� � �l� We will come back to this point in the subsection on
the VC�dimension�
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For discussing the results of the theory� we can de�ne the two following
quantities� The VC�entropy�

HW�l� � E lnNW �Zl�

here E is over the probability distribution of Zl�
And the Growth Function�

GW�l� � ln sup
Zl

NW�Zl�

Note that this quantity is distribution independent�
Clearly one has the following inequality on these quantities�

HW�l� � GW�l�

����� Consistency of a learning process

Let �s de�ne consistency of a learning process based on the empirical risk min�
imization principle as follows�

Consider Remp�w�l � as the optimal value of the empirical risk provided by
a loss function L�z� w�l � and denote R�w�l � as the �unknown� true risk for the
same loss function� Then we can de�ne consistency for a learning process based
on the empirical risk principle only if the �unknown� true risk and the empirical
risk converge to the same limit� as the number of samples grows to in�nity �see
Fig� �����

R�w�l �
P�	 inf

w�W
R�w� when l 	�

Remp�w
�
l �

P�	 inf
w�W

R�w� when l 	�

In �
�� Vapnik and Chervonenkis �Vapnik and Chervonenkis� �
��� proved
consistency of a learning process depending on the distribution Zl� Concretely
a learning process is consistent if�

lim
l��

HW �l�

l
� �

Note that the latter results depends on the distribution of the training
examples �via HW�l��� which is of course in a practical situation not known�
Hence the latter result has limited practical value�

However in �
�
 Vapnik and Chervonenkis could prove their Key Theorem
that stated that uniform convergence of ERM is necessary and su�cient for
consistency of the learning process�

lim
l��

P �sup
w

�R�w�� Remp�w�� � �� � �� 
� � �
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Figure ���� A learning process is consistent if both the expected risk R�wl� and
the empirical risk Remp�wl� converge to the minimal possible risk infw�W R�w��

and as a consequence of this result� the following necessary and su�cient
conditions for consistency of the ERM principle could be derived�

lim
l��

GW�l�

l
� �

����� Fast rate of convergence of a learning process

Let�s �rst de�ne a fast rate of convergence �convergence to the optimal realiz�
able risk�� If we choose an exponential rate� then for any 	 should�

PfR�wl��R�w�� � �g � e�c�
�l

Vapnik proves that the same equality has to be ful�lled as for consistency�

lim
l��

GW�l�

l
� �

as a necessary and su�cient condition for fast convergence�

Concretely only certain sets of approximating functions� ful�lling the latter
condition� will lead to learning processes that are consistent and minimize their
risk su�ciently fast when applying more training examples�
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����� VC	dimension

The Growth function is central in the previous results� Vapnik shows that this
function has always the following form�

GW�l�

��
�

� l ln �
or
� h

�
� � ln l

h

�
with h the VC�dimension�
Hence if h �� � then and only then is consistency and fast rate of conver�

gence of the learning process guaranteed �in the sense explained in the previous
subsections��

Example sets of functions and their VC�dimension

VC�dimension of linear indicator functions is�

h � d� �

with d the dimension of the space�
Note that the VC�dimension is clearly a di�erent measure than simply

counting the number of �free� parameters� For example� for sinusoids there
is only one parameter w�

f�x�w� � 
�sin�wx��� w	�
but the VC dimension is�

h � �
Another example is a set of functions popular in the neural network litera�

ture� Radial Basis Functions� Consider with w � �c� �� t� and K a radial basis
function as�

f�x� c� �� t� � 


�
K

�kx� ck
�

�
� t

�
�����

The VC�dimension of this set of functions is�

h � d� �

while the set of functions Eq� ��� has d� � �free parameters�

����
 Generalization ability of learning processes

Apart from consistency and convergence of a learning process� Vapnik also
obtains bounds on the generalization performance of a learning process� Con�
cretely� given a VC�dimension h� the expected risk on future samples is bounded
by�
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R�wl� � Remp�wl� � �

�
l

h

�
�����

The generalization performance is bounded by two terms� the empirical risk
and a term depending on the complexity of the approximation functions�

The full expression of Eq� ��� is as follows� With probability at least �� ��

R�wl� � Remp�wl� �
	

�

	
� �

r
� �

�Remp�wl�

	



�

with

	 � �
h
�
ln �l

h
� �
�� ln

�
�
�

�
l

The distance to the optimal realizable risk !�wl� � R�wl��R�w��� on this
given set of functions is�

!�wl� � 

�
l

h

�
Or the full expression reads as follows� With probability at least �� ���

!�wl� � 	

�

	
� �

r
� �

�Remp�wl�

	



�

r
� ln �

l

with 	 the same as before�
Unfortunately� experiments point out that the latter bounds are quite wide�

note that they are valid for any distribution� Nevertheless� this bound is the
smallest bound known analytically for an unknown distribution�

����� Structural Risk Minimization �SRM� principle

Consider the previous bound on the generalization of the learning processes� In
order to improve �i�e� narrow� the latter bound in generalization� one can re�
duce empirical risk� However in addition� given a certain ��xed� empirical risk�
one can minimize the VC�dimension of the learning process� The latter method
is the principle of structural risk minimization� minimize the structure of the
set of functions by choosing a set of functions with minimal VC�dimension�
given a certain empirical risk �see Fig� �����

Many inductive principles rely on controlling �minimizing� the empirical
risk� while the structure of the set of functions is not or only implicitly con�
trolled �by some heuristics�� As can be seen in Fig� ���� keeping the structure
�xed� could lead to very poor generalization �when h is large�� The latter
typically occurs for small sizes l i�e� approximatively for l � ��h� SRM is con�
trast keeps Remp�wl� �xed� but minimize the structure of �� Hence the SRM
principle o�ers a way to learn in the small sample size case�
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Figure ���� The SRM principle� �nd a structure with minimal VC�dimension
h� given a certain empirical risk and �xed sample size l�

For constructing a learning algorithm� one needs to be able to vary the
VC�dimension h of the set of approximation functions and to estimate it� This
is far from trivial for many families of functions� but it is however possible for
linear functions with margins� Support Vector Machines exploit this property�
We explain the algorithm in the next chapter�

��� Comparison with the Minimum Description
Length �MDL� principle

The coding method based on the Minimum Description Length principle is as
follows� One tries to �nd a codebook	model �containing a number of tables�
such that a set of examples can be coded with minimal information� �Clearly
this is only possible if there exists some dependence between the training data��
This codebook	model� will give the least errors on predicting future examples�

Consider the following example in the pattern recognition case� Given l
training examples z� � �x�� y��� � � � � zl � �xl� yl� which are drawn randomly
and independently from some �unknown� distribution� MDL principle is then�
given �x�� � � � �xl�� is the binary string �y�� � � � � yl� random� The latter string
can be encoded using l bits� However if there is a systematic dependency in
the data y � f�x�� we can encode the output string y probably with a shorter
code� let�s say with length N � This length is the sum of the length of the
codebook	model and the length of the error�term specifying how the actual
data di�ers from the model predictions�

In any case� one can de�ne the coe�cient of compression of the codebook
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as�

K�codebook� �
N

l

Given a codebook with this compression coe�cient� and given that only a ��
nite number of tables can be used in a such a codebook� Vapnik derived from the
above bound in �

� the following result� The probability for mis�classi�cation
for future data using a codebook with compression factor K�codebook� is�

R�codebook� � �

�
K�codebook� ln �� ln �

l

�

where the bound holds with probability at least �� �� Note that the above
bound is independent of how many training examples were used� the structure
of the codebook or the number of tables used in the codebook� etc���

However the weak point of the MDL approach is that the main learning
problem remains�

What is a �smart� code�book and how to construct such a code�book�
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Learning algorithms and
implementations

The strongest arguments prove nothing so long as the conclusions
are not veri	ed by experience� Experimental science is the queen of
sciences and the goal of all speculation� Roger Bacon

A selection of learning algorithms is described that provide the background
for the research described in the Contributions part� We begin by a number
of classi�cation and regression algorithms including Support Vector Machines�
Consecutively� we will describe a number of density estimation and dimension�
ality reduction methods�

��� Pattern recognition and regression

This class of learning algorithms is also called supervised learned algorithms�
since every training example consist of an observation xi and a �correct out�
come yi given by a �supervisor�

����� Nearest Neighbor Classi�ers

Nearest Neighbor Classi�er �NNC	

This is the simplest of all classi�cation methods and proceeds as follows� One
memorizes all training data points� In order to classify a new point� the distance
to the nearest training point is calculated� The class of this nearest point�
determines the classi�cation of the new point� Typically for distance measure�
the Euclidean distance is used�

Potentially� at least two drawbacks can be observed with this method�
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� Practically� in order to determine the class of a new point� one has to
search through all the training data� Apart of the need to store all training
examples� classifying new data�points can become prohibitively slow� if
the number of training points is large�

� From a theoretical point of view� this method does not perform complex�
ity control on the approximation	classi�cation function at all� In other
words� the VC�dimension � of this set of functions is in�nite and hence
no consistent learning is guaranteed�

k�Nearest Neighbor Classi�er

In order to address the drawback of reducing complexity� one can induce some
form of complexity control on the classi�cation functions as follows� Instead
of determining the nearest training point only in order to classify a new point�
one determines the k nearest training points to the new point� Majority voting
of the classes on these k nearest training points� determines the class of the
new point�

����� Learning Vector Quantization �LVQ�

To address the main drawbacks of the NNC� this more sophisticated example of
a local classi�cation method is proposed �estimation of the class is performed
near an estimation point��

The main idea is to construct a small number k of prototype points by an
iterative training process� Once these prototype points are determined� they
are then considered the training points for a nearest neighbor classi�er�

The algorithm for prototype construction is as follows� One chooses a priori
the number of prototypes k� and the prototypes pj� j � �� � � � � k initial values
are given by an unsupervised vector quantization process such as the Self�
Organizing Map algorithm� Initial class labels of the prototypes are assigned
by majority voting� After this process the prototypes are further adapted to
improve classi�cation accuracy �minimize empirical risk�� We describe the �rst
version of LVQ �i�e� LVQ� �Kohonen� �
�����

All training samples xi are presented at random to the system and the
prototypes are updated as follows�

�� Determine the nearest prototype to the data point�

j � arg min
i
kxi � pjk �����

�� Update the nearest prototype j as follows�

if xi is correctly classi�ed� pnewj � poldj � � �xi � pj�

if xi is uncorrectly classi�ed� pnewj � poldj � � �xi � pj�
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�� Repeat previous steps� The learning rate � must meet the conditions for
stochastic approximation� In practice� the rate is reduced linearly to zero
over a given number of iterations�

This method addresses the two main drawbacks of NCC by the use of the
heuristic of limiting the amount of prototypes k� since�

� It limits the complexity of the learning functions� and hence learning can
potentially be consistent�

� It reduces the computational burden for classifying new data� since the
distance has to be determined to a smaller number of prototypes�

��� Support Vector Machines

Support Vector Machines apply the Structural Risk Minimization �SRM� prin�
ciple i�e� they reduce future risk by minimizing the structural risk of the set
of approximation functions �Vapnik� �

��� Structural risk is controlled by the
VC�dimension of the set of approximation functions�

Consider hyper�planes�

f�x� � w � x � b �����

Support Vector Machines use hyper�planes including a margin to control
the VC�dimension of the set of functions� Concretely� Vapnik �Vapnik� �

��
showed that hyper�planes with a margin can have VC�dimensions substantially
smaller than hyper�planes without a margin� In addition� the bound on the
VC�dimension is tighter for hyper�planes with larger margin as follows�

h � min

�
R�

!�
� d

�
� �

with R the radius of the sphere to which the data belongs and ! the margin
of the hyper�plane�

Hence one can minimize the VC�dimension of the set of hyper�planes with
margins� by maximizing the margin of the set of hyperplanes� Concretely� given
a certain empirical risk� one searches for the Optimal Hyperplane with minimal
VC�dimension�

����� Optimal Separating Hyperplane

The linearly separable case

In this �rst case� the given l samples of training data �x�� y��� � � � � �xl� yl�� x �
�d� y � f��� �g� can be separated by a hyperplane decision function Eq� ����
This hyperplane satis�es�
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w � x� b � � ifyi � � �����

w � x� b � �� ifyi � ��� i � �� � � � � l �����

or compactly written�

yi�w � x� b� � �� i � �� � � � � l �����

Now one has to maximize the margin ! of this hyperplane� We de�ne the
margin ! as the minimal distance of the hyperplane to the closest data point�
The distance to the hyperplane is expressed as�

y
jf�x�j
kwk �����

and hence if a margin ! exist all training images satisfy�

yi
jf�xi�j
kwk � !� i � �� � � � � l� �����

The problem is hence to �nd the w that maximizes !� An in�nite number
of solutions exist� that only di�er in the scaling of w� In order to limit the
number of solutions� consider only the solutions that are normalized as follows�

! � kwk � �

The corresponding hyperplanes are known as canonical hyperplanes�
Then maximizing the margin ! is equivalent to minimizing kwk� Hence

the optimal hyperplane is the one that satis�es the constraints Eqs� ��� and
minimizes�

�

�
kwk� �����

the proportionality factor �
�

and the square are for convenience in the fol�
lowing calculations� This is a constrained optimization problem�

To solve this optimization problem� we can use the method of Lagrange
multipliers to �nd the optimal solution� If �i � � are the Lagrange multipliers�
the previous constrained optimization problem can be written as the following
unconstrained optimization problem�

L�w� b� �� �
�

�
�w �w��

lX
i��

�ifyi�w � xig� b�� �g ���
�

where one has to �nd the saddle points of this functional L�w� b� �i�� the
functional should be minimized with respect to w and b and maximized with
respect to �i � ��
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Consecutively� we write the parameters w and b in terms of only the �i as
follows� The solution in the saddle point �w�� b�� ��� has to satisfy the following
conditions �Kuhn�Tucker Theorem��Kuhn and Tucker� �
����

�L�w�� b�� ���
�b

� � ������

�L�w�� b�� ���
�w

� � ������

Solving these partial derivatives gives�

�� The Lagrange multipliers must satisfy�

lX
i��

��i yi � �� ��i � �� i � �� � � � � l ������

�� The vector w� is a linear combination of the training vectors�

w� �
lX

i��

��i yixi� ��i � �� i � �� � � � � l ������

The Kuhn�Tucker Theorem also states that any ��i is only non�zero if the
corresponding constraints in Eqs� ��� are equalities�

��i �yi�w � xi � b�� �� � �� i � �� � � � � l ������

These xi for which ��i � � are the support vectors� If we rewrite the La�
grangian Eq� ��
 as�

L�w� b� �� �
�

�
�w �w� �

lX
i��

�iyixi �w � b
lX

i��

�iyi �
lX

i��

�i ������

we can easily substitute conditions Eq� ���� and Eq� ���� to express the
Lagrangian in function of the �i only�

Ldual��� � ��

�

lX
i�j��

�i�jyiyj�xi � xj� �
lX

i��

�i ������

This expression is the dual formulation of the optimization problem� To
solve this dual optimization problem� Eq� ���� must be maximized with respect
to the parameters ��� � � � � �l and the constraints�
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lX
i��

�iyi � �� �i � �� i � �� � � � � l ������

This dual optimization problem is easier to solve than the primal formula�
tion� since no inequality constraints �Eqs� ���� need to be handled� An addi�
tional major advantage is that the data appear only as part of an inner product
and never individually� Hence only the inner products of the data have to be
known and	or calculated� while the explicit form of the data can stay implicit�
This interesting fact is exploited in the kernel method� a method that makes
generalization of the linear Support Vector Machines �and other learning meth�
ods� to a wide spectrum of non�linear SVMs possible �see following sections��
without much additional computational overhead�

Finally� note that the separation function is�

f�x� �
lX

i��

��i yi�x � xi� � b ������

The linearly non�separable case

Linear separability cannot always be assumed� In addition� even if the data
is linearly separable� sometimes a larger margin can be obtained �and hence a
lower structural risk�� if some of the points lie within the margin�

In order to generalize for data�points that fall within the margin� or are at
the wrong side of the decision boundary� we introduce positive slack variables
��� � � � � �l that relax the constraints Eqs� ��� as follows�

yi�w � xi � b� � �� �i �i � � ����
�

In order to �nd the hyperplane with maximal margin in this case� we start
again by minimizing the functional Eq� ��� where we add as an additional cost
the sum of the slack variables�

�

�
kwk� �

C

l

lX
i��

�i ������

subject to the constraints ����
�� The parameter C quanti�es the trade�o�
between the complexity of the learning functions and the proportion of the
allowed non�separable or intra�margin training examples�

We can translate this optimization problem also in its dual form� The dual
Lagrangian that has to be maximized is�
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Ldual��� � ��

�

lX
i�j��

�i�jyiyj�xi � xj� �
lX

i��

�i ������

subject to constraints�

lX
i��

yi�i � �� with� � �i � C

l
� i � �� � � � � l ������

����� Kernel	based Support Vector Machines

Inner product kernels for implicit high�dimensional data mapping

As mentioned in the previous subsections� hyperplanes with margins are a
good set of approximation functions for learning� since their complexity can
be decreased carefully and this independent of dimensionality� However their
complexity cannot be increased directly� In this subsection� we present a way
to increase the hyperplane�s potential complexity by �rstly mapping the data
implicitly to a high�dimensional space�

For the latter problem� a very nice trick invented in the sixties �Aizerman
et al�� �
��� has been re�discovered� inner product kernels� If computed quanti�
ties are not directly functions of the individual training data� but only function
of inner products of the training data� the kernel method�s main idea is to map
the data implicitly to a higher�dimensional space� by substituting a kernel for
the inner product in the quantities�

Consider that one wants to map the data x �rst to a high�dimensional space
H as follows�

�d 	 H
x 	 ��x�

The high�dimensional space H is formally a Hilbert space and can be in�nitely
dimensional� In the �nite dimensional case� it is su�cient to consider H as a
Euclidean space�

Assume that a kernel exists such that�

K�x�y� � ��x� � ��y�

If one wants to compute a quantity ���x� ���y��� with the inner product in
the high�dimensional space H� one needs to compute only �K�x�y��� without
having to compute an inner product in the latter high�dimensional space� In�
stead only a kernel computation in the original �low�dimensional� space needs
to be computed�

Practically� one starts from an inner product kernel and derives the cor�
responding high�dimensional mapping from the kernel� I give the following
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example� Consider the third order polynomial kernel K�x�y� � �x � y��� If
the original dimensionality of the space is� for example �� x � ��x��x�� then
this kernel implicitly maps the space to a space of dimensionality �� since for
example�

K�x�y� � �x � y��

� ��x
�
�y
� � ��x

�
�y
�
�x �y � ��x �y�x

�
�y
� ��x

�
�y
��

� ��x
��
p

��x
�
�x�
p

��x�x
���x

�� � ��y��
p

��y
�
�y�
p

��y�y
���y

��

� ��x� � ��y�

Note that the mapping �and H� is not unique� Other mappings are equally
valid� for the same kernel one could equally well choose�

��x� �

�
�p
�

�
�x

� ��x
�
�
�
p

��x
�
�x�
p

��x�x
��

�p
�

�
�x

� ��x
�
�
�

�

For a slightly di�erent kernel K�x�y� � �x � y � ���� and the same two
dimensional space� gives an implicit mapped dimensionality of ��� Many other
kernels can be considered� some of them leading also to in�nite dimensional
spaces� The only condition on the kernels is given by Mercer�s conditions
�Courant and Hilbert� �
��� i�e� K�x�y� must be symmetric and if and only
if for any  �� � and� Z

��x�dx ��

the following must be valid�Z Z
K�x�y��x��y�dxdy � �

Note that data that appear not to be well described by a hyperplane with
a margin in the original space� can become well�described and linearly separa�
ble by a hyperplane in this high�dimensional feature space� This idea will be
exploited by non�linear SVMs�

Kernel�based SVMs

Using the latter trick Boser� Guyon and Vapnik �Boser et al�� �

�� showed that
Linear Support Vector Machines can e�ectively be generalized to the non�linear
case with little computational overhead� If a hyperplane is constructed in the
implicitly mapped high�dimensional feature space� this hyperplane corresponds
to a non�linear function in the original space�

Concretely� the inner products of the previous optimization and Lagrange
functionals are substituted by the desired non�linear mapping kernel K�

x � y �	K�x�y�
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Concretely� the following dual Lagrangians need to be maximized� In the
case of separability in the high�dimensional feature space�

Ldual��� � ��

�

lX
i�j��

�i�jyiyjK�xi�xj� �
lX

i��

�i ������

with constraints�

lX
i��

�iyi � �� �i � �� i � �� � � � � l ������

One can also here generalize to the soft�margin case� The following func�
tional with slack variables needs to be optimized�

Ldual��� � ��

�

lX
i�j��

�i�jyiyjK�xi�xj� �
lX

i��

�i ������

subject to constraints�

lX
i��

yi�i � �� with� � �i � C

l
� i � �� � � � � l ������

Example kernel choices

Typical choices of the kernel are as follows� For the polynomial systems� the
following kernel can be chosen�

K�x�xi� � �x � xi � ��p �

The obtained decision function has the following form�

f�x� � sign

�
� X

support vectors

yi�i �xi � x� ��p � b


A

In order to obtain Radial Basis Function �RBF� networks with decision
functions�

f�x� � sign

�
� X

support vectors

�iK��j x� xi j�� b


A

the kernel can have following form�

K� �j x � xi j� � exp
��� j x� xi j�

�
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Note that the number of support vectors obtained with support vector machine�
corresponds to the number of RBF kernels one has to use to build up this
network� Hence an automatic construction algorithm for RBF networks is
presented�

A similar approach can be followed to construct two�layer neural networks�
Choose a sigmoidal kernel as for example�

K�x�xi� � tanh�v�x � xi� � c�

The corresponding separating function is�

f�x� � sign

�
� X

support vectors

�i tanh�v�x � xi� � c� � b


A �

Here again the number of support vectors corresponds to the number of
�rst�layer neurons that the network requires for optimal generalization� The
weights of the �rst�layer neurons are to the support vectors xi itself� while the
weights of the second layer of neurons are given by �i�

����� Multi	class SVMs

Multi�class pattern recognition systems can be obtained by combining two�class
SVMs� Three di�erent approaches can be followed�

The �rst approach is the ��against�k scheme �with k is the number of
classes�� by training k � � two�class classi�ers� each machine is trained as a
classi�er for one class against all other classes�

The second approach is the ��against�� scheme for constructing a multi�class

classi�er i�e� we construct k�k���
� two�class machines� each machine is trained

as a classi�er for one class against a single other class� In order to classify
test data� pair�wise competition between all the machines is performed and
in analogy with a tennis tournament� each winner competes against another
winner until a single winner remains� This �nal winner determines the class of
the test data�

Finally� one can solve a k�class SVM directly� by modifying the optimization
problem ���� by optimizing the margins of k hyperplanes wk at the same time
�Vapnik� �

� Weston and Watkins� �

��� If we have l learning examples
�x�� y��� � � � � �xl� yl�� where yi � �� � � � � k indicates one of k possible classes�

�

�

kX
m��

kwmk� �
C

l

lX
i��

kX
m��yi

�mi

with constraints�

�wyi � xi� � byi � �wm � xi� � bm � �� �mi � ������
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�mi � �� i � �� � � � � l m � f�� � � � � kgnyi� ������

Which gives the solution of the decision function�

f�x� � arg max
k

��wi � x� � bi�� i � �� � � � � k

In a similar way as before the Lagrangian is derived and the dual formulation
is found by substituting the Kuhn�Tucker conditions�

Practically� the latter method has limited utility since huge optimization
problems have to be solved �the number of unknown variables increases lin�
early with the number of classes�� In addition� the method does not seem to
outperform the �rst two methods on a number of test databases �Weston and
Watkins� �

�� and hence the method appears to have mainly academic and
aesthetic value�

����� Support Vector Machine for regression

The Support Vector machine can also be adapted to solve regression problems
in a similar way� a linear or a non�linear function is learned by a linear learning
machine in the original� or respectively in the feature space� while the capacity
is controlled by dimensionality�insensitive quantities�

One can use a function linear in parameters to approximate the regression
function in the original space �consider �i�x� � x� or in feature space�

f�x�w� �
mX
i��

wi�i�x�

Here the bias b has been dropped� but can be represented by a constant
basis function ���x � ���� In the previous chapter� we de�ned a quadratic loss
function for the regression problem� Although the latter loss function is the
most commonchoice� we will here use Huber�s linear loss function �Huber� �
���
that is made 	�insensitive �Vapnik� �

���

L����y� f�x�w�� �

�
	 if j y � f�x�w� j� 	
j y � f�x�w� j otherwise

This loss function is used for so called robust regression that is valid under
more relaxed assumptions for the noise than the typical quadratic loss�function�
that is strictly speaking only valid for Gaussian noise distributions� This loss
function will provide the best approximation for the worst possible noise density
�Huber� �
����

Using the structural risk minimization principle� we try to minimize the
structure of the set of approximation functions� Elements of every structure
Sk are de�ned as�

Sk �

�
mX
i��

wi�i�x� � �w �w� � ck

�
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Given that we want to �nd the parameters w that minimize the empirical
risk�

Remp�w� �
�

l

lX
i��

L���

	
y�

mX
i��

wi�i�x�




subject to the constraint�
w �w � ck ����
�

is equivalent to �nd the parameters w that minimize the functional de�ned by
the slack variables �i� ��i� i � �� � � � � l�

lX
i��

�i �
lX

i��

��i

subject to constraint ���
 and constraints�

yi �
mX
i��

wi�i�x� � 	� ��i ������

mX
i��

wi�i�x� � yi � 	� �i ������

��i � � ������

�i � � ������

This can be formulated as a quadratic programming problem� by minimizing
the following functional�

C

l

	
lX

i��

�i �
lX

i��

��i



�

�

�
�w �w�

subject to constraints ���
� ����"���� and a given su�ciently large C� Again� a
Lagrangian can be constructed and the Kuhn�Tucker theorem can be applied�
The corresponding dual Lagrangian that needs to be maximized is�

Ldual � �	
lX

i��

��i � ��i� �
lX

i��

yi��
�
i � �i�� �

�

lX
i�j��

���i � �i���
�
j � �j�K�xi�xj�

subject to the constraints�

lX
i��

�i �
lX

i��

��i ������

� � �i � C

l
������

� � ��i �
C

l
i � �� � � � � l ������
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����
 Implementational issues

In all problems� a convex quadratic optimization problem has to be solved
which guarantees a unique maximum�

A �rst way to solve this problem numerically is to perform gradient ascent
�Christianini and Shawe�Taylor� ����� �also known as steepest ascent�� One
starts from an initial estimate of the solution ��� and then iteratively updates
this vector following the steepest ascending path� The length of the update
is the learning rate � of the algorithm� The learning rate should be chosen
carefully� If it is too large� it will not converge �but oscillate around the maxi�
mum�� while if it is very small� convergence of the algorithm will be very slow�
�Christianini and Shawe�Taylor� ����� proposed to used an individual learning
rate �i for every training example as follows�

�i �
�

K�xi�xi�

which they proved to satisfy the su�cient condition for convergence�

Also standard optimization methods for solving this problem can be applied
like the Newton method� the conjugate gradient method� or the primal dual
interior�point method� However a number of practical problems arise when the
learning problems become larger i�e� when the number of training examples
increases substantially� Essentially the complexity of the optimization problem
grows with the size of the matrix of Kernel values K�xi�xj�� which grows
quadratically with the number of training examples l� Mostly� for e�ciency
reasons the latter matrix must be stored� which can be problematic for large l�

A number of heuristics have been proposed to address this issue� We men�
tion two solutions that require that only a part of the data is applied to the
optimizer at once�

� Chunking� Starting with an arbitrary subset ��chunk� of the training
examples� the optimizer is run on this subset to �nd the initial support
vectors� This initial solution is consecutively used in order to �nd these
training examples that most violate this solution� The latter examples
and the current support vectors form together a new subset� This subset
is used to run the optimizer on again� This procedure is repeated until
some stopping criterion is met�

� Decomposition� In the previous method the size of the subset must be
larger than the number of support vectors� which for large problems can
still be a problem� This method �xes the subset size �which can be small�
and just runs the optimizer on di�erent small subsets of the problem at
a time�
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Sequential Minimal Optimization�SMO	

This method is essentially the decomposition method pushed to the limit� Using
a subset size of �� only two points are considered for optimization at the same
time� In this case the optimization problem can be solved analytically and
hence no iterative quadratic optimization program is required�

Concretely� the optimization requires that the constraint�

lX
i��

�iyi � � ������

is maintained and hence the minimum number of multipliers that can be mod�
i�ed at the same time is �� Let�s denote these multipliers �� and ��� Given the
constraint ����� these constraints must satisfy�

��y� � ��y� � constant � �old� y� � �old� y�

while � � ��� �� � C� If we calculate �new� �rst �without any loss of generality��
the latter implies that �new� has to satisfy�

U � �new� � V ������

with� for the case y� �� y��

U � max��� �old� � �old� � ����
�

V � min�C�C � �old� � �old� �� ������

while� for the case y� � y��

U � max��� �old� � �old� � C� ������

V � min�C� �old� � �old� �� ������

Now we can de�ne the basic quantities of the algorithm� The classi�cation
error �as a support vector� that a training example makes with the current set
of multipliers is�

Ei � f�xi�� yi �

�
� lX

j��

�jyjK�xj �xi� � b


A� yi� i � �� ��

and the second derivative of the objective function along the diagonal line is�

� � K�x��x�� �K�x��x��� �K�x��x�� � k��x��� ��x��k��
Using these quantities� Platt �Platt� �

�� gives the update of the pairs of
Lagrange multipliers� that will maximize the objective function when only these
pair of multipliers are allowed to change�

�new�unclipped� � �old� �
y��E�� E��

�
�
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which is clipped to enforce the constraint Eq� �����

�new� �

��
�

V if�new�unclipped� � V

�new�unclipped� U � if�new�unclipped� � V

U if�new�unclipped� � U�

and the value of �new� is given by�

�new� � �old� � y�y���
old
� � �new� ��

The rest of the algorithm consists of two main heuristics that determine the
order of presentation of the training examples to the above analytical update
of the multipliers�

� The choice of the �rst multiplier� Points x� are chosen that violate
the Kuhn�Tucker conditions�

� The choice of the second multiplier� After the choice of x�� a point
x� is chosen for which an update of �� and �� would induce a large
increase in the dual Lagrangian� A quick heuristic is to choose a point
for which the quantity kE� � E�k is maximal� One caches the values Ei

for fast computation�

Experimental results with this algorithm give clear speedups compared to
the other methods described previously�

��� Density estimation and dimensionality re�
duction algorithms

In the case of density estimation� one performs what is also known as unsuper�
vised learning� In this case and in contrast to supervised learning� the correct
output of every training example is not given by a supervisor�

����� Principal Component Analysis �PCA�

Other names for Principal Component Analysis �PCA� are Karhunen�Lo#eve
transformation �Karhunen� �
���� eigenvector approach or the Hotelling trans�
form �Hotelling� �
����

The objective of PCA is to rotate the orthogonal axes of the space in which
the data is described� The rotation is performed in such a way that the data
can be represented in a lower dimensional subspace consisting of the principal
components only� with minimal loss of quality of the description of the data�
In other words� the intention is to compress the data into a lower dimensional
space and hence to obtain dimensionality reduction with minimal information
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loss� The rotation criterion is to �nd these axes that maximizes the rate of
decrease in variance of the data�

Concretely� the correlation matrix is de�ned in the case E�x� � � as�

C � E�xxT �

or in the case E�x� �� � as�

C � E��x� E�x���x�E�x��T � � E�xxT �� E�x�ET �x�

and this matrix is of size d � d� The correlation coe�cients in the matrix Cij

measures the covariance of dimension i against dimension j of the stochas�
tic variable x� E is the statistical expectancy� Given a �nite set of training
data x�� � � � �xl� the stochastic variable x discretizes to l events only and the
expectancy E is approximated as�

E�x� � �

l

lX
i��

xi

and hence�

C � �

l

lX
i��

xix
T
i � E�x�ET �x�

Since the correlation matrixC is real and symmetric� it is always possible to �nd
a set of n orthonormal eigenvectors and consequently to �nd a diagonalization
of C with the coordinate transformation A�

Cdiagonal � ACAT

In order to �nd A� one solves the following eigenvalue equation�

�ai � Cai

by �rst solving the eigenvalue equation�

det�C � �I� � ��

with I the identity matrix� Secondly� the obtained solutions ��� � � � � �d can then
be used to solve the following equations and to �nd the eigenvectors ai�

�C � �iI�ai � �

and from which A can be constructed by placing all ai as rows in this matrix�
Now we can construct a vector in feature or eigenspace y as follows�

y � A�x� E�x��
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If we want to reconstruct x from y the following is valid�

x � AT �y � E�x��

since the rows of A are orthonormal vectors� the following is valid A�� � AT �
Instead of using all eigenvectors� we can only use a k � d eigenvectors and

hence e�ectively work in a smaller dimensional eigenspace� The reconstructed
vector is then�

kx � kAT �y �E�x��

and the mean square error of the reconstruction is�

L� �
dX

i�k	�

�i

One can minimize this error� given a certain k� by choosing the k eigenvectors
that have the largest k eigenvalues�

����� Kernel Principal Component Analysis

A possible drawback of the previous approach is that only linear transforma�
tions of the space can be performed i�e� essentially rotation of the axes is
performed �apart from the translation�� Using the Kernel trick for implicit
high�dimensional mapping as explained in section ������ one can generalize
PCA to non�linear PCA�

Given a kernel K�xi�xj� � ��xi����xj� and the implied mapping x 	 ��x��
the covariance matrix becomes�

C � �

l

lX
i��

��xi���xi�
T

where we omitted the term E���x��E���x��T and hence assumed E���x�� � ��
For the case E���x�� �� � the expressions are slightly di�erent� However� we do
not discuss this case here� but refer to �Sch$olkopf et al�� �


� for a complete
exposition�

The eigenvalue equation still reads as�

�aj � Caj

Considering that all solutions lie in the span of ��x��� � � � � ��xl� implies�
�rstly� that the eigenvalue equation can also be written as�

����xk� � aj� � ��xk� �Caj
and� secondly� that there exists coe�cients ��� � � � � �l�

aj �
lX

i��

�i��xk�
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such that the eigenvalue equation becomes�

�

lX
i��

�i���xk� � ��xi�� � �

l

lX
i��

�i

�
���xk� �

lX
j��

��xj����xj� � ��xi��


A

This can compactly be written as�

l�K� � K���

To �nd the solutions of the latter equation� one has to solve the following
eigenvalue problem �Sch$olkopf et al�� �


��

l�� � K�

for non�zero eigenvalues� The solutions are the eigenvalues ��� � � � � �l and the
corresponding eigenvectors a�� � � � � al�

The obtained eigenvectors are expressed in the basis ��x��� � � � � ��xl� by the
coe�cients ��� � � � � �l� We can normalize the coe�cients by requiring that the
corresponding vectors in the mapped space H are normalized� i�e��

�ak � ak� � � for all k � �� � � � � l

which translates as�

� �
lX

i�j��

�ki �
k
j��xi� � ��xj�

�
lX

i�j��

�ki �
k
jK�xi�xj�

� ��k �K�k�

� �k��k � �k�

Finally� the projection of any vector x onto any of the eigenvectors ak is�

�ak � ��x�� �
lX

i��

�ki ���xi� � ��xj��

and is the nonlinear principal component corresponding to ��

����� ART�	A a neural network for Adaptive Resonance

Carpenter and Grossberg proposed di�erent neural networks based on Adaptive
Resonance Theory �ART� �Grossberg� �
���� This theory was proposed to
carry out stable self�organization in neural architectures and to give a solution
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the so�called plasticity	stability dilemma �Carpenter and Grossberg� �
��� i�e�
the problem of induction� We discuss here ART��A �Carpenter et al�� �

���
a rather e�cient algorithm that simulates the computational essentials of the
ART� neural network �Carpenter and Grossberg� �
���� without the neuro�
biological plausibility of the ART family of neural networks�

The main idea of the algorithm is to gradually commit more neurons to the
neural network� at a rate controlled by a vigilance parameter � � � � �� The
network processing and learning proceeds as follows�

�� Input normalization a d�dimensional input to the network is normalized
as follows�

xin � NFNx
with Nz � z

kzk and

i�Fz� �
�

iz if iz � 

� otherwise�

with the threshold 
 satisfying � � 
 � ��
p
d�

�� Neuron activation the jth neuron� with connection weights wj and out�
put yj � is activated as follows�

yj �

�
�
P

i ix
in if j is an uncommitted neuron

xin �wj if j is an committed neuron

with � a constant satisfying � � ��
p
d� Initially all neurons are uncom�

mitted�

�� Winner�take�all� yJ � maxj yj � If J is committed and yJ � � �the
vigilance parameter� then the index is reset to an arbitrary new neuron
�i�e� a new neuron is committed��

�� Learning� the connections weights of neuron J are updated as follows�

wnew
J �

�
xin if J is an uncommitted node
N ��N� � ��� ��wJ � if J is an committed node

with�

i� �
�

ix
in if iwJ � �

� otherwise�

and � � � � ��
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����� Kohonen�s Self	Organizing Map

The Self�Organizing Map �SOM� neural network algorithm has been developed
by Teuvo Kohonen �Kohonen� �
�� Kohonen� �

��� The main idea of the
SOM is to transform a �higher�dimensional� distribution of �training� data�
to a low�dimensional �one or two dimensional� discrete map of topologically�
ordered abstract neurons� The algorithms works in an incremental fashion i�e�
training data is presented one at a time�

A SOM neural network consists �typically� of a one� or two�dimensional
lattice of k abstract neurons� The neurons are simple summating units that
have each a number of weights w�� � � � �wk that connect the d�dimensional input
to the neuron� The weights of these neurons determine the location of the
neuron in the higher�dimensional space� The weights are adapted as follows�

�� Initialization All weights w�� � � � �wk are randomly and di�erently ini�
tialized� A heuristic is to keep kwik small�

�� Update Given a training vector xi� it is applied to all the neurons� in
order to select the neuron that has the highest response� Algorithmically�
the �winning neuron is typically implemented as searching for the neuron
that has the smallest Euclidean distance to the neuron�

arg min
j
kxi �wjk

Update this neuron�s weights and all neighboring neuron�s weights as
follows�

wj�i� �� �

�
wj � ��i��xi �wj � j � %�i�
wj otherwise�

with ��i� the learning rate parameter and %�i� the neighborhood function
that is centered around the winning neuron�

�� Iterations the update step is repeated l times i�e� for every training
vector applied xi�i � �� � � � � l��

The number of training examples applied� l� is typically a few thousand�
while the parameters ��i� and %�i� are typically monotonically decreasing func�
tions in i� These parameters are chosen on a heuristical basis�

Properties of the weight vectors wi � i � �� � � � � k of the SOM algorithm
include�

� Topological ordering i�e� neighboring neurons in the lattice encode neigh�
boring weight space locations �but the inverse does not necessary hold��
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� Match density i�e� the density of neurons that encode certain regions
of the input space re�ect the density distribution of the training exam�
ples� Consider f�x� as the �unknown and multi�dimensional� probability
density function of the training examples x�Z �

��
f�x�dx � ��

If k is the number of neurons in the lattice� we can de�ne the magni	cation
factor m� as follows� Z �

��
m�x�dx � k

For the SOM to match the input density exactly� one requires �Amari�
�
����

m�x� � f�x�

however� this is not the case and the SOM tends to undersample high
probability regions and oversample low probability ones �Van Hulle� ������
Concretely for a discrete lattice of k neurons� it is expected that for
k 	� �Gersho� �
�
� �Zador� �
��� �Kohonen� �

���

m�x� � f�x�
�

�� �
d

with d the dimension of the input space�

To address the latter problems on unfaithful density estimation� a number
of approaches have been proposed� We discuss some of them�

����
 Heuristic approaches within the neural network
framework

Conscience Learning �CL	

Within the competitive learning scheme� �DeSieno� �
��� �Van den Bout and
Miller III� �
�
� �Ahalt et al�� �

�� monitor the winning frequency of ev�
ery neuron during training� An equiprobabilistic map would require that the
frequency of winning is equal for all the neurons in the system� In simple com�
petitive learning this will not be the case� To compensate for that� this learning
strategy adapts the Euclidean distance measure that determines the winner�
in such a way that neurons that win often will have their Euclidean distance
increased� and hence become less likely to be active�

Constructive algorithms

This approach relies on removing or adding neurons in a dynamical fashion�
to compensate for non�equiprobabilistic covering of the distribution of learning
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examples� For example� Fritzke�s �Fritzske� �

�� growing cell structures algo�
rithm inserts neurons� close to neurons that have a too high activation rate�
while neurons are deleted if the activation rate is too low� A variant of this algo�
rithm� the incremental Radial Basis Function �RBF� Approach �Fritzske� �

���
uses RBF functions instead of Voronoi partitionings as activation regions�

Sparse coding and redundancy minimization

Barlow �Barlow� �
��� proposed the following goal for unsupervised learning�
�nd codes that have minimal redundancy present in their codes� Similarly�
Field �Field� �

�� proposes that unsupervised learning should produce sparse�
distributed codes� the number of neurons responding to any particular input
should be limited� while any neuron should have the same� low probability
of being active� Peter F$oldiak �F$oldi�ak� �

�� proposed a single layer neural
network� the decorrelation network� that tries to achieve both these goals�

If the network has d inputs and k outputs� The network consist then of
k non�linear neurons and are connected by Hebbian feed�forward weights wij

and anti�Hebbian inhibitory feedback connections qjm �for both type of connec�
tions i � �� � � � � d� j�m � �� � � � � k�� Considering the presence of the feedback
connections� the network is a dynamic system� however provided that the feed�
back connections are symmetric qij � qji� Hop�eld proved that the network is
guaranteed to settle to a stable state after an initial transient �Hop�eld� �
����

djy
�

dt
� f

	
dX
i��

wij jx�
kX

m��

qjm jy �j t



�j y

��

with f the sigmoidal non�linearity f�u� � �
�	exp��y� � jt is the threshold of

neuron j and y� is the thresholded �� or �� output� The Hebbian rule and the
anti�Hebbian rule is�

!wij � �w jy�ix� wij�!qjm � ��q�jymy � p��

with �w and �q the learning rates and p the desired pre�speci�ed bit rate� In
order to obtain sparse coding the thresholds are also adapted�

!jt � ��jy � p�

Although redundancy and sparse coding is addressed and obtained� it is less
clear to what extent equiprobabilistic mapping is achieved with this learning
approach�

����� Information	theoretic neural network approaches

All previous methods rely on minimizing the mean square error �Euclidean
distance� between input samples and coding neurons� Unfortunately� no formal
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proofs of equiprobability can be given in this case� Hence a more natural choice
is to approach this learning problem from a more information�theoretic point
of view�

Concretely� given a signal x that occurs with probability p�x�� then the
information gained by observing x is�

I�x� � log

�
�

p�x�

�
� � log p�x��

Now taking the average amount of information gained by observing a signal x
is�

Hx �

Z
p�x� logp�x�dx

and is called� in the statistical mechanics literature� the entropy of signals
�considered as a random variable x�� This quantity is the basis of the following
two approaches�

Infomax principle

This approach by �Linsker� �
��� starts from the principle of maximization
of information preservation �abbreviated as the infomax principle�� maximize
the average mutual information� The average mutual information is de�ned
as follows� De�ne �rst the conditional entropy� as a measure for the average
amount of uncertainty left on signal x after observing a signal say y�

Hxjy � Hx�y �Hy

note that � � Hxjy � Hx� If we interpret x as the input to the system and y
the output of the system� then the di�erence of the above two quantities is�

Ix
y � Hx �Hxjy�

de�ning the average amount of uncertainty about the system input x that
is resolved by observing the system output y� This quantity is the average
mutual information Ix
y which is maximized� This principle may be viewed
as the neural network counterpart of the concept of channel capacity� which
de�nes the Shannon limit on the rate of information through a communication
channel�

The learning algorithm implementing this principle consist of performing
gradient ascent on I �for details �Linsker� �
�
��� The proposed algorithm is
able to obtain weight distributions that are proportional to the input density�
and hence a equiprobabilistic map is obtained�

Maximal Entropy learning

Van Hulle �Van Hulle� ����� proposes a number of algorithms that are specif�
ically designed to learn equiprobabilistic maps with topographically ordering�
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The main ideas of his work is that the current signal applied to the system
does not determine the winning neuron� by the use of an Euclidean distance
measure �and hence belonging to an implicitly de�ned Voronoi region�� but by
computing the signal�s explicit membership to a region� In two dimensions�
one constructs the explicit quadrilaterals of the winning region to determine
membership�

The relatively simple algorithms Vectorial Boundary Adaptation Rule
�VBAR� and MaximumEntropy learning Rule �MER� achieve �formally�proven
equiprobabilistic maps in spaces that have the same dimension d as the lattice
of neurons� Concretely for the case of VBAR� the algorithm consist of adap�
tively changing the boundaries of the quantization regions de�ned by the neu�
rons weights� in order to achieve regions that have an equal probability to be
active� The theoretically di�erent but practically equivalent MER algorithm�
yields a lattice whose neurons itself are active with equal probability� in this
case equiprobabilistic quantization and entropy maximization of the neuron�s
binary activations are equivalent�

The kMER algorithm extends the MER algorithm for the case of a neuron
lattice dimension that does not match the input space dimension d� Instead of
regions de�ned by quadrilaterals� this algorithms is based on circular�symmetric
kernels� whose centers and widths are adapted by the learning algorithm� In
order to accounting for �overlapping kernels� a fuzzy�ed membership function
is introduced �Zadeh� �
����

����� Shortcomings

An incongruity that is valid for most non�parametric density estimation prob�
lems is� how would these algorithms scale with increasing dimensionality of
the input space� Concretely� an exponentially growing number of kernels �or
bins� is required with increasing dimensionality to obtain reasonably accurate
estimates of the density�
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Visual object recognition

The utmost extent of man�s knowledge� is to know that he knows
nothing� Joseph Addison

A selection of visual object recognition approaches is discussed� We categorize
the approaches with respect to the amount of adaptation used to build up their
intermediate representations�

��� Introduction

In this chapter� we describe a number of visual object recognition approaches
and systems� With an object� we mean any physical object that will leave
a projection on a perceptual medium� commonly called an image� We limit
ourselves in the following to visual perception only and hence to images taken
with a camera� With recognition� we mean identifying the content of the image�
to belong to one or more of the pre�de�ned object classes�

This chapter is inherently incomplete� The number of di�erent recognition
approaches is huge� while the variety of proposed systems is vast� Hence we
cannot possibly describe all these approaches and systems in this thesis� We
made a selection and we biased ourselves to approaches that have a strong
learning component� In particular� we selected mostly support vector learning
based approaches� since these approaches are the most relevant to the approach
proposed in this thesis�

The simplest object recognition system

Let us start by considering the simplest possible object recognition system� It
could be conceived as follows�
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The system memorizes a su�cient number of images of all the dif�
ferent objects that it has to recognize� When a new image is pre�
sented� this image is compared directly to all the memorized images
in the system� The memorized image that is the most similar to the
new image� identi	es the object represented by the new image�

Problems

Quoting Ullman �Ullman� �

��� one can divide the problems with such a simple
system for visual object recognition� in two categories�

� The space of all possible views of all the objects to be recognized is likely
to be prohibitively large�

� More fundamentally is that the image to be recognized will often not be
su�ciently similar to any image seen in the past�

His �rst argument implies that the memory required to store all the di�erent
images might be prohibitively large� At the same time� searching in this huge
memory with a serial computer might also be prohibitively slow�

His second argument is based on the fact that an object can display a large
variety of appearances� Main sources of variations include amongst others�

� Viewing position Three�dimensional objects can be viewed from a variety
of viewing positions �directions and distances�� and these di�erent views
can give rise to widely di�erent images�

� Photometric e�ects These include the position and distribution of light
sources in the scene� their wavelengths� the e�ects of mutual illumination
by other objects� and the distribution of shadows and specularities�

� Object setting Objects are seen against some background and next to�
or partially occluded by� other objects�

� Shape change Many objects �can� change their �D shape like e�g� the
human body etc���

Solutions

In order to cope with these two arguments� many solutions have been proposed�
Most of them are based on transforming the image to another representation�
and to store or learn model�s� of the objects in that representation for eas�
ier recognition� A variety of such representations have been proposed� The
objective of these is twofold� ��� to avoid to store all the possible views and
appearances of the objects and hence to reduce the number of models that
have to be stored and to be compared� ��� to store only the essential aspects
of the models� Essentially� one decreases memory storage in trade�o� for an
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increase in the number of computations and	or computational complexity� At
the same time� one addresses the latter computational problem� by incorporat�
ing or encoding invariances� constraints and assumptions of the objects in the
representations�

The incorporation of these properties in the representations can be encoded
a priori by the designer� or learned �driven by examples�� In the introduction�
we gave a number of arguments for prefering the learning approach� Various
solutions proposed in the literature for realizing these solutions adhere to the
learning approach to di�erent degrees� We will divide the approaches into four
broad classes� depending on the amount of adaptation	learning used to build
up the representations�

� Non�adaptive intermediate representations� a multi�level system with
mostly non�adaptive representations�

� Adaptive intermediate representations� a multi�level system with mostly
adaptive representations�

� Non�adaptive pre�processing representations� while using a monolithic
learning system for classi�cation�

� No intermediate representations at all� the system consist of monolithic
pure learning only�

Note that most systems always have an adaptive character for the �nal
classi�cation step �adaptive in the sense that examples of the objects have to
be provided� in order to store or learn the models in that representation�� unless
the object recognition problem to be solved is very simple�

These four broad classes of approaches are discussed in the next sections�
The fourth approach is the approach proposed in this thesis�

��� Non�adaptive intermediate representations

Most classical vision systems build up di�erent intermediate representations
of the image� Mostly non�adaptive representations are proposed to achieve
explicit goals� like the ones we will discuss in the next subsections�

Marr �Marr� �
��� has had a large in�uence in the way it is thought that
such intermediate representations should be constructed� He proposed the
structure as shown in Fig� ����

We will discuss some of these representations in the following� while also
discussing other work�
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�D IMAGE
gray�level intensity values

PRIMAL SKETCH
Elementary tokens and their relations
�with a feature extraction algorithm�

���D SKETCH
viewer�dependent shape using�

shape from shading
depth from stereo

structure from motion
shape from texture
shape from contour

�D OBJECT MODEL
viewer�independent con�guration of generalized cylinders

Matching with stored object representations

Table ���� David Marr�s intermediate representations for a visual object recog�
nition system�

����� Early �pre	processing� representations

Segmentation

Objects are mostly not seen in isolation� They are mostly embedded in a
scene� The problem of object segmentation is to isolate a single object to be
recognized� from the scene background wherein it is embedded� The purpose of
this step is to eliminate the in�uence of this scene background on the recognition
subsystem� a subsystem that mostly recognizes single objects only�

The �rst question one could ask is whether this task is well described�
For example David Marr pinpoints in �Marr� �
��� many problems concerning
segmentation� E�g� what is an object� Or what is a single object� I�e� is a
nose an object� Or is a head one� Etc���

Many vision researchers� and amongst them �Ullman� �

�� consider two
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approaches for segmentation� a bottom�up approach and a top�down approach�
The former one relies on image properties like e�g� proximity� co�linearity�
similarity of contrast� color� motion� texture� etc��� The latter uses known or
learned object shapes to select between di�erent segmentation hypotheses�

Human vision seems to rely on both approaches for segmentation� while it
seems also to depend quite a lot on the task at hand in relation to the observer�
The top�down approach implies also that recognition and segmentation seem
to be tightly coupled� A point on which we will come back later to in this thesis
�see also discussion of Chapter ���

Feature detection

Corners� lines� intensity�edges and motion�edges are generally common features
that are represented explicitly in an early representation of the image� Canny�s
edge detector �Canny� �
��� is a well�known example� Another example is the
logical�linear edge detector of �Iverson and Zucker� �

���

The main criticism against these type of detectors is their local nature� does
there exist any feature detector that will only extract the �right features� while
having no �wrong responses� based on local information only� It is unlikely
that any detector can be universal for any �globally changing� image condition�
based on local information only�

Another class of feature detectors are wavelet representations� They are
motivated as being an unbiased �rst �generic� layer of processing� Typically
they are based on pyramids of Gabor �lters and	or derivatives of Gaussians
�Burt and Adelson� �
�� Mallat� �
�
 Marr and Hildreth� �
��� and are moti�
vated by structures found in biological early�vision systems �such as the LGN�
V� and V�� �Hubel and Wiesel� �
�� Sun and Bonds� �

���

����� Medium	 and high	level representations

Ullman �Ullman� �

�� categorizes solutions for object recognition using non�
adaptive representations into three categories�

� Invariant properties methods

� Parts decomposition methods

� Alignment methods

The common to all these approaches� is that one tries to bring a memorized
explicit model and the current image �that needs to be classi�ed or identi�ed��
as close to each other as possible� This is done by the use of non�adaptive trans�
formations based on assumptions of the objects and	or the environment� Since
these transformation are non�adaptive� these assumptions are incorporated a
priori in the system�

We discuss brie�y every category of methods in the following�
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Invariant properties and feature spaces

A common approach to object recognition is to assume that there exist cer�
tain invariant properties common to all views of a certain object �Pitts and
McCulloch� �
���� Examples are certain Fourier descriptors �coe�cients in
the Fourier transform� and object moments� while still other approaches are
�a�ne invariants� The main idea is to break down the overall recognition
process into a number of di�erent properties� followed by a �nal decision based
on these properties�

In some approaches� the properties of an object are not expected to remain
completely invariant� but only to lie within a restricted range� At the same
time� properties of di�erent objects may have overlapping ranges� while the
hope is that by de�ning a number of these properties� it will become possible to
de�ne every object �class� uniquely� In this way� feature spaces can be de�ned�
if d di�erent properties are measured� each image of an object is characterized
by a vector of d real numbers and hence de�ne a d�dimensional �feature� space�

Parts decomposition methods

Another approach relies on the decomposition of objects into constituent parts�
For example� a face can be seen as made up of eyes� nose and mouth� The
recognition process then recognizes these parts �rst� in order to recognize the
entire object from these identi�ed parts�

Structural descriptions are examples of such approaches� Here invariant
properties are de�ned using relations amongst parts� based on the underly�
ing assumption that it would be easier to capture object invariances at the
level where parts have been identi�ed� For the case of �D objects� Marr
and Nishihara �Marr and Nishihara� �
��� and Binford �Binford� �
��� de�
scribe objects composed of generalized cylinders� and analogously Biedermann
�Biederman� �
��� developed the theory of recognition by parts �RBC�� where
objects are described in terms of �geons� Crucial in the latter scheme is the
concept of �non�accidental relationships between contours in the image� in
order to determine the part decomposition�

Alignment approaches

The basic idea is to compensate for the transformations separating the viewed
object and the corresponding stored model� Ullman distinguishes between three
types of alignment approaches�

� alignment of pictorial descriptions

� alignment of smooth bounding contours

� recognition by the combination of views
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The �rst approach is based on the fact that rigid objects do not change in
an arbitrary manner� the set of transformations applied to them is restricted�
Ullman describes a method for recovering the transformation explicitly and to
compensate for it�

In the second case of smooth bounding contours� the recovery of the trans�
formation from only the contour becomes more di�cult� A possible representa�
tion for spherical or cylindrical shaped objects is the curvature method� which
is a way to represent surface curvature of points along a silhouette of the object
to be recognized�

In the approach of combination of views� no �D transformations are recov�
ered and no explicit �D models are used for representing the object� Instead�
each model is represented by a combination of �D views of the object� For
example� for a rigid �D object rotating around the vertical axis �let�s say Z��
every position of a point of the object in a new view can be described as a
linear combination of two memorized views of the object�

If we assume orthographic projection and if one of the memorized views is
taken from angle � and the other memorized view from angle ��� �� k��� then
the position of any point of the object in a new view �with angle 
� can be
described as a linear combination of the two views as follows�

ynew � yold

xnew � ax� � bx�

with x� the x�coordinate of that point in the �rst view and x� the x�coordinate
of that point in the second view� The coe�cients a and b are given by�

a �
sin��� 
�

sin�

b �
sin 


sin�

Note that the new view is not necessarily an interpolation since 
 can be any
angle �and it must not necessarily be smaller than ��� However the approach
does not account for occlusion�

The latter situation also generalizes to �D� any view can be generated anal�
ogously from a linear combination of three views� Ullman and Basri �Ullman
and Basri� �

�� and Poggio observed independently from each other that the
actual minimal requirement is actually two views�

Considering objects with smooth boundaries� the curvature approach can
be combined with the previous method� to express transformed images as linear
combinations of a few views�

The recognition process exploits this property and tries to match a linear
combination of the stored views with the presented view� The main di�culty
is in �nding the coe�cients of the linear combination of stored views� In order
to accomplish the latter� a few approaches have been proposed� establishing a
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correspondence between image and model features� performing a search� and
using a mapping between any image of an object and a canonical shape of the
object in question�

In the previous approaches� it was always assumed that the whole set of
views lies in a linear subspace� This is however not the case for non�rigid
transformations and other possible distortions� In this case� the subspace is
not necessary linear� For e�g� non�linear spaces� and non�linear combinations
of images� the radial basis function �RBF� based learning method� developed
by Poggio and his collaborators �Poggio and Edelman� �

�� constructs non�
linear relationships in a learning fashion� However� the approach requires that
de�ned points of the objects in the images have a correspondence established�
De�ning these points and �nding these correspondences� is a non�trivial task
and hard to be performed in an automated way�

Note the latter is an adaptive learning process and would maybe belong to
the next section� however� the di�erent intermediate representations that are
required to perform the correspondence problem are generally not adaptive�

��� Adaptive intermediate representations

Here we describe a few systems that build intermediate representations by
unsupervised learning� Note that although they may violate the Main Principle
of learning �see Chapter ��� they still could perform quite well� They obtain
good performance by preconditioning the system� by performing unsupervised
learning on lower�dimensional subspaces only or by choosing speci�c a priori
structures for the system�

����� Eigenspace approaches

The eigenspace approach consist of at least two steps� Given a number of
training examples� in the �rst step� Principal Component Analysis is per�
formed� An eigenspace is constructed from the eigenvectors with the high�
est eigenvalues obtained with the analysis� Then images are projected in this
lower�dimensional eigenspace� Typically� a dimensionality reduction in the or�
der ���"��� is obtained� Secondly� matching then is performed in this lower�
dimensional eigenspace� in a faster way than is possible in the original high�
dimensional space�

This approach is used successfully for face recognition by �Turk and Pent�
land� �

���

Murase and Nayar �Murase and Nayar� �

�� use the eigenspace approach
for �D object recognition from pre�clipped images of the objects� in principally
the same way� they reduce the computational complexity of matching by com�
pressing the data in a lower�dimensional eigenspace� They add though a spline
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interpolation step for improved performance� The latter also enables them to
perform pose estimation of the �D objects�

�Moghaddam and Pentland� �

�� elaborates on the eigenspace method for
object detection� after PCA� they try to �nd the clusters of the training data
in eigenspace� with multiple Gaussians� by performing density estimation with
the Expectation Maximization algorithm� Several distance measures are then
applied to perform detection of faces in the image�

����� Histogram based approaches

Swain and Ballard �Swain and Ballard� �

�� demonstrated that color his�
tograms are stable object representations for object indexing of multi�colored
objects� Here the word indexing is used� since the cue is only color and hence
no shape based recognition or detection takes place� They use a technique
which they call histogram intersection� in order to match image and model
histograms� in order to account for di�erences in background� They could
obtain very good results even when objects were partially occluded� Weak
points of the approach that the authors point out are� color constancy in dif�
ferent illuminations and for the case of cluttered scenes� selecting the region
around the object in order to calculate the object histogram� Ennesser and
Medioni �Ennesser and Medioni� �

�� extend this approach by using local and
co�occurance� edge�based color histograms�

Schiele and Crowley �Schiele and Crowley� ����� generalizes the ideas of
color histograms to multidimensional receptive �eld histograms that uses local
object descriptors� Classi�cation is performed based on the joined probability
of occurance of all the histograms� A quite well performing object recognition
system could be obtained using this approach� that also does not require any
pre�segmentation� A possible drawback of the approach is that the objects to
be recognized are assumed to be present in the image� no object detection is
performed� only object recognition �independent of the presence of the object��

Schneiderman and Kanade �Schneiderman and Kanade� ����� proposes a
similar approach� Using a wide range of local object descriptors� including
wavelets� histograms are trained and matched for object detection� A detector�
for each speci�c orientation of the object is trained� All detectors are applied
to the image in parallel and the strongest detection is selected as output� They
applied the system successfully on face and car detection in frontal and out�
of�plane orientations� A possible drawback is that calculating many detectors
and histograms on a serial computer requires quite a lot of computer resources
�detecting an object in an image requires several minutes��

����� Other systems

Many more approaches have been proposed using unsupervised learning repre�
sentations� We just mention only brie�y a model with neuro�biological plausi�
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Classi�er Raw error ���
Decision tree� C��� ����
Best two�layer neural network ��

Five layer network �LeNet �� ���
RBF SVM ���
sigmoidal SVM ���
�rd degree polynomial SVM ���

Table ���� Performance �in error�rate� of di�erent learning systems on the
USPS database of pre�segmented digits of real�life zip codes�

bility �in the functional sense�� the model by Neven and Aertsen �Neven and
Aertsen� �

�� that take info account rate and event coherence for performing
invariance and segmentation operations�

��� Non�adaptive pre�processing representations
only

Here we will describe a number of systems that have non�adaptive transforma�
tions at the pre�processing level only� while relying fully on an adaptive classi�er
for recognition� We will focus in particular on systems based on Support Vector
Machines�

Handwritten digit recognition

Cortes and Vapnik �Cortes and Vapnik� �

�� reports on experiments on pre�
segmented handwritten digits from the U�S� Postal Service�

The database of pre�segmented image digits contains ��
� training patterns
and ���� test patterns from real�life zip codes� Each image is �� � �� pixels
large� Di�erent adaptive classi�ers were used� decision tree C���� an optimized
two�layer neural network and LeCun�s and coworkers LeNet� neural network
dedicated to this task� Also three di�erent SVMs were constructed� machines
with polynomial kernels� machines with Radial Basis Functions �RBF� and
machines with sigmoidal kernels �that simulate two�layer neural networks��
The results on the test set� are as in Table ����

LeCun and coworkers �LeCun et al�� �

�� reports similar results on another
database of pre�segmented handwritten digits� the National Institute of Stan�
dard and Technology �NIST� database� This database contains handwritten
digits from approximatively ��� writers� The images are ��� �� pixels large�
����� images were used for training� while ����� images were used to test the
systems�
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Classi�er Raw error ���
Linear classi�er ���
���� RBF ���
PCA�quadratic ���
K�NN Euclidean ���
LeNet� ���
LeNet� ���
�th degree polynomial SVM ���
LeNet� ��

Boosted LeNet� ���

Table ���� Performance �in error�rate� of di�erent learning systems on the NIST
database of pre�segmented digits�

The learning systems compared are� a simple linear classi�er �trained in
various ways gives similar results�� an RBF neural network with ���� neurons�
PCA using only �� eigen�dimensions and constructing a second degree poly�
nomial classi�er� K�nearest neighbor classi�er� di�erent versions of LeCun�s
dedicated neural network for digit recognition and a SVM with a �th order
polynomial kernel� The results on the test set� are as in Table ���� One has
to remark that most of these systems do include domain knowledge in the sys�
tem in the form of the number of neurons� eigenvalues or neighbors and the
architecture of the learning system� In contrast the SVM does not include any
domain knowledge �it is a general learning algorithm��

Object recognition and detection with Support Vector Machines

Blanz and coworkers �Blanz et al�� �

�� proposes an object recognition system
of chairs based on an oriented edge representation of the images� They report
better recognition rates than a fully connected feed�forward neural network
with one hidden layer� or a system based on oriented �lters and the nearest
neighbor classi�er�

Osuna an coworkers �Osuna et al�� �

�� perform face detection with some
pre�processing of the image� Training images of a size �
 � �
 pixels are fed
to a Support Vector Machine for training a �nd degree polynomial classi�er�
Images are subject for detection of faces� by scanning the image with di�erent
scaled versions of the window that applies the classi�er�

The non�adaptive transformations that are performed on the images� before
they applied to the system are�

� Masking� a binary pixel mask that removes pixels close to the boundary�
in order to remove background patterns�

� Illumination gradient correction� a best��t brightness plane is subtracted
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from the unmasked window pixel values� allowing reduction of light and
heavy shadows�

� Histogram equalization� a histogram equalization is performed over the
patterns in order to compensate for di�erences in illumination brightness�
di�erent camera response curves� etc��

They obtain results that can compete with state�of�the�art systems� �Rowley
et al�� �

�� use very similar pre�processing steps� but use as adaptive classi�
�er� combination of neural networks trained with the back�propagation with
momentum algorithm� For a review of face detection methods see �Yang and
Ahuja� ������

Haar wavelet representation

Papageorgiou and coworkers �Papageorgiou et al�� �

� Papageorgiou and Pog�
gio� ����� propose the following framework for object detection� They use the
Haar wavelet �Mallat� �
�
� to capture the structural similarities between in�
stances of an object class in a quadruple density �over�complete representation��
In this �D case� they use � haar basis functions� vertical� horizontal and diag�
onal� In some cases the wavelets are performed in color� In this case� only the
largest coe�cient in each color channel is withheld� Finally� unsigned values
�absolute value� of the coe�cients are used�

In �Papageorgiou et al�� �

�� not all basis functions in the wavelet are used�
In order to determine which basis functions are important� response of every
basis function is monitored over a training set� The number of basis functions
�about ��� that are on average above average response� are selected� All other
basis functions are neglected�

For face detection� an over�complete grey�level haar wavelet is constructed
with � haar basis functions in �D �horizontal� vertical and diagonal� of size ���
and � � � pixels from image windows of size �
� �
 pixels� This totals ����
haar coe�cients� To train the system ���
 grey�scale face and ������ non�face
patterns are used�

For pedestrian detection� one starts analogously from windows of size ����
�� pixels and applies haar basis functions of size ����� and ����� pixels� This
represents ���� wavelet coe�cients� The training set consist of ���� pedestrian
patterns and their mirror pattern and ������ non�pedestrian patterns�

For car detection� one uses color images and performs the wavelets in each
color channel �RGB� separately� One keeps only the largest coe�cient in each
color channel� A total of ���� wavelet coe�cients are used� Training consist of
providing ���� car and ���� non�car examples�

Finally� a Support Vector Machine with a quadratic polynomial is applied
to classify the image after haar transformation� Di�erent ROC curves are
produced�
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In the case of face recognition� the authors obtain for example 
�� detection
rate when the false positive rate is about � face per image� In the case of
pedestrian detection� they obtain for the same 
�� detection rate� about �
false positives per image�

��	 Methods without intermediate representa�
tions

The approach proposed in this these� revisits the simplest object recognition
system� Instead of applying transformations to build intermediate represen�
tations� one sees the problem of object recognition instead as a pure learning
problem� The objective of the approach is to avoid relying on any implicit or
explicit assumptions of the objects and the environment a priori� Assumptions
of the objects and its environment are only conveyed during the training stage
of the system� by means of providing learning examples� The contribution of
the approach is the idea to train such a learning system with a minimal number
of examples� while of course at the same time� the system should be able to
recognize the objects in a maximal variety of appearances�

This approach applies the Main Principle of learning� we do not try to learn
features or other transformations by unsupervised learning in order to �nd
intermediate representations note that the latter could require the solution of
�hard� density estimation problems� Instead� we apply a direct classi�cation
approach that is easier to solve than a density estimation task�

The use of supervised learning can be seen as a way to convey domain knowl�
edge by the superviser	designer of the system� This supervisor can be seen as
a substitute for the environmental feedback that biological systems received
to build up their internal neural structures� However the latter evolutionary
learning process took millions of years to complete� a time frame that is clearly
beyond our possibilities�

The approach follows David Marr�s ideas �Marr� �
��� only in part� The
approach does not follow at all� his framework for intermediate representations�
On the other hand� the proposed approach pushes Marr�s �principle of least
commitment to the limit� This principle advocates that one should minimally
lose information at the early stages of the sensory processing� to maintain as
much information until the later stages of processing for object classi�cation�
Since we have only a single processing step� we provide all information to the
detection	matching	classi�cation process directly� and do not lose any infor�
mation in intermediate steps�

The proposed approach di�ers from the approach proposed by Ullman� He
advocates the construction of large libraries of �visual routines �Ullman� �
����
The latter is supported and motivated by the complexity of processing pathways
found in mammalian or human visual systems� In contrast� we try to minimize
the complexity of the routines �and reduce it to a single learning algorithm�� and
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keep all the complexity in the data only instead� The latter has the advantage
that the complex structure can be learned by examples only� instead of requiring
to be hard�coded in the program�

Direct versus indirect perception

The approach adheres also more to the idea of direct� ecological perception as
advocated by Gibson �Gibson� �
�
� in contrast to the classical theory of an
indirect� logical approach to visual perception �Rock� �

���

In particular� we would argue that in the indirect approach� most psy�
chophysics experiments that under�build the indirect theory reduce �or almost
degenerate� the stimuli to its essentials only� a situation that is in most cases
far from realistic� In contrast� in the direct approach� stimuli are considered
in their full� ecological framework� which is often a more real�life situation� In
computational terms� the indirect approach translates in perceptual informa�
tion that is mostly very poor and of lower dimensionality� while in the direct
approach which is more in correspondence with our approach� information is
very rich and high�dimensional�

�Where� versus �what�� object detection versus recognition

In the visual neuroscience literature� one makes a clear distinction between the
�what and �where pathways in the visual cortex� The �where � pathway�
could be translated in computational terms as �detection � and deals with
selecting location�s� of interest in the visual �eld� The �what pathway could
be interpreted as �recognition and interprets the visual content at a selected
location of interest�

All known vision systems� arti�cial or biological� make a very clear distinc�
tion between these two pathways� We will not make this distinction and treat
detection and recognition in a single processing step�
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Chapter �

The Self�Organizing
Invariant representation
Map �SIM�

Basic research is what I am doing when I don�t know what I am
doing� Werner Von Braun

An unsupervised learning algorithm and neural architecture is presented to
develop spatially�invariant representations that are topologically ordered� The
proposed SIM is a modular component that can be used in larger object recog�
nition systems� We report on experiments with multi�SIM based system applied
to handwritten digit recognition and natural object recognition�

	�� Introduction

In this chapter� we present the �rst part of the research performed� This work
was initiated at the computational neuroscience lab at University of Leuven�
Belgium and before the author got in contact with Statistical Learning The�
ory and Support Vector Machines� From the latter perspective� some of the
approaches presented here could be somewhat outdated� however we present
them here as part of a research track on which the later work was inspired�

An aspect of arti�cial vision systems that has received considerable at�
tention� also in the neural network community� is spatially�invariant object
recognition� the ability to visually recognize objects and its features irrespec�
tive of simple image transformations such as translation� rotation and scaling�
We see essentially two di�erent approaches in obtaining invariance in these sys�
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tems which we call �invariant processing and �invariant learning respectively�
�Invariant processing realizes invariant detection of the visual input whereas
invariant �internal� representation in these systems is not assumed to be an is�
sue� In the former approach� invariance is achieved by convergent connections
that are adapted or controlled in some way� We see three categories of such
types of �invariant processing methods� methods containing a central control
unit� methods that step�wise increase invariant responses� and methods that
learn to control output responses in an invariant way� We describe the methods
in a bit more detail in the following�

In the �rst type of �invariant processing� a central and external control
mechanism is assumed� the purpose of which is to relay information from dif�
ferent locations in the input image to the same target neurons� This is done in
such a way that these target neurons receive a spatially�invariant input� Exam�
ples can be found in the routing network of Olshausen and coworkers�Olshausen
et al�� �

�� or in the NADEL�based network of Seibert and Waxman �Seibert
and Waxman� �
�
�� In the second type of �invariant processing� no central
control mechanism is assumed� but instead a stepwise approach towards invari�
ance is followed� In this case� approximate invariance is obtained using a hier�
archy of convergent connections� In some cases� these connections are adapted
as e�g� in LeNet proposed by LeCun and coworkers �LeCun et al�� �
�
�� or the
convergent connections are kept �xed and are alternated with adaptive ones
like in Fukushima�s Neocognitron �Fukushima and Miyake� �
��� or Neven
and Aertsen�s object recognition model �Neven and Aertsen� �

��� The sets
of adapted connections will be referred to in the following as representations�
Note that the representations learned in this case are non�invariant in nature�
In a third type of �invariant processing� a learning method aims at developing
a control mechanism that achieves spatial invariance from the data by learning�
using �xed �i�e� non�adapted� representations in a previous layer� This is the
approach adopted by F$oldi�ak in his two�layered network �F$oldi�ak� �

��� the
representations of the input�layer neurons are �xed� but the output�layer neu�
rons are adapted to achieve invariance from image transformation sequences�

In the approach of �invariant learning instead� the focus is not on invari�
ant processing but on the development of invariant representations� Kohonen
and coworkers proposed such a model a few years ago� the Adaptive�Subspace
Self�organizing Map �ASSOM� �Kohonen et al�� �

��� In this model the rep�
resentations are developed by an unsupervised competitive learning algorithm�
that constructs subspaces which refer to di�erent temporal events in input
image sequences�

In this chapter� we introduce the Self�organizing Invariant representation
Map �SIM� �Roobaert and Van Hulle� �


a�� a model that proposes �invari�
ant learning " i�e� a model that develops spatially�invariant representations "
in combination with �invariant processing� In contrast to the ASSOM how�
ever� learning in the SIM model does not rely on image sequences but on
stationary images in order to develop the invariant representations� while us�
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ing standard learning techniques like existing unsupervised learning rules and
weight�sharing� Furthermore� we will show that several SIM modules can easily
be integrated into a larger system we will also try to give a implementation
of the model� that is more or less plausible from a computational neurobiology
point of view� As an engineering application of a multi�SIM system� we will
build a system consisting of multiple SIM modules and apply it to handwritten
digit recognition and natural object recognition�

	�� SIM module


���� Architecture

4D R-layer

O-layer

Spatial dimensions
2D representation map

SIM moduleInput
image

Figure ���� Architecture of a SIM module with ��dimensional representation
maps and � spatial degrees of freedom �giving rise to a ��dimensional R�layer��
The O�layer is ��dimensional� Information �ows from left to right� In the R�
layer� one R�neuron receives input from a whole subimage and all R�neurons
with the same n coordinate �denoted by squares in the R�layer� receive input
from the same subimage� In contrast� in the O�layer� one O�neuron receives
input from all the R�neurons with the same m coordinate �crosses in the R�
layer��
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An individual SIM module is a bi�layer neural network of simple summating
neurons arranged in a representation layer R and an output O�layer �Fig� �����
All connections are feedforward in nature� The input connections to the R�
neurons have adaptive weights� while the connection weights from the R� to
the O�neurons are unadapted and have unit strength�

The R�layer is an �M � N ��dimensional array of neurons� with M the rep�
resentation dimensions and N the spatial dimensions of the SIM module� The
latter correspond to the N degrees of freedom for which the SIM module is
invariant� e�g� for �D translation invariance� N � � �two degrees of freedom�
and for scale invariance� N � � �one degree of freedom�� An R�neuron will
be identi�ed by two location coordinate vectors� m � �m�� ���mM�� the vec�
tor of the representational coordinates� and n � �n�� ��� nN�� the vector of the
spatial coordinates of the R�layer� All R�neurons with the same spatial coor�
dinates receive input from the same region in the input image �cf� subimage in
Fig� ����� while all those with the same representational coordinates �cf� crosses
in Fig� ����� share the same connection weights� The latter condition is enforced
during learning by weight�sharing �LeCun et al�� �
�
�� This implies that there
is only one set of representations for a single SIM�module� which we call the
representation map of the SIM module�

The output O�layer is an M �dimensional array of neurons� A O�neuron in
this layer receives input from all the R�neurons with the same representational
coordinate �cf� crosses in Fig� �����

R�neuron connection schemes and d kernel

Which kind of spatial�invariance is built�in into the SIM module� is determined
by the choice of the input connections scheme in conjunction with the d�kernel
that we introduce here� We can write inputs �denoted as Jin� as received by
an R�neuron �ltered by the connection kernel d� as follows�

Jin � dinIi� �����

with Ii the pixel value at position i in the input image I and din the kernel
connecting the same position in the image to the di�erent R�neurons with
spatial coordinate n� Note that the representation coordinate m does not
appear in the notation� since the inputs are independent of this coordinate�

In order to obtain the di�erent types of invariance �translation� scale or
rotation invariance� the connection schemes and the d kernel are chosen as
follows�

� For translation�invariance� R�neurons with di�erent spatial coordinates n
have their connections shifted with respect to each other� The d�kernels
are circular�symmetric �e�g� a �D Gaussian� and are centered at these
di�erent� shifted positions i in the input image I �Fig� ���A��
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3D R-layer
Input
image

4D R-layer
Input
image

Translation invariance Scale invariance

3D R-layer
Input
image

Rotation invariance

A B C

Figure ���� Connection schemes for three types of spatial invariance� transla�
tion� scale� and rotation invariance� Circles and ellipses indicate the shapes of
the d�kernels� The thick full line rectangles outline subimages which are input
to an individual R�neuron� Note that the largest subimages coincides with the
total input image in the case of scale invariance� while this is also the case for
all subimages in the case of rotation invariance�

� For scale invariance� R�neurons receive input from subimages with di�er�
ent sizes� The d�kernels are circular�symmetric and centered at the same
position i in I for all R�neurons� and vary in radius proportional to the
varying subimage sizes �Fig� ���B��

� For rotation invariance� R�neurons receive input from subimages that are
rotated with respect to each other� but which all have the same size�
The d�kernels have an elliptic shape� have di�erent orientations and are
centered at the same position in the image �Fig� ���C��


���� Invariant learning

Learning occurs in the R�layer� Essentially� the algorithm modi�es an unsuper�
vised learning rule to cope with competition in a weight�shared layer as follows�
First� after an input has been presented to the module� the most active of all R�
neurons� Rm�n� �i�e� the winning neuron� is determined� Second� the R�neuron
connections are updated� One can choose for example the SOM�learning rule
�Kohonen� �
�� Kohonen� �

�� for the update� Then the connection weights
of all neurons in the neighborhood of the winning neuron� with the neighbor�
hood de�ned in representational coordinates m� are then updated as follows�

wmn�t� �� � wmn�t� � ��t� hkm�m�k�t� Jn� � 
m�n� �����

with wmn the connection weights� i�e� the representation coded for by
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neuron Rmn� ��t� the time�variant learning rate� where t stands for time�
hkm�m�k�t� the neighborhood function with time�variant range� and Jn� the
input as it is received by the winning neuron Rm�n� � However� one can use
other competitive learning rules as well� the use of the ART��A learning rule
is explained in ������ The results reported on in the following will be obtained
with the SOM�based learning algorithm� In a third step� following the update�
the weight vector of each updated neuron is normalized� In the �nal and fourth
step� weight�sharing is performed along the spatial dimensions�

The d�kernel is introduced to favor representations with pixels active in the
center of the representation� Without this kernel� a range of alternative spa�
tially variant representations could emerge� e�g� horizontal translational vari�
ants of a vertical line �see e�g� the representations formed by the Neocognitron
in Fig� ���� �right��� With the kernel� the representation with the vertical line
in the center of the representation will have a competitive advantage compared
to the others� Hence it will be more likely to develop than the other variants
of the vertical line� In other words� the kernel can be seen as �breaking the
symmetry between several candidate representations of the same input event�


���� Invariant processing

After learning has been completed and invariant representations have been
formed in the R� layer� the two�layer module can perform �invariant process�
ing due to its convergent connections� Concretely� the module produces an
invariant output as follows� First� the most active neuron in the R�layer is de�
termined for each representation dimension� Second� in the O�layer� the k most
active O�neurons are selected� while the activity of the remaining O�neurons
are put to zero� In this way� a population code of size k is generated at the
output of the SIM module� Finally� the O�layer outputs are rescaled� so that
the strongest output response is equal to ��

	�� A neurobiological�plausible correlate for the
SIM

In this section� no attempt is made to propose a concrete life�like neurobiological
circuit� Instead� we would like to suggest a circuit that could be plausible
from a neuro�biological point of view� We are motivated by the fact that our
proposed model is in accordance with the following computational principles
of visual processing in the mammalian cortex� self�organizing adaptability�
modularity and locality of processing� spatially�coherent and spatially�invariant
information representation� We discuss these principles in the following�

Firstly� there is a wealth of evidence that neurons in the visual cortex are
very plastic and several learning rules have been proposed to model this phe�
nomenon �for a review� see �Baxter and Byrne� �

���� The necessity for
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synaptic plasticity has e�g� been associated with robustness and cell death�
The most important factor is� however� development� due to the limited in�
formation provided genetically� not all possible specialized mechanisms can be
intrinsic� Hence� in order to cope with the enormous variety of complex visual
stimuli one can encounter in the course of a lifetime� neurons must be plastic�

Secondly� the key to building large and complex systems� such as biological
ones� is the availability of generic building blocks� i�e� modules and areas which
can locally specialize in a self�organizing fashion �Schoups et al�� �

��� and
which can perform their computations in parallel �Van Essen et al�� �

���

Thirdly� the overlapping receptive �elds of the neurons within the modules
�Hubel and Wiesel� �
��� yield spatially�contiguous information representa�
tions �Koenderink� �
����

Finally and most importantly� there is the invariant representation of infor�
mation� The visual system generates a �translation� invariant representation
using at least two functionally�distinct mechanisms� an eye movement and an
attentional system� The eye movement system resides in the frontal eye �elds
and the superior colliculus �Carpenter� �
��� the attentional system resides in
the pulvinar and other thalamic structures� and is believed to guide the focus
of attention �Koch and Ullman� �
�� Olshausen et al�� �

��� Intrinsically� the
positional accuracy of these systems is low� compared to the size of the recep�
tive �elds� Therefore� we hypothesize that a more accurate system is needed
to perform recognition� invariantly within small spatial ranges�

Our SIM model is in accordance with the aforementioned computational
principles� by its design and by the learning algorithm used� In particular�
our SIM is ideally suited to represent information invariantly� In practice�
in the design of a SIM� the invariance range is restricted " the number of
neurons needed per dimension increases linearly with the size of the invariance
range� However� the representations which are developed by the algorithm are
perfectly translation�invariant within this restricted range�


���� A biologically	plausible circuit

The classical WTA operations are performed by lateral inhibitory connections
�Yuille and Grzywacz� �
�
�� In addition to WTA� we also have the weight�
sharing mechanism� In order to generate an invariant representation� learning
must allow for some of the weight vectors to remain identical within a local
region� This requires that the same information is made available to all these
neurons during learning� On the other hand� the WTA operation requires the
neural inputs to be di�erent� Hence� we have two types of input �ows� In
order to solve this problem� we propose a gating circuit operated by inhibitory
interneurons� which will switch these �ows accordingly �see Fig� �����

As a result of this gating circuit� R�neurons will switch between the �sim�
ple and �complex cell types during learning� Since this switching occurs
within the time scale of neural dynamics� it appears as if these neurons behave�
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RF 2

F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2

C2

C1 C1

C2 C2

C1

RF 1 RF 3

Figure ���� The gating circuit in the neurobiological correlate of the SIM model�
Open circles denote neurons� Thick arrows are bundles of axons containing the
information of one receptive �eld �RF� thin lines are single connections� Filled
circles represent inhibitory synapses excitatory synapses are represented with
arrows� For a translation�invariant SIM� the RFs �three of which are shown�
represent regions on the retina which are translated with respect to one another�
For a scale�invariant SIM� these RFs represent regions whose center is located
at the same retinal position but which have di�erent sizes on the retina the
number of a�erent connections is the same for these neurons� Note that all R�
neurons �denoted as F� and F�� have full bidirectional� inhibitory connections
�not shown� to perform a Winner�Take�All �WTA� operation� The interneurons
C� and C� gate the information �ows� C� has a high �ring threshold such
that only a �winner can activate this interneuron� after which it will block
the other vertical information �ows� At the same time the C� interneurons
will unblock the diagonal information �ows the latter are normally blocked
by the C� interneurons� spontaneous activity� due to their low threshold� The
lateral excitatory connections mediate the excitation of the equally�labeled R�
neurons� as a result� weight sharing is implemented by a simultaneous and
identical Hebbian learning mechanism�
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on average� as �complex cells� When learning has stopped� the R�neurons
will behave as �simple cells� only �simple cell behavior is needed to code for
spatial invariance� In cases where no inhibitory interneurons were present dur�
ing learning� all gating channels would remain open and the R�neurons would
behave as �complex�like cells �they are called �complex�like since they sum�
mate linearly�� Notice that the O�neurons are always of the �complex cell
type�

There exists an interesting line of neurobiological evidence in support of
the role of our inhibitory interneurons� In newborn mammals� inhibitory in�
terneurons are lacking in the �rst days of life� and most layer�� cells behave
as �complex�like cells �they summate linearly�� When the interneurons have
developed� some of these �complex�like cells will change to �simple cells �see
the discussion in �Miller� �

���� In addition� when these mature interneurons
are blocked intracellularly� the �simple cells change back to �complex cells
�Nelson et al�� �

��� Hence� we hypothesize that our learning phase corre�
sponds to the development of the inhibitory interneurons� and that the latter
will determine the �complex vs� �simple cell behavior of cells coding for an
invariant image property�

	�� Learning examples of single SIMs


���� Learning vertical and horizontal lines

In order to demonstrate the e�ect of learning in the R�layer� we repeat the
toy experiments by �F$oldi�ak� �

�� and �Rumelhart and Zipser� �
���� We
generate binary input images consisting of a random number of horizontal and
vertical lines� with an average of � lines per image� Each line is � pixel wide and
has a random position within the image that is sized ��� �� pixels �Fig� �����
After learning� F$oldi�ak�s decorrelation network represents a single horizontal or
vertical line for all possible positions of the lines in the input image �see Fig� �
in �F$oldi�ak� �

���� i�e� a total of �� representations in this case� Remark that
in the case the representations would be invariant� only two representations� a
horizontal and a vertical line� would be su�cient�

Therefore� we have trained a single SIM module on the same input images�
We �rst consider a module with its representations arranged in a �M � ���
dimensional representation map of size �� Furthermore� each R�neuron receives
input from a subimage sized �� � pixels and� since we want the SIM module
to code for translation invariance� we consider � horizontally times � vertically
translated �N � �� and overlapping subimages in total �with � pixel relative
shift to each other�� We initialize the representations with random values�
�ltered by the d�kernel�
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Figure ���� Sample of input patterns used for training a SIM module in the toy
experiment of training vertical and horizontal lines�

Representations developed

After training� typical representations that develop are shown in icon �a in
Fig� ���� the expected invariant representations do indeed develop� We also
performed the simulation with a representation map of size � and the result is
shown in icon �b in Fig� ���� Also here the SIM module is able to discover that
the images essentially consist of a vertical and a horizontal line� irrespective of
the number of lines presented� and this unlike F$oldi�ak�s network� irrespective
of their spatial location in the input image� However note also� that providing
more representational hardware than necessary� implies that more representa�
tions have to develop hence we obtain additional representations� that code for
statistically less salient line con�gurations �but remark no translational variants
of the same vertical and horizontal lines develop��

In order to asses the stability of the results obtained� we computed the
correlation of the representations obtained with the ideal case of vertical and
horizontal line representations� We calculate these correlations in function of
a changing density of one of the line�types in the training set in particular�
we changed the horizontal line density and plotted the following normalized
correlations� wm�w �w �w

��w �w
and wm�w �w �w

��w �w
with w and w the ideal repre�

sentation for a horizontal and a vertical line respectively� and w the uniform
�blank� representation weighted by the d�kernel�

From the graphs in Fig� ���� we observe that the invariant representations
developed� remain rather una�ected by the density ratio over some interval�
Especially for larger representation map sizes� the correlation with the ideal
representations can stay high� due to decreased competitive pressure in this
case� Icons �c� �d and �e in Fig� ��� show results obtained in the most
extreme conditions�
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Figure ���� Representations that are developed �icons labeled a�e�� and their
normalized correlations with the ideal case� plotted as a function of an increas�
ing probability of horizontal lines in the training set� while the probability of
vertical lines is held constant and equal to an average of � vertical line per input
image� The full line plots the best correlation with the ideal horizontal line�
while the dotted line plots the best correlation with the ideal vertical line� The
values are averages over � simulations with the errorbars indicating the extreme
values obtained� The results are shown for a map with � representations �Left
panel� and for a map with � representations �Right panel��


���� Learning texture discrimination

Gabor �lters are the most popular types of texture detectors used �Malik and
Perona� �

� Van Hulle and Tollenaere� �

��� not withstanding they are sen�
sitive only to rather unspeci�c spatial frequency	orientation combinations� In
our model� more complex features could possibly be detected as well� While
considering that the maps are topologically ordered in a feature space� nearly�
alike features are represented by neighboring neurons �feature neighborhood��

Another problem in texture processing however� is the very irregular and
sparse�distributed nature of most texture patterns� As a result of this� the
detection of certain texture elements �i�e� textons �Julesz� �
���� will yield
spatially�heterogeneous maps� Hence� we add a �lling�in process in order to
represent texture elements into more contiguous maps� One can view this as
a smoothing process in feature space to compensate for the variabilities in
the textures detected� Furthermore� the feature neighborhood also enables
the system to compensate for the spatial variabilities in the textures detected�
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Figure ���� Texture discrimination� Top left Test image of a texture pair con�
sisting of randomly positioned� grey�scaled micropattern textures� Top right
The raw responses of a translation�invariant SIM� sized ��� � neurons� which
was obtained after training on a set of texture patterns� Each of the �� squares
depicts the response of the corresponding invariant feature detectors� on the
grey�scale image shown on the top left side� Two winners per retinotopic loca�
tion were allowed� Note that The receptive �eld size was deliberately chosen
not to correspond to the average micropattern size� since in that case the task
would be straightforward� Bottom The result after the selective di�usion pro�
cess is performed�

Hence� smoothing is performed not only along the two feature dimensions� but
also along the two spatial dimensions�

Finally� we also apply a sigmoidal transfer function at the output of the SIM�
in order to enhance contrast in the resulting map� E�ectively� this corresponds
to compress the high responses in the latter map� For training� a set comprising
of �� types of grey�scale micropattern textures was used to train the system 
all of these micropatterns had random orientations� A typical result is shown
in Fig� ����
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Figure ���� Scale�invariant representation of � types of fruit� Top Three
examples of randomly�scaled images used during training� Bottom The self�
organizing scale�invariant map obtained after training� Black is inhibitory�
white is excitatory� Notice the rather strict division into separate fruit types�


���� Learning scale invariant representations

Scale and rotation invariance can be obtained by a log�polar mapping of the
translation�invariant system�s inputs �Menon and Heinemann� �
�� Seibert
and Waxman� �
�
�� However� apart from the cortical magni�cation factor�
the neurophysiological evidence for such global transformations is rather scarce�
An alternative manner of obtaining scale invariance is by routing information
�ows� �Olshausen et al�� �

�� used this technique� but it is limited to integer
scale factors only�

We hence propose a more direct method for developing a scale�invariant
map� i�e� one that is able to cope with a virtually�continuous range of scales�
The d�kernel favors the development of a scale�invariant map� This implies in
general� that the features must �t within the receptive �eld� This is achieved
in the following way� In cases where the input is not properly scaled� several
features will lay outside the receptive �eld�s range� Since the corresponding
weight vector has only a relatively small overlap with such an input� this neuron
will have less probability of winning the competition� and its weight vector will
not develop further� By consequence� only properly�scaled representations will
emerge�

Since the development is a stochastic decision process� a few di�erently�
scaled exemplars of each type of fruit are needed in order to introduce a noise
element� This is a general property of statistical learning algorithms� Note
that continuous scaling is performed without introducing aliasing�

An example is shown in Fig� ���� The training set consisted of �� images
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����x��� grey�scale pixels� of � types of fruit� scaled randomly between ����
and ����� The images were preprocessed using a Di�erence�Of�Gaussians
�DOG���lter� The number of neurons in the map was as large as the num�
ber of fruit types represented� Making this number greater or smaller� implies
that scale invariance will be broken for certain fruit types �two or more scale
variants coded in the map� or that more than one fruit type will be coded
per neuron� respectively� Scale tolerance was between 
�� and ���� with ��
logarithmic subdivisions represented in the input� The scale range is somewhat
larger than the expected range� in order to endow the above�mentioned stochas�
tic process with a self�corrective ability� The number of subdivisions must be
su�ciently large to allow for a virtually�continuous scale�invariant representa�
tion� On the other hand� further increases in this number produce no e�ect�
the scale di�erences become smaller than the DOG��lter�s upper frequency
range� Furthermore� contrary to the local translation�invariant SIM� only a
one�dimensional map develops� a lower dimension implies less neighborhood
relations� precisely what is desired since the scale�invariant features or objects
represented are barely related to one another� The R�layer is two�dimensional
and comprises ��� � neurons the O�layer is one�dimensional and comprises �
neurons�

	�	 Properties of the SIM approach


�
�� Comparison with the ASSOM

Both the SIM and the ASSOM �proposed by �Kohonen et al�� �

��� aim to
develop invariant representations� The main advantage of the ASSOM� is that
the type of invariance has not to be built�in into the system but instead is
learned from the data� while only the dimension of the invariance has to be
speci�ed� The main advantage of the SIM is its relative implementational
simplicity� due to a preconditioning of the model� We discuss these aspects in
more detail�

Learning invariance versus built�in invariance

When addressing complex computational tasks� such as real�world perception�
large systems are needed� When using a learning algorithm to infer this com�
plexity from examples �only�� albeit theoretically achievable� might be prac�
tically infeasible since too large training sets might be required to achieve an
acceptable performance� We cite Geman and coworkers �Geman et al�� �

��� if
learning is aimed to perform nonparametric regression �which is our case here��
they derive that one will su�er slow convergence� due to the high variance
part in the bias	variance dilemma� It can only be controlled by invoking some
form of �preconditioning the network� i�e� by introducing a priori knowledge�
The fundamental challenge in building large systems is more about the use of
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generic mechanisms for representation� than the choice of a particular learning
algorithm but the identi�cation of such mechanisms can be more di�cult than
understanding learning per se �Geman et al�� �

���

The ASSOM model prioritizes minimization of a priori knowledge� and
prefers to rely on a large amount of �movie data in order to develop the
invariant representations� The advantage is clear� the model does not require
an a priori encoding of the invariance into the system� Unfortunately however�
the ASSOM still requires the dimensionality of the invariance to be speci�ed�
The latter condition weakens ASSOM�s advantage� does the non�speci�cation
of a simple invariance transformation " while its dimension still has to be spec�
i�ed " justi�es a higher complexity of the model and of the data required� The
SIM in contrast �preconditions the system with a speci�c type of invariance
in a modular fashion� while following Geman and coworkers the choice of the
actual learning rule is made secondary �as long as it is a competitive learning
rule�� Using this preconditioning the complexity of the model and the data can
be reduced�

Implementation

Spatial invariance in the ASSOM is learned with image sequences "�movies in
fact" for which invariant representations are developed� A whole sequence is
�memorized before a representative winner is selected and the weights are
updated� The subspaces spanned by the ASSOM require two or more basis
vectors in order to represent in a direct manner� the manifold of a particular
image transformation� This requires an orthogonalization of these basis vectors
to be performed by the ASSOM� The SIM module in contrast� uses static
input images� while weight�sharing in the SIM could be regarded as the static
equivalent of the transformation sequences used in the ASSOM� This implies
however that no input image memorization has to be done� while no explicit
subspace is constructed� and hence no orthogonalization or projection of basis
vectors has to be performed�


�
�� Applying other unsupervised learning rules

Although we will use a SOM�like learning rule in the experiments as explained
before� the SIM model formulation allows many types of competitive learning
rules to be integrated into the SIM model� One can use for example a ART��A
based learning rule �Carpenter et al�� �

��� In this case� the ART��A learning
rule is slightly modi�ed as follows� Initially� the connections of all unassigned
neurons are randomly initialized� and distributed according to the d�kernel�
Consecutively� in the competition between the assigned neurons in the ART��A
network� also one unassigned neuron takes part in the competition� In this way�
in case none of the assigned neurons is eligible for a weight update� the spatial
coordinate of the unassigned neuron� and the input with which its connections
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has to be updated� can be retrieved� We report on this ART��A based SIM
module in the last experiment described in this contribution�

	�
 Multiple SIM systems

Input:
19x19 pixels

Stage1:
9x9 SIM modules

Stage2:
1 SIM module

1 neuron
per class

Figure ���� Example architecture of a SIM�based system�


���� Example architecture

We have claimed that the SIM module is a �exible building block in a larger�
hierarchical system� Easy integration of SIM modules can be realized� since
the SIM module relies on unsupervised learning� the module adapts �exibly to
any location in the overall system without the need of an explicit teacher� the
representations formed in the module will depend only on the local statistical
properties of the input distribution fed to the module� Hence we propose as an
example� a system which consists of several translation�invariant SIM modules
organized in two stages� while we add also a classi�cation stage to provide a
���neuron output for the system �cf� Fig� �����

The �rst stage� Stage�� is concerned with �local representations� we con�
sider an array of SIM modules in such a way that each one of them covers
only a part of the input image I� Hence� each SIM module develops invariant
representations for only a subimage of the original input image� and as is often
done in the literature� one could call the �local representations built at this
stage �features�

The second stage� Stage� is concerned with �global representations� the
only SIM module at this stage receives input from all SIM modules at Stage��
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Finally� only for classi�cation purposes� a single layer of neurons is added
with as many neurons as there are classes in the data� The weights at this stage
are trained� in a supervised way� using the LVQ algorithm �Kohonen� �
����

Training of the system proceeds stage by stage i�e� only when Stage� is
fully trained� Stage� is trained on the set of outputs generated by a trained
Stage�� etc��

Concrete details and parameters of the architecture and the learning pro�
cedure are presented here for the the handwritten digit recognition system �for
the natural object recognition system the parameters are similar��

INPUT�

The raw input image is sized �� � �� pixels� Database A contains binary images� database B
contains grey�scale images�

STAGE��

A total of � � � identical SIM modules is arranged uniformly on different positions in the input
image� Each SIM module	 contains a �D representation map	 sized 
� 
 representations	 which is
weight�shared over ���	 one pixel �D image shifts �N  ��� Hence	 the input is oversampled with
�overlapping� SIM modules� Every neuron of a �D map has a 
� 
 weight vector� The d�kernel is
a �D Gaussian with range � � � pixels� The population code of the Stage� output corresponds to
the activity of the �
 most active neurons�

STAGE��

This stage consists of only � SIM module that develops global representations� The input to the
Stage� SIM is � dimensional and is build up in the following way� The first two dimensions result
from the outputs of the neurons with the same coordinates in the representation maps of the SIM
modules at Stage�� This yields a ��� image	 since the SIM modules at this stage are arranged in a
��� array� The second two dimensions result from the fact that each representation map in Stage�

is sized 
�
 representations� Hence	 the total dimensionality of the input to Stage� is ����
�
�
The input to each R�neuron of the Stage� SIM is an �� � � 
 � 
 subimage� the subimage results
from the � possible one pixel shifts in the � � � image� Finally	 each representation map at this
stage is sized �� � �� representations� The O�layer is sized �� � �� neurons� the population code
of the output of Stage� corresponds to the activity of the �
 most active neurons�

STAGE��

Consists of a single layer of �� neurons�

TRAINING�

Training samples are randomly presented to a SIM module with 
��� presentations in total� The
learning rate decreases linearly in time from ��� to �� The neighborhood function is a Gaussian
kernel whose width decreases from about half of the map�s linear size to �� In order to reduce
the training time at Stage�	 we train only � SIM module and copy its representation map to
all other SIM modules� Connections are initialized randomly	 but already weighted by the d�
kernel� Performance slightly improved when folding the map into a toroidal	 instead of a flat �D
representation map� this is the case we have reported on�

Comparison with Neocognitron and LeNet

A SIM�based system is intended to work for any object recognition task that
requires some invariance in an approximate fashion� In order to show this� we
will consider a standard problem in object recognition� handwritten digit recog�
nition� A reference work on handwritten digit recognition is the performance
comparison paper of �LeCun et al�� �

��� wherein they compare a variety of
supervised learning methods to solve this problem� Here we do not challenge
their best results " it would be hard to compete with the result of many years
of handwritten digit recognition research by using an essentially simple system
like ours " but instead want to demonstrate that an essentially unsupervised
and modular approach can also address this problem� Therefore we compare
it to the Neocognitron �Fukushima and Miyake� �
���� which is also an essen�
tially unsupervised model �except for the last layer�� while only as a reference�
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Figure ��
� Database A �� images of the ��� images in the Ting and Chuang�s
handwritten digit database�

we compare it to the fully�supervised LeNet �LeCun et al�� �
�
�� We describe
both systems in more detail here�

The Neocognitron consists of a hierarchy of alternating F � and C�layers�
Each pair of F � and C�layers corresponds to the corresponding R� and O�layers
of an individual SIM module� Hence� broadly speaking� the overall architecture
of a Neocognitron can be made equivalent to that of a SIM�based system with
as many SIM modules in sequence as there are stages in the Neocognitron�
However� as mentioned in the introduction� the learning algorithms adopted
for the two systems are di�erent� Learning in the SIM�based system is aimed
at building representations which are explicitly spatially invariant ��invariant
learning�� In contrast� the Neocognitron�s learning algorithm does not at all
aim to develop invariant representations� and consequently� only by the use
of the convergent connections in the system architecture ��invariant process�
ing�� some degree of spatial invariance can be achieved� As a result of this
fundamental di�erence between the two learning strategies� only � stages of
SIM modules are needed in our system� whereas in the Neocognitron typically
� stages are used�

LeNet consists of a multilayer network in which the number of neurons per
layer decreases from input to output layer� This is commonly referred to as
subsampling� and it is intended here to increase gradually the degree of spatial
invariance achieved in the system ��invariant processing�� Weight sharing
is introduced in order to reduce the number of parameters which have to be
learned� but it is also expected to be implied in achieving spatial invariance�
albeit in an implicit way� Finally� all connections are learned in a supervised
manner� using back�propagation�
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Figure ����� Database B Some of the ���� images in the Concordia database�


���� Handwritten digit recognition

Databases used

In order to perform a comparison with the aforementioned systems� we have
tested the system on the following two databases�

Database A �see Fig� ��
� was provided by C� Ting and K��E� Chuang �Ting
and Chuang� �

�� and was obtained by them in the following way� Digits were
written onto a graphics tablet by �� di�erent persons and discretized into �
��

pixels images� No preprocessing or normalization in scale was performed� The
�rst ��� samples in the database were used for training� the last ��� for testing�
Three sets of digits were discarded by us since they contained labeling errors�

Database B �see Fig� ����� is the publicly available Concordia database
which contains images of handwritten ZIP codes used on US mail envelopes�
We took the same sets for training ����� digits� and testing ����� digits� which
are suggested in the information that comes with the database� All original
images are re�scaled to �
� �
 pixels�

Representations developed

After training is completed� we can compare the representation maps as devel�
oped by a SIM module at Stage�� with that of a Neocognitron at the same stage
�published in �Fukushima and Miyake� �
���� �cf� Fig� ������ The following
albeit qualitative� di�erences can be observed�

� the Neocognitron develops several translated versions of the same repre�
sentation e�g� the same vertical line are multiply represented� while the
SIM module�s learning prohibits this kind of multiple representations�
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Figure ����� Top� A typical representation map with �� representations de�
veloped by a Stage� SIM module� Each representation is coded by a di�erent
neuron with a �� � connection template the grey�levels used are proportional
to the connection strengths� Bottom� A typical representation map� consisting
of �� neurons� developed by the Neocognitron� The size of the black squares
is proportional to the connection strength the absence of a square denotes the
presence of a weak connection strength�

� Several of the representations developed in the Neocognitron contain �lit�
eral features of the digits used in the training set� while the SIM module
develops more statistically�averaged features�

� The representation maps of the SIM module are topology�preserving�
similar representations are developed by neighboring neurons�

Performance

In Table ���� the performances of the SIM�based systems� the Neocognitron
and LeCun�s system are listed as a function of the database used� The perfor�
mance of the SIM�based system is given as an interval spanning the results of
� simulation runs with di�erent random weight initializations� About � hours
were needed for training a SIM�based system on a SUN�Ultra I workstation�
and about � seconds for processing one digit� The best results were obtained
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essentially unsupervised supervised
dataset Neoc� Im� Neoc� SIM�based b� SIM�based LeNet

A	train & 
����"
���� 

���
A�test ����� 
����"
���� 
����
C�test ����� 
����
B	train 
���� 

���
B�test ����� 
����

Table ���� Performance of the Neocognitron ��Neoc�� as published in �Ting
and Chuang� �

��� the improved Neocognitron ��Im� Neoc�� as published
in �Fukushima et al�� �

��� the SIM�based system �listed as a performance
interval� and the best obtained results for the SIM�based system ��b� SIM�
based�� and the system of LeCun and coworkers �LeNet� �LeCun et al�� �
�
��
All systems� except LeNet� are in essence trained in an unsupervised manner�
Databases A and B are described in the text� Results on database C are
described in �Fukushima et al�� �

�� and are included here for comparison
purposes only�

with a larger system� comprising � times more neurons at Stage�� but at the
expense of a proportionally larger training time�

Compared to the Neocognitron and its improved version� the SIM�based
system is better� nevertheless it has a simpler architecture� Note also that the
Neocognitron requires a speci�c set of handcrafted images to train its internal
representations� and as a result training performances are not listed in the
literature �cf� hyphen in Table ����� Compared to LeNet� the performance of
the SIM�based system is inferior� A fact that is expectable� since LeNet is
trained in a supervised manner and elaborated for this application�

ART��A based SIM

We have done simulations with the same SIM�based system but with SIM
modules based on the ART��A learning rule� In this case� the representation
developed do not exhibit the topology�preserving characteristics and the rep�
resentations developed are more �literal� similar to the ones developed by the
Neocognitron� The results for the test�set of database A are nevertheless up to

����� correctness� This is still much better than the Neocognitron and only
slightly inferior to the SOM�based SIM results�


���� Natural Object Recognition

A similar system can be used for natural object recognition� We retrained the
system by presenting training images of natural objects� We performed two
experiments�
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Figure ����� Part of the natural object image database consisting of �� classes
of objects�

In the �rst experiment� we used �� di�erent pictures of �� types of fruit as
input images �see Fig� ������ These originals were randomly scaled �������
rotated ���� deg�� translated and noise added ����� to obtain a set of ���
images �see Fig� ������ Half of them were used for training� the other half were
used for testing� The images have a resolution of ��� � ��� pixels discretized
into ��� grey�scales and are pre�processed with a DOG �lter�

A typical example of the local SIM of stage � can be seen in Fig� ����� Apart
from Gabor�like sets� also on�center and o��center cells emerge� Note that
when the number of neurons is large enough� then also curvature�selective� T�
and H�junction�selective� and more structured features develop� These features
may possibly improve the accuracy of the neural code� while concurrently they
may also have also a biological counterpart in the mammalian primary visual
cortex �Sun and Bonds� �

��� Recognition rates varied between 
�� and 
��
correctness on the training set� while between ��� and ��� was obtained for
the test set� Note that these results are only indicative� since dissimilarities in
the datasets in�uence the recognition performance�

In a second experiment� we include also everyday objects in our set of ob�
jects and obtain �� classes of objects in the database for training and testing
the system �see Fig� ������ In contrast to the �rst experiment� we allow also
negative values for the connection weights in the system �and hence no separate
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Figure ����� �Top� DOG pre�processing of the images� clipped into a excitatory
�Left� and an inhibitory �Right� image� The higher the weight value� the whiter
the dot� �Bottom � images� DOG pre�processed and non�clipped images of an
object after some random scaling� rotation� translation performed and noise
is added� These images are used to test the recognition performance of the
system� White denotes an excitatory� black denotes an inhibitory and grey a
weak connection weight�

map with inhibitory connections have to be provided�� We did not �nd much
experimental di�erence between the two approaches� The same random scaling�
rotation� translation and noise variations of the training images were provided�
A typical representation map developed at stage � is shown in Fig� ����� Recog�
nition results on these images vary between 
�� and 

� correctness on the
training images and between ��� and 
�� on the test images�
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Figure ����� Stage � invariant feature map with �� neurons� A typical map
developed by a local SIM �Top�� and its complementary map �inhibitory� �Bot�
tom�� White indicates a strong connection strength� while black indicates a
very weak connection strength� Note the development of on� and o��center
receptive �elds and Gabor�like receptive �elds organized in a topographic map�
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Figure ����� The additional �� objects in the everyday object image database�

Figure ����� A typical map developed by a local SIM at stage �� In contrast
to Fig� ����� white indicates here an excitatory connection weight� black an
inhibitory connection weight� and grey a very small connection weight�
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Chapter �

DirectSVM

The thing I lose patience with the most is the clock� Its hands move
too fast� Time is really the only capital that any human being has�
and the one thing that he can�t a�ord to lose��� Thomas Edison

A support vector machines implementation for pattern recognition is proposed�
The algorithm is not based on solving a complex quadratic programming prob�
lem� but instead is based on a number of simple heuristics to �nd the support
vectors in an iterative way� We are able to obtain solutions that are qual�
itatively comparable to the standard implementation of the Support Vector
Machine� However the solutions are found faster and the algorithm uses less
computational resources�


�� Introduction

We introduced the Support Vector Machine �SVM� for pattern recognition in
Part I� In this background exposition� the SVM has been formulated algorithmi�
cally� as a constraint convex quadratic optimization problem� Although it is a
standard problem that be solved with a number of standard optimization pack�
ages like LOQO and MINOS� these algorithms are far from trivial practically�
In particular� when the number of training examples grows� these standard
optimization require large amount of computational resources in terms of time
and computer memory�

In this chapter� we will investigate a simple method for Support Vector
learning of the optimal hyperplane �Roobaert� ������ In particular� we would
like to have a simple� iterative scheme� reminiscent of iterative algorithms in
the neural networks literature� At the same time� we would like to maintain
the theoretically founded good generalization properties of Support Vector Ma�
chines� without having to introduce new parameters like e�g� a learning rate�
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The chapter is organized as follows� First� we introduce the DirectSVM
algorithm in a conceptual way� In the next section� we propose two imple�
mentations of the algorithm� DirectSVM I that operates in the input space
and DirectSVM II that operates in a kernel�feature space� In the �nal section�
we will report on the experimental results� Note that we will explain the Di�
rectSVM algorithm as a two�class classi�cation problem� The case for multiple
classes generalizes in the same way as for the standard SVM �see Part I��


�� DirectSVM algorithm

The idea of the DirectSVM is to �nd the parameters of the optimal hyper�plane
�OHP� without solving the quadratic optimization problem mentioned above�
Instead the algorithm is based on the observation that the OHP is determined
by the support vectors only� and more precisely� the OHP is determined only by
the centers of some of the opposite�class support vectors� The main task that
the algorithm has to accomplish is to �nd the set of the �candidate� support
vectors� We will base the algorithm on two heuristics that are central in �nding
this set of candidate support vectors in an incremental way�

Heuristic I the two data�points of opposite class that are in distance closest
to each other are the most probable support vectors� and hence select them as
initial two candidate support vectors� If not� the next�closest pairs of points of
opposite class are candidate support vectors� etc���

Heuristic II increase the set of candidate support vectors� by searching for
the training data�point that maximally violates the current orientation of the
hyper�plane� Make this data point member of the set of candidate support
vectors� by turning the orientation of the hyper�plane in such a way� that
the latter data�point becomes equally distant from the hyper�plane as the two
initial candidate support vectors�

Based on these heuristics� the algorithm can be formulated conceptually as
follows�

�� Initialization The origin point of the hyper�plane is the center of the
two closest points of opposite class� The latter are also the initial two
candidate support vectors� The initial orientation of the hyper�plane is
orthogonal to the orientation of the line connecting these two points� The
margin of the hyper�plane is always the orthogonal distance of one of these
points to the hyper�plane� If the algorithm needs to be reinitialized� use
the pair of next�closest data�points of opposite class that have not been
used yet�

�� Update Choose the point that maximally violates this hyper�plane and
make it a new candidate support vector as follows� Rotate the hyper�
plane precisely as much as necessary� such that the rotated hyper�plane
runs through the center of� this new candidate support vector and the
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initial candidate support vector of opposite class� The actual update
is the latter rotation� subtracted by the orthogonal projections of all
previous rotations� If the update is zero� then a linear dependency has
been discovered� If the number of updates is equal to the number of
training examples or exceeds the dimensionality of the data�space then
reinitialize� else do next update�

�� End criterion If no point violates the hyper�plane or does not lie within
its margin �within some relaxation parameter C�� then the OHP is found�

The cost function associated with this algorithm� could be formulated as
follows�

L�y�w� � max
i�������l

�f�xi�� yi�

with f�xi� � xi �w � b�
This algorithm can be formulated explicitly in the input space �DirectSVM

I�� or in the dual formulation by expressing every data point in function of the
training data only �DirectSVM II�� We describe both variant implementations�

����� DirectSVM I learning in the input space

We can write the orthonormal vector determining the OHP as w� and an origin
point contained by the OHP as c�� The decision function using this OHP can
then be written as� f�x� � w�x�w�c��Note that the OHP can be interpreted as
an abstract neuron with w its weights and �w�c� the bias term� determining its
hard �non�linear� threshold� The pseudo�code of DirectSVM I can by found
in Table ���� The �rst update of the hyper�plane is illustrated in Fig� ����
The only parameter of the algorithm �C � �� controls the �softness of the
hyper�plane with margin� Typically for the experiments performed� a �hard
hyper�plane �C � �� 	� gave the best results�

The time�complexity of the algorithm scales in the order of O�Nm�� with
N the dimensionality of the space and m the number of updates� This scaling
factor is obtained as follows� Since at every update orthogonalization has to
be performed with all previous updates� the number of computational steps

for all updates is m�m���
� � Given that every computational step scales with

N � gives the proposed time�complexity� Hence we can conclude that the time�
complexity of the algorithm increases slower than quadratic in the number of
training vectors� We obtain the latter estimate by observing that the number
of updates is smaller or in the order of the number of support vectors� and
by observing that the number of support vectors is a decreasing fraction of
the number of training vectors� Note that the original SVM algorithm scales
typically worse than quadratic and scales up to cubic in the number of training
examples� Hence DirectSVM I has a better scaling behavior�

We point out that in quite a number of cases this implementation of Di�
rectSVM can be useful� since quite a lot of pattern recognition tasks can be
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C0

C0

C1

Figure ���� Illustration of �Top� the initialization of the DirectSVM algorithm
and �Bottom� the orientation of the hyper�plane after the 	rst update in a �D
dimensional input space� Stars and circles represent training points from the
two classes that have to be separated� The full line is the current hyper�plane�
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��� Choose an origin point c� � x�	x�

�
Heuristic I� choose the pair �x	�x�� that is

to each other closest�next closest�etc��

Initial w� � �x	 � x�� and w
�

� � w�
kw�k

��� Calc f�xi� � w
�

k � xi �w
�

k � c� 
i � � � � � l

��� if �yif�xi�� � Cf�x	� 
xi � then ��Best hyper�plane found		

Else choose a x� with �y�f�x��� � f�x	�
Heuristic II� choose the x� with minimal �yif�xi��

if �y� � �� then ck � x�	x�
� else ck � x�	x�

�

rk � ck � c� and r
�

k � rk
krkk

�w �
�
w
�

k�� � r
�

k

�
r
�

k and �w� � �w �Pk��
m��

�
r
�

m � r
�

k

�
r
�

m

wk � w
�

k�� ��w� and w
�

k � wk
kwkk

If �y�f�x��� � � after update then go to ���

�
� repeat ��� and ��� maximally minfN� lg times�

��� go to ��� or if maximal trials is attained exit

��Approximative hyper�plane found		

Table ���� DirectSVM I pseudo code� DirectSVM in input space� c are centers
of candidate support vectors of opposite class and r is the amount of rotation
that the hyper�plane has to perform in order to take into account the new
candidate support vector�

solved with a linear classi�er only� If the input space dimensionality is larger
or comparable to the number of training examples� the learning data will be
most likely linearly�separable �except in a few pathological cases only�� So�
regardless of the amount of prior knowledge of the task available� a linear
maximal�margin classi�er will almost always� also be the best classi�er in these
cases� Note that application domains with high�dimensional input spaces are
quite common� For example� many problems in perception have input spaces
that have dimensions in the order of a million or more �if one uses no feature
extraction to compress the space�� A typical application domain in computa�
tional vision is appearance�based object recognition without image compression
as a pre�processor�
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����� DirectSVM II learning in a kernel	feature space

If one wants to build more complex classi�ers than linear hyper�planes� one
can map the data into a higher�dimensional feature space �with dimension M �
and then search a hyper�plane in this mapped space� In analogy with the
SVM� this mapping can be performed implicitly and computationally e�cient
by the use of the kernel method �Boser et al�� �

��� This kernel method
requires the formulation of the OHP in terms of the �mapped� training data
only �i�e� this is the dual formulation�� Concretely� the normal vector of
the OHP can be rewritten as a linear combination of the training vectors as
follows� w �

Pl
i��wixi� We can equivalently write the OHP in a feature space

as a linear combination of the mapped training vectors �we use capitals for all

vectors written in the dual notation�� W �
Pl

i��Wi��xi�� Hence the OHP in
feature space is determined by its coe�cients W � �W�� � � � �Wl� and its origin
can be determined by the coe�cients O � �O�� � � � � Ol�� An update consist of
modifying some of the coe�cients of W in a similar way as in DirectSVM I�

In order to perform these computations in the feature space� we must assume
that there is a scalar product ��� de�ned in this feature space that has the
standard linearity properties�

�rX�Y� � r�X �Y�

�X �Y� � Z� � �X � Z� � �Y � Z� r � ��X�Y�Z � H

then this scalar product can be rewritten in terms of the mapped training
vectors and� more usefully� in terms of the kernel values only as follows� Given
X � �X�� � � � � Xl� and Y � �Y�� � � � � Yl� then�

X �Y �

	
lX

i��

Xi��xi�



�
	

lX
i��

Yi��xi�




�
lX

i��

lX
j��

XiYjK�xi�xj�

The algorithm can then be rewritten in terms of this kernel� One obtains the
pseudo code for DirectSVM II as can be found in Table ����

The time required to execute this implementation is in the order of O�m���
with m the number of updates� This estimate is based on the following� all

updates with their orthogonalization require m�m���
�

computational steps� Ev�
ery computational step involves computations with previous support vectors�
and if one uses sparse coding� m calculations have to be performed� Follow�
ing the same path of reasoning as for DirectSVM I� this implementation scales
better than cubic in the number of training examples� This is comparable to
the original SVM algorithm� and hence actual speed�up has to be determined
experimentally and may depend on the particular dataset used�
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��� Choose an origin point C� � ��� � � � � �� except Cx�

� � Cx�

� � �
��

Heuristic I� choose the pair �x	�x�� that is

closest�next closest�etc� to each other in feature space

Initial W
�

� � ��� � � � � �� except W
�x�
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i � � � � � l

��� if �yif�xi�� � Cf�x	� 
xi � then ��Best hyper�plane found		

Else choose a x� with �y�f�x��� � f�x	�
Heuristic II� choose the x� with minimal �yif�xi��
Ck � ��� � � � � �� except

Cx�

k � �
� and if �y� � �� then Cx�

k � �
� else Cx�

k � �
�

Rk � Ck �C� and R
�

k � Rk
kRkk

�W �
�Pl

a�bW
�a
k��R

�b
kK�xa� xb�

�
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�

k �

�W� � �W �Pk��
m��

�Pl
a�bR

�a
mR

�b
kK�xa� xb�

�
R
�

m

Wk � W�
k�� ��W� � W�

k � Wk

kWkk
If �y�f�x��� � � after update then go to ���

�
� repeat ��� and ��� maximally minfM� lg times�

��� go to ���� or if maximal trials is attained exit

��Approximative hyper�plane found		

Table ���� DirectSVM II pseudo code� DirectSVM in kernel�feature space�


�� Experimental results

We compare our results with the results obtained with the standard implemen�
tation of the original SVM developed at Royal Holloway�Saunders et al�� �

���
We also compare with the Nearest Neighbor Classi�er �NNC� as a reference
classi�er� All execution times were measured on a SUN workstation with a ���
Mhz UltraSPARC processor�

Results for DirectSVM I are on the Columbia Image Library �COIL� database
�Nene et al�� �

�� and on the extended COIL database �See also the Appendix��
The former is one of the few standard databases available� containing data of
dimensionality larger than the total number of training data available� Re�
sults for DirectSVM II are on the well�known Sonar database of Gorman '
Sejnowski �Gorman and Sejnowski� �
���� now part of the UCI repository of
machine learning databases� We are also in the process of testing the learning
algorithms on handwritten digit recognition databases� but at the moment of
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writing these results are not yet available�

����� COIL database

The COIL database consists of images of ��� three�dimensional objects each
taken from �� di�erent views� The color images were sub�sampled and pre�
sented as data�points in a ��� dimensional space� We varied the di�culty of
the problem by varying the number of views per object shown during train�
ing� The task is to recognize �� di�erent objects from unseen views �views
not presented during training�� Average performance �misclassi�ed views� is
shown in Table ���� One can see that the performance of SVM and DirectSVM
is very similar� The computational requirements for the experiments are dif�
ferent however �Table ����� DirectSVM performs the tasks substantially faster
and with less memory requirements than SVM�

(training views	single object
�� �� � � �

DirectSVM ��� ��� ��� ��� ����
SVM ��� ��� ��� ��� ����
NNC ��� ��� ��� ���� ����

Table ���� Test�set error�rates �erroneously classi	ed unseen views� on the
COIL �D object image database while increasing �from left to right� the de�
mands on the generalization ability of the learning algorithms�

����� Extended COIL database

The extended COIL database contains the COIL images of �D objects on a
variety of di�erent backgrounds� We use the BW training scheme �explained
in next Chapter�� consisting of training every view of the �D objects once with
a black background and once with a white background� in order to make the
classi�er background�invariant� The other experiment variables are the same
as in previous experiment and we keep the number of training views per single
object at a constant ��� Also here DirectSVM performs the tasks with similar
accuracy as SVM �Table ����� but DirectSVM is faster and uses much less
computational resources �Table �����

����� UCI Sonar database

The Sonar database consists of ��� measurements of sonar data of respectively
rocks and mines� The data is represented in a ���dimensional space� The
training set consists of ��� data�points� while the other ��� data�points are used
for testing the system� We used the polynomial kernel� K�x�y� � �x �y�d and
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Extended COIL� object images with unseen backgrounds
scene�original scene�black scene�white grey noise

DirectSVM ��� ��� ��� ��� ���
SVM ��� ��� ��� ��� ���
NNC ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Table ���� Test�set error�rates on the extended COIL database� object recogni�
tion with di�erent backgrounds� all using the BW training scheme for learning
background�invariance�

Training Testing
Time Memory Time per image

DirectSVM � min 	 
 min � MB 	 � MB �� ms
SVM � min 	 �� min ��� MB 	 �
� MB ��� ms
NNC � � MB 	 � MB ��ms 	 ��� ms

Table ���� Approximate required computational resources for training and test�
ing on the COIL database �left of the arrow� and on the extended COIL
database �right of the arrow�� The latter experiment requires two times larger
training sets�

vary its degree d� The best performance �squares� of DirectSVM and SVM are
identical �see Table ����� Performance reported �Gorman and Sejnowski� �
���
on this database for the NNC classi�er is ����� ��� errors�� The time required
to perform this experiment was ��� seconds for DirectSVM which is faster than
the ��� seconds for SVM�

Kernel polynomial degree �d�
� � � � � � � �

DirectSVM �� �� �� �� �� �� �� ��

SVM �� �� �� �� �� �� �� ��

Table ���� The number of errors on the test set of the sonar database� The
test�set size was ���� Note that the best performance �squares� of DirectSVM
and SVM are identical� although the degree of the polynomial kernel at which
it is obtained is di�erent�
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Chapter �

Pedagogical Support Vector
Learning

Education is what survives when what has been learned has been
forgotten� B� F� Skinner

An object recognition system without any intermediate representations or pre�
processing steps �such as segmentation or �nding correspondences� is proposed
using a naive learning algorithm �based on support vector learning�� In order to
convey domain knowledge to the system and in particular to teach the system
background�invariance� a data selection approach is proposed that is called
pedagogical learning�

��� Introduction� a pure learning approach

Classically� object recognition systems build up intermediate representations of
the input image� in order to facilitate recognition of object�s� based on such
intermediate representations� We gave several examples of such systems in
Chapter �� In this chapter� we will investigate the approach to object recogni�
tion that does not require any such intermediate representations� or any other
pre�processing of the image� We will propose a system that consist essentially
of a monolithic pure learning engine only� and that operates on the raw pixel
images directly� Note that many intermediate representations would require a
number of assumptions about the objects� the image quality and	or the envi�
ronment�

We will propose such a pure learning system gradually� in three phases�
by weakening most assumptions on which more classical object recognition
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systems are built� The �rst two phases are described in this chapter� The third
and �nal phase is described in the next chapter�

In the 	rst phase� we will consider systems operating on images that still
have to ful�ll the following assumptions�

�� The image must contain exactly one of the objects to be recognized�
�� The object is segmented from the background

�or is always presented on the same background��
�� The object is always at exactly the same scale and position�

This kind of �D object recognition system� based on Support Vector Ma�
chines� has been reported on by �Pontil and Verri� �

��� This system requires
the above assumptions� a fact that we will show explicitly in this chapter�

In the second phase� we will weaken the second and third assumptions and
require�

�� The image must contain exactly one of the objects to be recognized�
�� The object is located in a region�of�interest�

while the background is �almost� irrelevant�
�� The object is always at approximatively the same scale and position�

In the third phase� we maximally weaken all the assumptions�

�� The image can or cannot contain the object to be recognized�
�� The object can be at any location in the image�

while the background is �almost� irrelevant�
�� The image can contain the object at a wide range of scales�

This third phase implies that we perform object detection� in addition to
object recognition� This approach is proposed in Chapter ��

This chapter is organized as follows� First� we perform a comparison of
training algorithms on the task of pure learning for object recognition� and
point out the limitations of the assumptions of the 	rst phase� Then sec�
ondly� we introduce the method of pedagogical learning and the BW method
for background�invariance� This will allow us to propose a system that only
requires the assumptions of the second phase�
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��� Comparison of algorithms for pure learning
based object recognition

����� The learning algorithms

We will compare the following systems �Roobaert et al�� ������ the Support
Vector Machine �SVM�� the Nearest Neighbor Classi�er �NNC� and the PCA�
based recognition system developed at Columbia University which we will ab�
breviate in the following as �Columbia� The latter system is proposed by
Murase and Nayar �Murase and Nayar� �

�� and uses Principal Component
Analysis �PCA� as a �rst step in training� in order to reduce the dimensionality
of the data� In a second step� assuming that consecutive training images be�
long to a one�dimensional rotation in �D� a one�dimensional quadratic spline is
�tted through the data in the constructed eigenspace� After training� objects
are recognized by searching the objects� �sampled� spline which is closest to
the image being recognized �i�e� nearest neighbor classi�cation is performed��
Summarized� the Columbia systems consists of the following three components�
PCA � spline � NNC� Note that this system is capable of estimating the pose�
since the position of the test�image on the manifold can be exploited for this
purpose� In the following however� we will not consider pose estimation�

Additionally� we also constructed two research systems in order to analyze
the contributions of the three di�erent components in the Columbia system
�PCA� spline and NNC�� In the �rst research system� an SVM operates on the
images projected in the constructed eigenspace i�e� �PCA�SVM is performed�
In the second research system� an SVM operates on sample points obtained
from the spline interpolation in eigenspace� i�e� �PCA�spline�SVM is per�
formed� Note that the latter system only di�ers from the �Columbia system
by exchange of the nearest neighbor classi�er for the OHP�classi�er obtained
by the SVM�

����� Experimental set	up

As mentioned in the introduction� we compare here the learning algorithms on
images that are pre�segmented� For example� a popular choice is the Columbia
Image Library �COIL� �see Appendix A�� This database contains ���� images
of ��� every day objects� Every object is present in the database viewed from
�� di�erent angles and these images were obtained by placing the objects on
a turntable and taking a view every �	� The views were consecutively clipped
out from the background using a rectangular bounding box� and illumination
normalization was performed�

In a �rst set of experiments we will use this database that contains images
with black backgrounds� In a second set of experiments� we will extend this
database with arti�cially created random backgrounds�
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Following the framework of pure learning� the experiments were performed
on the raw color�images of the object� In order to estimate the in�uence of the
cues �color and �shape in the images however� two additional elementary
representations were created as a reference� We describe these representations
in more detail� For the images called �Shape'Color� the original color images
were sub�sampled to ��x�� pixels� Taking into account RGB�composition of
individual pixels� input vectors are of dimension m � ���� For the representa�
tion �Color only� the average color of an image was calculated and the average
R� G and B values were fed to the system as a m � � dimensional ��oating
point� vector� For the representation �Shape only� the original images were
sub�sampled to ��x�� grey�level images� The color�pixels are reduced to grey as
follows� grey�value � �integer� R	G	B

� � The resulting m � ���� dimensional
vector were fed into the system�

For the �Columbia system simulations� we made use of the SLAM software
�Software Library for Appearance Matching� developed by Nene S�� Nayar S�
and Murase H�� at Columbia University� We used PCA�eigenspace projection
in the �rst �� eigenvectors and used a quadratic spline that was sampled in
���� points� As SVM implementation� we used �Saunders et al�� �

�� and
DirectSVM as described in previous chapter� For the high�dimensional repre�
sentations �Shape'Color and �Shape only� linear SVMs were used� since the
dimension of the input space is higher than the number of training examples
for a single machine� Considering the low dimensionality of the input vector
in the representation �Color only� we trained SVMs with the kernel K and
choose p � �� Only in the case of �� views� p � � gave the best result�

����� Experiments I object images with black back	
grounds

In this �rst set of experiments �Roobaert and Van Hulle� �


b�� we repeat
the appearance�based object recognition experiments by Nayar and co�workers�
while in addition� we vary the number of views presented during training� The
number of training views per object varies step�wise from �� ���	 intervals�
down to � ����	 intervals�� Note that in �Nayar et al�� �

�� �� training views
per object are used� while �Pontil and Verri� �

�� reports on experiments
with �� views� The plotted performances in this contribution are the correct
recognition rates on the remaining views in the database only �i�e� respectively
�� to �� views per object�

Although the many systems are very di�erent in structure� all the systems
perform " surprisingly " equally well on the test�sets �see Fig� ����� Concretely
all systems� including �NNC �except for the representation �Color Only��
show faultless performance in the case of �� views per object during training�
The latter result con�rms the results obtained for Columbia �Murase and Na�
yar� �

� Nayar et al�� �

�� in the case �Shape'Color �although we use a
lower resolution� and for the SVM�based system �Pontil and Verri� �

�� in the
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Figure ���� Performance behavior with decreasing number of training views
per object for the NNC�based �Left�� the Columbia �Right� and the
SVM	DirectSVM�based system �Bottom�� Every system is tested with three
di�erent input representations ��Shape Only� �Color Only� �Shape'Color��
The test results are on views that were not presented during training and are
plotted in the setting when in total n � �� objects have to be discriminated��

case of �Shape only� However the perfect �NNC results in this case indicate
that the task is actually easy� Only when less views are available during learn�
ing� a di�erence in performance can be observed� Concretely� if � training views
per image are shown� performance is 
���������� for the systems �Columbia
and �SVM	DirectSVM� while the �NNC system performs 
����� If less than
� training views per object are presented� all systems deteriorate rapidly� with
a slightly sharper decrease for the �Columbia system�

The scaling behavior of the systems� i�e� the behavior when increasing the
number of objects to be recognized� is plotted in Fig� ��� in the �hard� case when
only � views per object are presented during training� Note that all systems�
performance decreases less than linear with increasing number of objects to
be discriminated i�e� good scaling behavior is predicted� The �NNC system
performs worse in absolute terms� while for the best�performing representation
�Shape'Color� the �Columbia and the �SVM	DirectSVM system� perform
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Figure ���� Performance behavior with increasing number of objects to be dis�
criminated for the NNC�based system �Left�� the Columbia �Right� and the
SVM	DirectSVM�based system �Bottom�� The results plotted are in the di��
cult setting when only � views per object are presented as training�

similarly well�

Note that in all experiments� the di�erences between the systems are most
pronounced for the representation �Color Only� the SVM still reports good
performances with this primitive representation� However clearly� in most cases
and for all systems� the representation �Shape'Color is the most robust�
Finally� the results obtained with the research systems show results in between
the �Columbia and �SVM	DirectSVM systems�

For the SVM approach� one can can interpret the support vectors obtained�
The support vectors are the only training vectors that have an in�uence on
the decision function� while all non�support training vectors are completely
redundant for the classi�cation task� We plot the support vectors obtained
in our experiment in Fig� ��� for the case of n � �� objects to be recognized
and when �� views are presented per object� One can observe that the �Color
only representation requires fewer support vectors than the �Shape'Color
representation� while �circle� symmetric objects require fewer support vectors
than a�symmetric objects� This observation is in correspondence with intuition�
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Figure ���� The support vectors of � objects �in the Top row� in a training set of
�� objects when �� views per object are presented� The dots represent support
vectors �i�e� support views� and are drawn counter�clockwise with view� �	

to the right� �Middle row� Support vectors when views are represented as
�Shape'Color� �Bottom row� Support vectors when views are represented as
�Color only�

System Average Performance
SVM �����

DirectSVM �����
Columbia �����

NNC �����

Table ���� Average performance of the four learning systems on the extended
COIL database� when �� training views per object are presented�

one needs fewer training views of an object in order to construct a reliable
classi�er� if the object is circular symmetric�

����� Experiments II object images with random back	
grounds

We work on the extended COIL database as explained in the appendix� Thusly�
we have the followingbackground classes� original� �scene�original� �scene�
black� �scene�white� �grey� �color noise�

We repeat the same experiments as in the previous set � times� one time for
every class of generated backgrounds� We average the performance over these
� experiments� while always training �� views� and report them in Table ����

In the case only � training views per object are presented� the performance
is slightly lower and is for the SVM system �
��� and for DirectSVM system
�
����

We can conclude that the performances are all similarly unfavorable� and
thus the approaches do not propose viable systems for object recognition� The
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results imply suggestion that a segmentation step is required� before recognition
is performed� Hence the strong assumptions of the �rst phase must be valid�
However segmentation is an ill�posed problem and practical segmentation so�
lutions rely on a number of strong assumptions of the object �see Chapter ���

To address the latter problem� we will not rely on an explicit segmentation
algorithm and try to relax requirements of the system to phase � assumptions�
Considering our pure learning approach to object recognition� we maintain
this framework and propose a pedagogical training scheme for background�
invariance� which can be considered an implicitly way to perform segmentation�
Here we denote with �implicit� meaning a pure data�driven approach�

��� Learning background�invariance

We will introduce the following methods as general approaches for pattern
recognition� in order to make certain �background� dimensions insensitive for
the classi�er in an implicit �pure�data driven� way �Roobaert� �


�� Hence we
will treat images in this section as abstract data in a d�dimensional space�

In order to make certain �background� dimensions insensitive and hence to
improve generalization in some dimensions in the data� one could extend the
training dataset as follows� Given k training data�points in an d�dimensional
space� Assuming that one knows that b dimensions �b � d� in the d�dimensional
data are irrelevant for the pattern classi�cation problem at hand� then one
could create a new training dataset S� with noise substituted in the b irrelevant
dimensions�

Method O� Use a training set that consist of the original training
examples� and with varying noise in the b irrelevant dimensions�

Training a learning algorithm on this enlarged noisy dataset S�� has in the neu�
ral network literature been reported repeatedly to improve the learning process
by avoiding local minimaand to improve generalization �see e�g� �Arbib� �

����
One of the drawbacks of this method is that one does not know how many ad�
ditional noisy samples one must add to improve generalization�

In the following� we propose methods that address the latter concern� We
have to make one assumption� the number of training data�points is smaller or
in the same order of magnitude as the dimensionality d of the data�points� This
is a quite reasonable assumption for non�preprocessed images� For example� if
the image is �� � �� pixels large� this space is ���� dimensions large� If the
number of training images is smaller or in the same order of this dimensionality�
the training images of two di�erent objects are linearly separable in this high�
dimensional space �except in some pathological cases�� Hence a linear classi�er
is su�cient to classify the images�
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����� Case for a few background dimensions �b� d� error	
free method

Considering that linear decision functions are used and that the data is bounded�
one can observe that the following for the set S� is true�

It is su�cient to use only the extreme values in the irrelevant di�
mensions� instead of noise consisting of any value in between these
extremes values�

Hence we propose a method that consists of training with all the possible
extreme values in the irrelevant dimensions for every original data point�

Method �� Use S� for training� This set contains the k original
data�points� however with all combinations of extreme values in the
b irrelevant dimensions�

This set counts k�b data points� On condition that S� remains linearly sep�
arable� the hyper�plane separating the training data becomes parallel to the
irrelevant dimensions� and hence errors due to these dimensions are excluded�
The condition of separability of S� is always satis�ed if�

k�b � �d� �� �����

Hence for small b� this �Method � provides a faultless way to make di�
mensions insensitive and one can guarantee error�free generalization in these
dimensions�

Consider the following illustrative example of this method� a pattern recog�
nition task in d � �� with data bounded within �a� b�� �see Fig� ����� Sup�
pose negative patterns belong to ��� y�� z�� and positive patterns belong to
�x	� �� z	�� z� �� z	 and ) indicates the irrelevant dimension for that pattern
�note that M � ��� Taking a single random training example of every class will
often lead to a maximal margin separating hyper�plane that will intersect with
the lines spanned by the two patterns and hence will induce risks for errors on
the test data� However� taking instead training points with the extreme values
in the irrelevant dimensions�

S� � f�a� y�� z��� �b� y�� z��� �x	� a� z	�� �x	� b� z	�g �
will lead to the best separating hyper�plane z �

z�	z�
� �found by the linear

SVM� which will never intersect with the pattern lines and hence faultless
performance can be achieved�

Note that if another classi�er is used instead of hyper�planes� faultless per�
formance cannot be guaranteed anymore� For example� a nearest neighbor
classi�er in combination with this method� might erroneously classify the point
�c� y�� z�� in Fig� ��� as belonging to the positive class� since it might be closest
to the point �x	� b� z	��
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Figure ���� Illustration of making b � � dimensions�pixels insensitive in an
d � � dimensional	pixel space� The dots denote the four elements of the new
training set� while the �two� original data�points were situated anywhere along
the lines in bold�

����� Case of many background dimensions approxima	
tive methods

The background is typically a large part of the image� hence b is only a little
bit smaller than d and the problem belongs clearly to the large b case� Since
the size of S� grows exponentially in b� �method � can only work for small b�
If b is not small� two approximations to the previous method are proposed�

Method �� Use only a �limited� random subset of S��

Method �� Use only the two most extreme pairs in S�� In this
case the training set will only double in size� In the following we
will call this method also as the BW method �see below��

To assess the validity of these approximations� we will test them experimen�
tally on the problem of �D object recognition on the extended COIL database�
a database that contains images containing a variety of cluttered backgrounds�
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����� Experimental veri�cation on the extended COIL
database

Training set and test set

Training method ��

                        

Training method ��

                                                

Training method ��

                        

Figure ���� Training methods with the extended COIL database�

Testing on the extended COIL database� we can use the following training sets
to realized the di�erent proposed training methods �See Fig� ����� Method �
can e�g� be realized by replacing an �original training view by two random
�scene�original views� Method � can be realized in a similar manner by
taking for every �original training view� e�g� four random �color noise views�
In the same way� method � can be realized by taking a �black and a �white
view� for every �original training view� We call method � in the following�
the black	white background training method or abbreviated the BW training
method�

For all training schemes� a limited number of views of every object is shown�
In the case of �� views per object� the views �	� ��	� ��	� ���� ���	 were shown�
In the case of � views per object� the views �	� ��	� 
�	� ���� ���	 were shown�

The test set for all systems consists of all the remaining �unpresented�
views of the objects in the database� every object is presented in the views
�	� ��	� ��	� ���� ���	� if �� training views per object were presented during train�
ing and are presented in the views �	� ��	� ��	� ��	� ��	� ��	� ��	� ��	� ��	� ����
���	 if � training views per object were presented during training� The back�
ground of the test images is changed randomly as discussed in the results�

Results

The goal of all these experiments is to correctly identify �� objects from views
that were not presented during training�
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The reference performance of the �D object recognition system� trained on
the �original dataset and tested on �original unseen views in the dataset�
is faultless ��� error�rate� in the case of �� training views per object� This
reproduces earlier reports by �Pontil and Verri� �

� Roobaert and Van Hulle�
�


b� and for � views per object the error rate is ����� However when we
change the background� the performances drop dramatically and this for all
systems� see Table ���� Top rows�

Training method � gives a slight improvement in worst�case performance�
but remains very low� Hence this method does not cope very well with changing
backgrounds� Training method � gives a slight improvement in worst�case
performance� but also high sensitivity for changing background is observed
here�

In contrast� the BW method� clearly performs very well in combination of
SVM or DirectSVM� Its worse�case error rate performance does not go under
���� in the case �� views per object were presented during training� Also if
less views per object were presented� the error�rate does not drop very much�

Note that the BW method does not give good results together with the NNC
classi�er� as earlier predicted in Section �� Note also that for the Columbia sys�
tem� providing two or more times the same view of the object is not straight�
forwardly possible and hence only the original training scheme can be applied
to this system�

We summarize the results of Table ��� in Fig� ����

We explicitly test the performance of the BW method in function of the
presented number of training views per object �from �� to � views per object��
and test the earlier mentioned research system� The results �see Fig� ���� show
that adding PCA and spline interpolation �methods used in the �Columbia
system�� a�ect the support vector learning based performance only marginally�

����� Experimental veri�cation on a true	background� un	
calibrated image database

The extended COIL database consists of randomly generated backgrounds�
This database also contains images that were taken in rather ideal circum�
stances� accurate viewing intervals and ideal illuminations� In order to test the
methods in a more realistic and uncalibrated setting� we composed a �small�
database of images of objects ourselves� In addition� we allow many extra
invariances in the database compared to the COIL database�

� The background of the objects on the images is true �and not generated as
in the extended COIL database� and hence overall light intensities falling
into the camera varies a great deal� Since the camera automatically
adapts to contrasts in light� the color of the objects changes dramatically
with changing background� Note that in the COIL database� almost
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Figure ���� Graphical summary of Table ���� performances of di�erent learning
systems with and without the BW training method on di�erent test background
classes�

constant object illumination could be obtained� since the background did
not in�uence the color of the objects�

� The direct illumination of the objects was varied� Some images are taken
with extra spotlight illumination� while other images were taken with
plain o�ce light�

� The bounding boxes around the objects were hand�drawn and hence are
not accurate� unlike in the COIL database wherein the bounding box is
found automatically i�e� the bounding box is determined by a threshold
value� Note that with a variable cluttered background� the same auto�
mated search of a bounding box is not possible�

� All the object viewing angles are not measured and were determined
randomly�
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Figure ���� Performances of the research systems with the BW training method
in function of the number of training views presented during training in com�
parison to the Columbia system and support vector learning based system�

� The original BW method requires pure black and pure white backgrounds�
We can only approximate in real images� pure black with �dark� and pure
white with �light�

The database consists of a total of ��� �� � � � �� images of � di�erent
objects� each taken from � random rotations between �	 and 
�	� These objects
were placed on � di�erent backgrounds� �dark� �light� green TableCloth
��TC�� multicolored NewsPaper��NP�� multicolored WorldMap ��WM� and
red BookCover ��BC�� All the images were produced by drawing the bounding
box by hand and were consecutively sub�sampled to ��� �� pixels�

Training set and test set

We train the systems as follows� For the reference experiment� we apply �
random views of the � objects with the dark background ��� images�� For
the method � experiment� we also apply � random views of the � objects but
with e�g� both a �TC and a �WM background ��� images in total�� For the
method � experiment� we approximatively implement the BW training scheme
as follows� we take � random views of the � objects with the �dark background�
and � random views of the � objects with the �light background ��� images
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light NP TC WM BC

Figure ���� The 	ve objects in the true�background uncalibrated image database
�Top� on the real background �dark and �Bottom� on the other � real back�
grounds from left to right� �light� multicolored NewsPaper ��NP�� green
TableCloth ��TC�� multicolored WorldMap ��WM�� red BookCover��BC��

in total�� Note that training method � is quite impractical to realize� since we
do not generate backgrounds�

We test the systems on all the images in the database� the � objects with
� random views and on all the � backgrounds in the database�

Results

The goal of these experiments is to identify the � objects from new views� and
backgrounds of the object that were not presented during training�

Compared to the previous experiments� these experiments are on the one
hand easier� because there are less objects ��� to be discriminated than in the
previous experiment ����� But these experiments are on the other hand� also
much more di�cult� First� the BW training scheme is implemented approxi�
mately only� ��� due to the random viewing angle� the object images with the
white and black backgrounds have no exact correspondence in viewing angle�
and ��� due to the changing background� indirect object illumination is not
constant� Second� there are more variances between the training and test set�
as explained earlier in the description of the database �random viewing angles�
variable bounding boxes� illumination changes��

The experiment performances are printed in Table ���� The following in�
formation can be inferred from the results� First� the performance of the BW
method is notably lower than in the previous experiment due to the above
mentioned additional di�culties� Second� the di�erence in performance be�
tween SVM	DirectSVM and NNC is smaller� This can be understood by the
low number of training images compared to the high�dimensionality of the input
space� which implies that the decision function of the NNC is almost linear in
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Training Test backgrounds
scheme size�l� algorithm dark light NP TC WM BC

dark bg� � ���� SVM ��� �� �	 �
 �� 	�

� ���� DirectSVM ��� �� �	 �
 �� 	�

� ��� NNC ��� �� �� �� �� ��

Method � 	
 ���� SVM �
 �� ��� ��� 		 ��

�NPTC bgs�� 	
 ���� DirectSVM 
� �� ��� ��� 		 ��

�� ���� NNC �� �� ��� ��� � �

BW Method �� ���� SVM ��� ��� � �	 � 


�darklight bgs�� �� ���� DirectSVM ��� ��� � �
 � 


�� ���� NNC ��� ��� � �� �� ��

Table ���� �D object recognition error�rates on the true�background uncalibrated
image database of the di�erent training schemes� on the di�erent categories of
testing backgrounds� Here also� the numbers indicate the percentage of wrongly
classi�ed test images in the test set� the training size is expressed as the number
of training views per object with in brackets the total number of images in the
training set� and the worse�case error�rate for every system is indicated by a
box� The ��� is the case where the test set was part of the training set� hence
no errors are made on this set� The BW method� also on this true�background
uncalibrated database� gives better performance than all the other systems�

that high dimensional space� Hence for these relatively low number of training
samples� the decision functions for all training algorithms look almost similar�
and one can infer that it is not so much the learning algorithm per se but the
particular training scheme� that makes the di�erence�

Possible improvement

The performance of the BW method in the latter experiments is signi�cantly
lower than on the extended COIL database experiment� This is due to the
previously mentioned additional variances in the dataset� To cope with these
additional variances� one could try to invent more pedagogical learning train�
ing methods and strategies� A straightforward way to improve performance
however is to add more learning examples that contain these variances� For
example� we could loosely add the method � and the BW method together� We
obtain for this new training set� the performances as shown in Table ����

A weak point of the proposed approach are the assumptions �stage �� on
which the system is build� In particular� the object�s region�of�interest still has
to be found by another subsystem� We remove these assumptions in the next
Chapter�
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Training Test backgrounds
scheme size �l� algorithm dark light NP TC WM BC

Method ��BW �� �	
�� SVM ��� ��� ��� ��� � �

�blacklight �� �	
�� DirectSVM ��� ��� ��� ��� � �

NPTC bgs�� �� ����� NNC ��� ��� ��� ��� �� ��

Table ���� Error�rates of the combined method � and BW method in order
to deal with additional variances in the true�background� uncalibrated image
database� See previous table for legend�

��� Translation and scale invariance

Considering that still a region�of�interest has to be found� we test in this sec�
tion what the accuracy of localization of this region�of�interest should be� In
particular� we test in how far the proposed BW training approach improves
translation� and scale�invariance of this region for object recognition�

We perform �ve sets of experiments� Firstly� we will consider translation
invariance �TI� and scale invariance �SI�� separately and in one dimension�
in combination with the invariances that we incorporated already in previous
experiments� �D ��dimensional rotational invariance �RI� and background in�
variance �BI�� Secondly� we will test recognition rates when all invariances are
present in the experiment at the same time �TI� SI� RI and BI��

We perform all experiments on the extended COIL database� We dimension
the number of di�erent objects to be recognized and the number of training
examples� in such a way that training times remains feasible� A summary for
all � experiments set�ups can be found in Table ����

In order to measure the in�uence of translation on the recognition perfor�
mance� we train DirectSVM with two translated images of the object �respec�
tively �� �� and �� pixels from each other�� atop of the training procedures for
�D rotation and background invariance� We perform the experiment for the
case when we use only � training views per object� for rotation invariance and
recognizing �� di�erent objects �Experiment I�� and when we use �� training
views per object for rotation invariance and recognizing �� objects �Experiment
II�� For testing the systems� we place the object on the most di�cult position�
i�e� in the middle of this pair of translated training images� The recognition
results of the systems can be read in Table ��� when the translation gap is grad�
ually increased and performance compared with the NNC� Note that we will
not perform any experiments with the standard SVM implementation� since
some of the experiments require too much computational resources �memory
and computation time� with this implementation�

Analogously� to test the in�uence of scaling on the recognition performance
of the system� we train with a pair of views of the objects respectively �

� � �
� �

�
� � �

� scaled compared to each other� Also here� we perform experiments for
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Experiment I Training � translations �TI��
k � �� objects� � views �RI�� BW method �BI�
�l � 
���

Testing new translations �TI��
trained views� new backgrounds �BI�

Experiment II Training � translations �TI��
k � �� objects� �� views �RI�� BW method �BI�
�l � �����

Testing new translations �TI��
trained views� new backgrounds �BI�

Experiment III Training � scales �SI��
k � �� objects� � views �RI�� BW method �BI�
�l � 
���

Testing new scales �SI��
trained views� new backgrounds �BI�

Experiment IV Training � scales �SI��
k � �� objects� �� views �RI�� BW method �BI�
�l � �����

Testing new scales �SI��
trained views� new backgrounds �BI�

Experiment V Training � translations �TI�� � scales �SI��
k � �� objects� �� views �RI�� BW method �BI�
�l � �����

Testing new translations�TI�� new scales �SI��
new views �RI�� new backgrounds �BI�

Table ���� Summary of the properties of the 	ve experiments performed inves�
tigating translation invariance and scale invariance� in the presence of �D rota�
tion invariance �RI� and background�invariance using the BW learning method�
l is the total number of learning examples �images� provided to the system�

the case when we use only � training views per object� for rotation invariance
and recognizing �� di�erent objects �Experiment III�� and when we use ��
training views per object for rotation invariance and recognizing �� objects
�Experiment IV�� Testing is again performed on the most challenging scale� a
test image contains an object exactly scaled in between both training scales�
The recognition results can be read in Table ��� when the scale gap is gradually
increased and performance compared with the NCC�

Finally in experiment V� we include all four invariances� We trained trans�
lation invariance with images that have translation gap of � pixels wide� and
scale invariance with images having a scale gap of �

�� wide� The system is tested
on a �sc�noise background with the object randomly translated in an interval
over � pixels and randomly scaled within a range of �

�� � The error�rate with
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Translation gap �pixels�
� � �

Experiment I DirectSVM � ���� �����

NNC �
��� ����� �����

Experiment II DirectSVM � ���� �����

NNC ���� ���
 �����

Table ���� Error�rates for Experiment I and II in function of an increasing
translation gap between the training images and test images on the extended
COIL database�

Scale gap
�
��

�
��

�
��

�
��

Experiment III DirectSVM � ���� ����� �
���

NNC ����� ����
 �
��� 
����

Experiment IV DirectSVM � � 
��� �����

NNC � ���� ����� �����

Table ���� Error�rates for Experiment III and IV in function of an increasing
scale gap between the training images and the test images on the extended
COIL database�

DirectSVM was ������ while the error�rate for NNC was ������� In Fig� ��

some correctly recognized examples are shown that are found by the system
based on DirectSVM� while two of the errors made are shown in Fig� �����

From these results� one can observe that the support vector learning ap�
proach in combination with BW training� is much more stable against transla�
tion and scale variations than e�g� the NNC approach�

                                                

Figure ��
� Four typical images that are correctly recognized in Experiment V
by the DirectSVM�based system�
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�

            

            

�

            

Figure ����� Two example errors in Experiment V made by the DirectSVM�
based system and �Right� the objects it confused it with�

��	 Existence of pedagogical learning

We used the term �pedagogical learning to denote our approach to select
certain data for training a learning algorithm� We have the following result on
the limit of the pedagogical learning approach�

Given �as before� that�

The dimensionality of the learning space is higher or in the same
order than the number of training examples�

This implies again that the training examples are linearly separable in this
learning space �except for a number of pathological cases�� Hence the maximal�
margin hyper�plane as found by the Support Vector learning algorithms� is
the classi�er with optimal generalization performance� We can formulate the
following proposition�

Proposition � Existence of Pedagogical Learning�

Given the investigated case� the optimal classi	er can be found with only �
training images only� We call this pair of points the ideal training example
pair�
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Proof

Assume the optimal hyper�plane is given by f�x� � w � x �w � c�
and margin !� Take any point x	 on one side� let�s say the positive
side� of the margin of the hyper�plane i�e��

w � x	 �w � c� � !�

This point can be expressed in function of a basis constructed on the
hyperplane w�

� � � � � �w
�
d��� with 
i� j � w�

i �w�
j � � and w �w�

i � ��

x	 � c� �
!

kw�kw � r�w
�
� � � � �� rd��w�

d��

The mirror�image of x	 can then be written as�

x� � c� � !

kw�kw � r�w
�
� � � � �� rd��w�

d��

Using only x	 and x� the optimal hyperplane can be obtained�

w � x	 � x�

c� �
x	 � x�

�

�QED�

Note that there exist an in�nite amount of ideal training example pairs�
since any point on the margin of the hyper�plane can be taken as a starting
point�

However� �nding any ideal training example pair may prove very di�cult
in practice� Hence the implication of the proposition has more importance�
Instead of requiring an exponentially large number of training examples " ex�
ponential in function of the dimension of the classi�er �classical learning theory�
" only a small number of training examples and in the limit only � data�points
need to be provided to train the optimal classi�er� if the latter examples are of
high�quality�

Consequently� the problem of learning classi�ers could shift to select training
sets and	or training methods for discovering high�quality examples �pairs��
Hence we propose to search for pedagogical learning strategies� *�e� �nding
heuristics to reduce the number of training examples to be provided to the
system�

Earlier we proposed the BW training method for teaching a method back�
ground invariance� This method can be considered as an example of such a
pedagogical learning approach�
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Chapter �

�D Object Detection and
Recognition in Real�World
Scenes

All of physics is either impossible or trivial� It is impossible until
you understand it� and then it becomes trivial� Ernest Rutherford

A system is proposed that performs object detection and object recognition in
a single processing step� Using such a monolithic vision system� we report on
experiments that successfully address the problem of detection	recognition of
everyday household objects in real�world scenes and in real�time�

�� Introduction

In the previous chapter� we discussed the two �rst phases towards an object
recognition system without any intermediate representations� However� one
still assumed that object detection was performed by another subsystem i�e�
a region�of�interest needed to be selected and the object needed to be part
of the image applied to the system� In this chapter these assumptions will
be removed� without introducing any new subsystem or pre�processor� Hence�
we will thus propose a monolithic learning system to object detection and
recognition �Roobaert et al�� ������
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�� A monolithic approach for object detection
and recognition

In order to perform object detection� we learn additional classi�ers to perform
object detection� apart of from object�object classi�ers that were introduced in
the previous Chapter� we introduce object�background classi�ers that classify
every object �separately� against the background� Hence� the proposal is to con�
struct a detection system that scans the whole image with object�background
classi�ers at di�erent locations and at di�erent scales�

For a serial computer� the runtime of such a scanning process could become
very long� It can be kept under control however for the following two reasons�
First� the execution speed of a DirectSVM I classi�er is minimal� since we use
the direct representation� instead of the common dual representation of a sup�
port vector classi�er �see Table ����� Secondly� in Section ��� we demonstrated
that the classi�ers trained with the BW method exhibit improved translation
and scale invariant properties� Hence the classi�ers do not have to be applied
at any possible location and scale� but can be limited to a subset of all possible
locations and scales�

In order to improve classi�cation accuracy� we still adhere to the pair�wise
classi�cation strategy for multi�class support vector machines �Section �������
Consequently� we maintain to use the object�object classi�ers� together with
the object�background classi�ers introduced� In conclusion� we can see the pro�
posed approach as a monolithic system for object classi�cation� The approach
for detection only adds one additional �background object to the set of objects
to be recognized� The system does not fundamentally change� and e�ectively
one performs object detection and object recognition in a uni�ed framework�

����� General experimental set	up

Training of the classi�ers

We train all classi�ers in a similar fashion as before using DirectSVM I� Con�
cretely� we use training examples of ��� �� pixel raw RGB image� and hence
every image is represented as a d � �����dimensional vector� Consequently�
every classi�er is a hyperplane in a d � �����dimensional space�

For training the object�object classi�ers� we select the following training
images for every object to train the classi�ers for the following invariances�

� Background invariance� we apply the BW pedagogical training method
*�e� every view of the object is presented once with a dark background
and once with a light background�

� Translation and scale invariance� in previous Chapter� we showed that
the BW learning method makes the classi�ers becomes less translation
and scale sensitive� If one likes to increase these local translation and
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scale invariant properties of the classi�ers� one can potentially add a few
translation and scale variants of the objects�

� �D rotation invariance� every object is presented in a number of di�erent
rotations�

� Illumination�invariance� a few illumination variants of each object is pro�
vided to the training set of the system�

� Sampling density invariance� the sampling sharpness of the images varies
with di�erent scales and di�erent illumination conditions� To accommo�
date for these variations� we provide additional smoothed images of the
training examples�

Note that �Sch$olkopf et al�� �

�� proposed an alternative way to include
invariances in Support Vector learning algorithms� They use a two step ap�
proach to train a system with invariances� The �rst step consists of extracting
Support Vectors �SVs� on the data without any included variances� while the
second step performs variations on the SVs only and retrains the SVM on this
new transformed SV dataset� This method speeds�up learning� but also de�
creases accuracy compared to a system that includes variations of the original
dataset from the start� In our case� the training time of the system is less
important �as long as we are able to train the system�� while we prioritize the
accuracy of the system and the simplicity of training �only a single learning
step is required��

For training of the background�object classi�ers� a number of random back�
ground images is used and trained against the previous image examples�

Online detection and recognition

In order to have a measure for the accuracy of the obtained classi�cations for a
certain window� we use a con�dence measure corresponding to the shortest dis�
tance to the hyperplane of any of the classi�er� In order to make all con�dence
measures comparable across all the classi�ers� the distances are normalized
with the margin of the hyperplane of the classi�er�

For computational speed reasons� one can observe that most of the image
is background� Hence we need to apply the object�background classi�ers only
�without the object�object classi�ers�� on most places of the image� This means
also that on most of the image only k classi�cations have to to performed� and
hence that the serial runtime of this scanning process is essentially linear in
the number of objects to detect� Only if at least one of the object�background
classi�ers classi�es a window as non�background� then this area is potentially

an object� In this case all additional k�k���
� object�object classi�ers are applied

for accurate object recognition�
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Figure ���� Some of the training examples for the household object recognition
system�

�� Experiment� Household object recognition

In this experiment� we want to detect and recognize everyday household objects
in a scene� This could potentially be useful in a household robot that needs
to search for objects� in order to report on them or to pick them up and move
them�

����� Speci�c experimental set	up

To train the object�object classi�ers� we took approximately �� views for each
of the �ve objects� The object was placed on a turntable and rotated around
its vertical axis� For each view we used a black and a white background and
two di�erent illuminations ��uorescent light and additional incandescent light��
This results in about ��� images per object� In addition to these physical
images� virtual images were created� Images shifted by � pixel were created
to train for improved local translation invariance� To simulate more di�erent
lighting conditions� we added and respectively subtracted the pixel�values of the
images with a �xed value ���� of maximal white�� We added smoothed �low�
pass �ltered� versions of the physical images to the training set to compensate
for sampling variations� Some of the training examples are shown in Fig� ����

To train the object�background classi�ers� we took four random scenes of
a indoor room �see Fig� ����� We produced about ���� sub�images as example
images for the background by uniformly sampling sub�images from variously
scaled versions of these scenes� As examples for the objects we took the same
images as described in the previous paragraph�

To perform the experiment� we mounted the camera on a Nomad���� robot�
The robot navigated around the table to take images from di�erent viewing
angles� For each viewing angle two lighting conditions were tested �with and
without a table lamp�� The same procedure was repeated with and without a
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Figure ���� The � images used to produce the ���� examples to train the
object�background classi�ers�

table cloth on the table�
All images have a resolution of ������� pixels� For on�line detection	recog�

nition� these image are scanned at di�erent scales and locations as follows�
For every image� we build up an image scale pyramid spanning � octaves of
sizes� in scale steps of �

p
� � ���� �� di�erent scales in total�� Every image is

scanned in the pyramid with a step size of � pixels with the background�object
classi�ers� In areas with potential object presence �when also all the object�
object classi�ers are invoked� a more detailed � pixel scan step is used for more
accurate localization of the object in the image�

����� Results I

This �rst set of experiments� has still the following central assumption� the
object is maximally only once in the image� Hence one can simply pick the
strongest hypothesis for each object over all scales and translations� while one
requires also a con�dence value greater than �� Since the con�dence measure
is normalized by the margin of the hyperplane� the latter condition discards
all classi�cations that lie within the margin of the classifying hyperplane� This
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cleaner fanta mug raisins rice
correct �� �� �� �� ��

incorrect � � � � �

Table ���� Correct and incorrect object detection	recognition on �� object
scenes taken by the robot in di�erent illumination and background conditions�

condition can be considered as an uncertain classi�cation and hence can be
discarded�

Table ��� lists the results of object recognition	detection on �� scenes taken
from the mobile robot around a table� with di�erent illumination background
conditions� Correct classi�cation means the selection of the right location of the
object in the scene� An incorrect classi�cation does not necessarily mean that
the classi�er did not detect the object� instead another �false� location can have
a stronger con�dence value� Fig� ��� show a few scenes where recognition was
successful for all objects� Fig� ��� shows a scene where the system breaks down
for a few objects� it was not trained for such a drastic change in illumination�

We show a few more example results of the system in di�erent scene condi�
tions �see Fig� ����� Note that the system uses an implicit combinations of color
and shape cues to detect	recognize the objects� To illustrate this point� we ro�
tated some of the objects in the scenes �see Fig� ��� �Bottom�� and demonstrate
how the system reacted� Only it the objects are shown in the right orientation�
the system detects	recognizes the objects� If one would like to recognize these
objects also in these positions� one could provide additional training images to
the system �in the same fashion as was trained for �D rotation invariance��

����� Results II sensitivity analysis

Note that classi�cation of an object returns a con�dence value that is propor�
tional to the distance of the object to the hyperplane classi�er� One could
disregard classi�cations that have a too low con�dence value all together� In
this way� one introduces a con�dence threshold value that needs to be met in
order to classify a window as non�background� More importantly� this also
allows object detection without the previous assumption that maximally one
object is present in the image�

In order to determine the value of this con�dence threshold� an ROC curve
�Receiver Operating Characteristics� can be constructed� Every point on a
such curve represents a certain con�dence threshold and hence a certain sys�
tem setting� The position of the point is determined by the performance of
the system for this setting� the vertical location is the ratio of successful de�
tection	recognition of the object �i�e� when an object is correctly present�
and the horizontal location in the ratio of false detections of the object �i�e�
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Figure ���� Examples where the system is successful in recognizing all the
objects� despite changing background and lighting� A green rectangles means
detection	recognition with a con�dence value � �� while red means a con�dence
value between � and ��

Figure ���� An example where the system fails for some objects� due to insuf�
�cient lighting�
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Figure ���� A few more examples of the performance of the system in di�erent
scene settings� �Bottom� Two examples of object recognition showing the that
the recognition system uses an implicit combination of color and shape cues�
�Bottom Left� The �raisins�box is not recognized in the foreground since it is
upside down� while the �raisins�box in the background is recognized� �Bottom
Right� The upside�down �rice�box is not recognized� while the �rice�box is
the regular position is recognized� In both cases� the boxes could be recognized
if wished� by providing examples of upside down boxes during training�

when the object is not present�� Moving along the ROC curve� corresponds to
varying the con�dence threshold� Hence with a ROC curve one can choose a
certain performance level� and derive the corresponding con�dence threshold�
or vice�versa�

We constructed such an ROC curved� from some of the test images in the
previous experiment� We de�ne a correct classi�cation as follows� a classi�ed
window must return the right object label and the window�s center must fall
on the object itself� If one of the previous conditions is not met� we consider
the classi�cation as not correct� The result are plotted in Fig� ���� and this for
di�erent systems trained with object examples with respectively� only black
backgrounds� only white backgrounds� and black and white backgrounds �ped�
agogical BW training method�� Finally� we also show a system trained with
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black and white backgrounds in addition to ��� images of bootstrapped train�
ing examples �Sung and Poggio� �
���� Bootstrapping is a training technique
that adds errors made by the system� as new training examples with the correct
label� Note that most errors are made by by the object�background classi�ers�

From the ROC curve� it is clear that applying the pedagogical BW train�
ing method improves the performance of the system� Bootstrapping can still
improve the performance in addition to BW training� The horizontal axis in
the graph can also be expressed in the number of false positives per image
�considering that there are � ����� classi�cations per image�� This gives for
example� if one allows one and respectively �ve false classi�cations per image�
an average correct object recognition	detection performance is as follows�

� false pos�	image � false pos�	image
Black training bg� ���� ����
White training bg� ���� ����

BW training ���� ����
Bootstrapping�BW training ���� ����
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Figure ���� ROC curve for four di�erent training schemes� From Bottom�right
�worst� to Up�left �best�� training with resp� back background examples� white
background examples� black and white background examples �BW method� and
using the BW method together with bootstrapping �corrected errors fed back
as additional training examples��
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Figure ���� Some of the training examples for recognizing faces and gestures�

����� Recognizing other objects

The proposed system does not include any object knowledge a priori� Hence�
we apply the system for recognizing also di�erent classes of objects and this
without altering the system at all� We only to provide the system with a new
set of training examples�

For training the object�object classi�ers� we train the system on a couple of
faces and on a couple of gestures� in a way similar as before� See Fig� ��� for a
few examples of the training set� For training the background�object classi�ers�
the same images are used �Fig� �����

A few �preliminary� results of this type of recognition are shown in Fig� ����
More work is needed to be conclusive on the evaluation of this class of recog�
nition and detection�

�� Discussion

����� Analysis of the support vectors obtained

The support vectors obtained by the learning algorithm� are the only training
examples that are e�ectively used by the learning algorithm� All other training
examples are not used and are hence non�relevant for the learning system� We
could observe the following results�

� For the background�object classi�ers� only about ��� to ��� of the back�
ground examples are support vectors� If the number of background ex�
amples is drastically increased� e�g� by a factor ��� the amount of back�
ground support vectors seems not increase substantially� Note also that
the di�erent classi�ers have a good ratio of background support vectors
in common� The number of support vectors of the objects training exam�
ples is in the order of �� to �� images� We can conclude that only a small
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Figure ���� �Top row� Two examples of successful gesture and face recogni�
tion� �Bottom row� Two examples of unsuccessful gesture and face recogni�
tion� �Bottom left� The closed hand is correctly found� but there is also an
uncorrect stronger detection	recognition of an open hand� �Bottom right� The
face is correctly recognized� but with a low con�dence value� There are other
incorrect detections with a higher con�dence value�

fraction of the training images are relevant for the detection learning
system�

� For the object�object classi�ers� the number of support vectors is even
lower and in the order of � to �� support vectors per object� Since also
the classi�er�s margin is wider than for the background�object classi�ers�
we can conclude that it is easier to discriminate di�erent objects from
each other� than to discriminate an object from the background�

� The proportion of smoothed object images that are support vectors� is
larger for the background�object classi�ers than for the object�object clas�
si�ers� This is in agreement with intuition� in order to distinguish objects
from the background� larger features �smoothed images� are discrimina�
tory� while to discriminate between di�erent objects� details �sharp im�
ages� have more importance�
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����� Scaling to larger number of objects

We tested the approach on a limited number of objects only� The results from
the previous chapter with sets of objects in the order of �� and ��� suggest
that scaling to larger number of objects could be quite favorable� It remains a
task for the future to test this hypothesis�

����� Time	requirements �for a serial computer�

Training the system using DirectSVM I� varied between a few minutes and a
couple of hours �for the system with �� times more background images��

Detecting and recognizing �ve objects in an image of size ���� ��� pixels
took the system about ��� seconds on a Pentium III ���� This includes building
up the image pyramid for � scales� Once can still decrease the time require to
process an image� by for example� using smaller images and	or use less scales�

To process a single image� approximatively ����� classi�cations are per�
formed� which implies ���s for a single classi�cation� This implies that the
system also could be used for example to track objects� Typically tracking
requires let�s say �� positions at � scales in the vicinity of the previous object
position� hence tracking an object is possible within less than �� ms�

����� Parallel� neural network implementation

The proposed model also has an interpretation as a �arti�cial� neural network�
Such a neural network would consist of two layers of summating neurons with
hard thresholds� The �rst layer of neurons are connected with ��� ��� � con�
nections from a spatial area in the input to every neurons� The spatial area in
the input depends at which translation and at which scale detection	recognition
is performed� The connection weights are the result of support vector learning�
Note that every neuron codes for a certain classi�er i�e� class X against class
Y etc���� and not for a certain representation� Connection weight sharing is
performed amongst all classi�ers that classify the same pair of classes�

In a second layer of neurons� every class has its own output neuron� and
receives �xed connections from all neurons of the previous layer that classi�ed
that class� The connection strength is �� or ��� if the class of the classi�er was
respectively positive or negative in the previous layer� These neurons are also
summating and can have a hard threshold depending on what kind of output
the system needs to produce�

This model provides a way to implement the system in a highly parallel
fashion and hence at very high speed� If an arti�cial neuron would be able
to summate and to threshold� in let�s say a microsecond �an easy task for
contemporary micro�electronics�� a whole image could be processed for object
detection	recognition within a couple of micro�seconds only�
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����
 Limitations

The system is built around linear classi�ers� Although this linear classi�er is
the best classi�er to use from a theoretical�learning point of view �given limited
priori knowledge and a limited amount of training data�� it is not necessarily
the best classi�er� given strong prior knowledge and	or when huge amounts of
data are available for training� It is to be explored how the approach presented
would scale up when using classi�ers with higher learning capacity� and	or
when domain knowledge is included a priori in the classi�ers�

The approach of providing no prior knowledge to the system� shifts the
burden of providing domain knowledge to the choice of the training data� The
importance of this shift however is that the form of the domain knowledge is
di�erent� in the former case the domain knowledge must be explicit �when
incorporating it in the code�� while in the latter case the domain knowledge
can be provided implicitly �in the form of examples only��

A potentially more fundamental limitation of the approach is the use of su�
pervised learning to train the system� Although the use of supervised learning
is advocated by the Main Principle of learning �see Chapter ��� not all object
recognition problems can be formulated as such� Most contemporary engineer�
ing applications can be formulated as supervised learning problems �one trains
the system to recognize a prede�ned number of objects� with a given set of
labeled training examples�� However� future more advanced applications �e�g�
in robotics� could require incremental learning of an object recognition sys�
tem� In order to facilitate learning of new classes of objects� such a system
has to exploit earlier learned vision knowledge in an e�ective way� E�ective
exploitation of such knowledge could require a division of such knowledge in
intermediate levels� and in order to learn these intermediate knowledge levels�
an unsupervised learning approach could become desirable�

����� Possible extensions and perspectives

A special case of the system is the use of window sizes that are only � color pixel
large ���dimensional vectors�� In this case� the classi�ers use �average� color
information only� Such a color detector	recognition system could be used as a
preprocessor in a hierarchical system� to perform color�based pre�segmentation�
Another special case is the use of windows that are based on grey�level pixels
only� In this case� pure shape�based detection	recognition could be performed�

In contrast� one could also use more information� In the experiments� we
only used raw color pixel information� However� it would be natural to use also
other raw visual information like for example� stereo information or motion
information� This could potentially improve performance� as shown for motion
by for example �Papageorgiou et al�� �

���

We showed the application of the approach on visual perceptual information
only� But considering that we included a minimal amount of domain knowl�
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edge in our approach� a similar approach could also work on other perceptual
modalities� An illustration of the minimal domain knowledge included in the
system is the following� If we would randomly permute all the pixels in the
images� this would not at all a�ect the performance of our system� as long as
the permutation is the same during training and testing� In the Chapter ��
we showed the operation of DirectSVM on sonar data� however it would be
interesting to see its performance and the pure learning approach on for exam�
ple speech� radar or infra�red perceptual data� to mention a few� In all these
cases� by presenting all the information in a raw format� di�erent perceptual
modalities could also be fused in a natural way�

����� Conclusion

A monolithic system for object detection and recognition has been proposed
that encodes no prior knowledge� but relies on learning only� The system is
able to recognize successfully everyday objects in highly cluttered real�world
scenes� and this in real�time� As far as we know� this kind of problem has been
given little attention in the literature�
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Summary and conclusion

��� Thesis summary

In the introduction� we gave a number of motivations for building systems
based on learning� In Chapter �� we pointed out the important di�erence of
learning with �nite and in�nite number of training examples� In Chapter ��
we discussed a selection of learning approaches and their potential problems�
In Chapter �� we discussed and evaluated a selection of object recognition
systems� In Chapter � we presented as �rst contribution� the Self�organizing
Invariant representations Map �SIM�� a neural module for unsupervised learn�
ing of invariant representations� Although it is earlier work� some of the SIM
ideas could potentially be useful for building larger multi�SIM based object
recognition systems�

The main contribution of the thesis is the proposal and investigation of a
pure learning approach to object detection and recognition� Minimal domain
knowledge is encoded a priori in such a system� Domain knowledge is pro�
vided at training time by learning examples only� Classically� huge amounts of
training examples are required to provide the necessary domain knowledge for
training such a naive system� This would ensue huge training times and re�
sources� or alternatively infeasible long searches in the huge number of training
examples during object matching�

To accommodate the latter problem� two solutions have been proposed in
this thesis� The �rst solution addressed the computational problem of training
a learning algorithm� and in particular training a support vector machine with
large amounts of training data that is high�dimensional� For these kind of tasks�
a standard implementation of a support vector machine requires prohibitively
expensive resources in terms of learning time and required memory� Hence
in Chapter � we proposed a new algorithm� DirectSVM� that implements the
support vector machine in a computationally much less demanding way� The
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algorithm is iterative and quite simple� In addition� the obtained DirectSVM I
classi�er can be used at run�time at high speed�

The second solution was the proposal in Chapter �� of the existence of
pedagogical support vector learning� This framework exploits the optimal gen�
eralization properties of support vector classi�ers in high�dimensional spaces�
and proves that one needs only a minimal number of learning example pairs
�and a single pair in the limit� to train optimal classi�ers� Practically� we pro�
posed the pedagogical BW training method for teaching an object recognition
system background�invariance� This method consist of training a recognition
system with object views� once with a black background and once white a
white background� Hence this method only doubles the training set size� We
showed that this method at the same time also increases the translation and
scale invariant properties of the obtained classi�ers�

Finally� we proposed a real�time system for object detection and recognition
using a monolithic� pure learning approach� We showed high performance
of this system on detecting and recognizing everyday household objects in a
variety of real�world scenes� To demonstrate potential �exibility of the system�
we also performed detection	recognition on totally di�erent classes of objects
as well� In the latter case the system needs not to be altered or re�engineered�
the system needs only to be retrained with a new set of training examples�

��� Conclusion

The main motivations for proposing a pure learning approach were� simplicity
and �exibility of the system and the independence of the system of prior explicit
domain knowledge�

With the proposed approach and system� we address these issues in an
extreme fashion� The monolithic system is probably the simplest system for
object detection and recognition one can imagine� Since the system essentially
consist of a naive learning algorithm� it is also potentially extremely �exible�
Here �exibility is de�ned in the sense that di�erent classes of objects could po�
tentially be recognized� while di�erent perceptual modalities could be processed
and fused� without the need to re�engineer the system�

On the question if it is also the best system� we have a partial answer
only� We showed amongst others on the extended COIL database that the
pedagogical BW training method� can largely outperform other learning sys�
tems on the task of object recognition with cluttered backgrounds� We also
showed that our proposed DirectSVM learning algorithm has similar accuracy
as the Support Vector Machine for pattern recognition� while requiring much
less computational resources� However� we cannot express ourselves for the
detection	recognition system� since we have not compared the system on one
and the same task as reported in the literature� The results obtained though
suggest that our approach is very promising� Considering the speed of the
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system� we are quite sure that it is probably the fastest system available for
combined object detection and recognition�

The future will have to tell us about the full potential of the approach� It
is the hope of the author� that with this thesis the �rst step is made into this
direction�
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COIL database

The Columbia University Image Library �COIL� is a database of ���� images of
��� everyday objects� with every object taken from �� di�erent� equally�spaced
viewing angles�

Figure A��� �� of the ��� objects in the COIL database�

The extended COIL database

We extend the COIL database by generating additional backgrounds to the
original backgrounds in the standard database� The original backgrounds con�
tain two parts� Within the bounding box the background is a real �i�e� pho�
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Figure A��� �� of the �� di�erent view of one of the objects in the COIL
database�

tographed� noisy dark�grey background� while the rest of the background con�
sist of a uniform dark�grey background� We refer to this background in the
rest of this contribution as �original�

We extend the set of images by maintaining the same object images� but by
changing the background� We generated the di�erent classes of backgrounds to
these images as follows� We clipped out the object from the original background
by thresholding the image at a pixel value of ������ The latter pixel value could
be obtained due to the quite uniform original dark�grey background and gave
visually quite good segmentation� The clipped background is then substituted
in � di�erent ways as follows �See Fig� A����

The �black� �white and �grey background are uniform and have respec�
tively a minimal� maximal and a ��� pixel value� The �scene backgrounds
are constructed as follows� All scenes consist of � random objects from the
database� These three background objects are randomly scaled and are placed
in the upper part of the image� in order to simulate the e�ect of a perspec�
tive background� These scenes are then place on the original background in
�scene�original�� on a uniform black background scene�black or a uniform
white background in �scene�white� The �color noise backgrounds are gen�
erated by restricting background pixels to have only maximal or minimal R� G
or B values� hence background pixels can only have the � pure colors� black�
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Figure A��� The di�erent generated backgrounds of the extended COIL database
for a single view of an object�
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